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Effective management of engineering productivity is critical to achieving 

overall project success (CII 2001).  Although engineering cost has approached to 

the level of 20 percent of a project’s total cost on some industrial projects, 

engineering productivity is not well understood.  For these reasons, the 

Construction Industry Institute (CII) developed an Engineering Productivity 

Measurement System (EPMS) that consists of quantity-based metrics to directly 

measure engineering productivity, and drive continuous performance 

improvement.   

 

However, barriers to system implementation exist.  Productivity metrics in 

the EPMS are measured for various disciplines and thus evaluating overall 

productivity was initially difficult because of the lack of a summary metric.  

Because the EPMS is still new to the industry, limited understanding of its 
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metrics has presented a challenge to gaining acceptance for its use in 

benchmarking. This has inhibited the realization of its potential for supporting 

improvement.  Now that a dataset for the EPMS has been compiled, however, 

analyses can be performed to support research and the resulting findings will help 

to overcome implementation barriers of the EPMS.    

 

The author developed this research with data from the EPMS and input 

from industry. Feedback was collected in CII training sessions, committee 

meetings, and industry forums.  The researcher undertook quantitative analyses 

using the EPMS data.  The results will assist industry practitioners to effectively 

monitor and manage engineering process to reach project success.  Four main 

objectives were achieved in this study:  1) discipline and project level indices to 

summarize engineering productivity were constructed; 2) influence factors as a 

foundation of engineering productivity improvement were identified; 3) discipline 

information dependencies were measured quantitatively; and 4) the associations 

between engineering productivity and project performance were documented. 
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Chapter 1:  INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Problem Statement 

 

Productivity research in the construction industry has been ongoing since 

the early 1960s.  Research results include measurement development, 

management and control process, factor exploration, and prediction that have 

enriched the body of knowledge.  However, the research still concluded that 

productivity is difficult to measure and control (Crawford and Vogl 2006; 

Motwani et al. 1995).   

 

Despite the difficulties of productivity research, the concept of 

construction productivity is familiar to the industry and its measurements are 

generally accepted.  In contrast, engineering productivity is relatively less well 

understood and been rarely studied even though engineering cost has increased in 

many cases to 20 percent of the total project cost (Kim 2007).  The reason that 

engineering productivity research has not advanced more is because it is difficult 

to measure.  

 

The Construction Industry Institute (CII) worked for several years to 

develop a system to effectively measure and enable the analysis of engineering 

productivity (CII 2001; CII 2004).  A breakthrough was archived in 2004 when 

consensus definition were accepted after numerous workshops and training 
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sessions (Kim 2007).  These metrics were incorporated into CII’s engineering 

productivity metric system (EPMS) as an important step towards ongoing 

assessment and ultimately engineering productivity improvement.   

 

Although the EPMS was a major breakthrough for engineering 

productivity benchmarking, two main criticisms remained.  First, despite the 50 

metrics at various levels, no summary metric was available; therefore, it was 

difficult to assess overall productivity performance.  Second, understanding of 

engineering productivity remained limited because the EPMS metrics were still 

new to the industry.  Consequently, there is a lack of information to improve 

engineering productivity effectively.  

 

1.2. Research Motivation   

 

Although engineering productivity could now be assessed using the  

metrics in the EPMS,  comments received from various CII training sessions and 

workshops revealed the need for a summary index to assess engineering 

productivity at the discipline and project levels.  

 

Other industry input asserted that, even though the standardized 

engineering productivity metrics were promulgated in 2004, understanding of 

these new metrics was still limited.  Previous studies had examined factors 

impacting engineering productivity, but their findings were inconclusive partly 
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because of a lack of the data based on industry consensus definitions.  This has 

inhibited analyses and understanding of the factors impacting engineering 

productivity.  Therefore, benchmarking and improvements in engineering 

productivity have remained a challenge to the construction industry.   

 

Construction projects have intensive information exchange among 

fragmented parties and engineering is no exception.  Effectively managing 

information exchange among various participants is critical to project success 

(Pekericli et al. 2003).  Therefore, understanding information dependencies 

among different project participants greatly affects the strategy of information 

technology (IT) investment for productivity improvement.  Nevertheless, research 

exploring information dependency in the construction industry has been 

inadequate.  Practitioners expect that productivity of various participants is 

related in a task-dependent network because these tasks share information and 

collaboration is required.  The EPMS provides an opportunity to explore 

engineering task dependencies.  

 

After the six years of data collection with the EPMS, a significant amount 

of engineering productivity data have been received.  These data enable 

quantitative analyses to support research findings. 
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1.3. Research Purpose 

 

CII developed a series of metrics using direct work hours and quantities as 

a means to benchmark engineering productivity.  Based on these metrics, the 

main purposes of this research are to construct summary indices and to examine 

their relationships with various performance metrics, to identify influence factors 

affecting engineering productivity, and to investigate information dependencies 

among engineering disciplines.  

 

1.4. Research Objectives 

 

To fulfill the purposes of this research, four objectives were established: 

1. To develop and validate discipline and project level engineering 

productivity indices for selected disciplines. 

2. To identify factors that influence engineering productivity.  

3. To model information dependencies of major engineering disciplines 

using the EPMS metrics. 

4. To examine relationships between engineering productivity, 

engineering performance and overall project performance. 
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1.4.1 To develop and validate discipline and project level engineering 

productivity indices for selected disciplines 

 

Since 2002, the CII Benchmarking and Metrics (BM&M) program has 

been collecting productivity data for six major engineering disciplines: concrete, 

steel, electrical, piping, instrumentation, and equipment (Kim 2007).   In the 

EPMS, piping, instrumentation and equipment productivity metrics are available 

at the discipline level; however, discipline productivity metrics are not available 

for the electrical and civil disciplines due to different quantity measures of the 

outputs.  For example, concrete and steel engineering productivity data are 

collected in different quantities (hours per cubic yard versus hours per ton, 

respectively); this is despite the fact that the hours of these two disciplines are 

conventionally tracked as one in the civil discipline (Beedle 2005; CII 2004).  In 

addition, the CII productivity committee (PM team) selected the wire and cable 

(Hrs/LF) engineering activity as the representative metric for the electrical 

discipline productivity instead of developing a summary index representing all the 

electrical metrics including electrical equipment, conduit, cable tray, wire & cable 

and lighting (Kim 2007).  

 

CII tracks practice use and performance on the project level and thus a 

project level productivity metric is desired to assess their relationships.  For these 

reasons, discipline and project level productivity indices were constructed in this 

research to facilitate further analyses. 
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1.4.2 To identify factors that influence engineering productivity 

 

Previous studies have suggested many factors influencing engineering 

productivity (Chang and Ibbs 2006; CII 1987; CII 2001; McGeorge 1987).  

However, their conclusions were based on various engineering productivity 

measures and might be inconclusive.  Since the EPMS consists of standardized 

engineering productivity metrics with industry consensus, these metrics provide 

the opportunity to quantitatively assess the impacts of factors on engineering 

productivity.  Analyses of these impacts are important for understanding of 

engineering productivity.  

 

1.4.3 To model information dependencies of major disciplines using the 

EPMS metrics 

 

Effectively managing information exchange is critical to project success 

(Pekericli et al. 2003).  To improve information management, understanding 

information exchange is necessary.  Previous research has focused on 

understanding information exchange among different engineered tasks in the 

building industries (Austin and Baldwin 1996; Hegazy et al. 2001; Oloufa et al. 

2004; Sanvido and Norton 1994).  These studies applied various techniques such 

as Dependency Structure Matrix (DSM) and information modeling methods to 

investigate and explain task information dependencies.  Based on these 
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dependencies, organizations make decisions on IT investment and overlap tasks 

to compress schedule.  Therefore, one of the main objectives of this research is to 

utilize the EPMS to model information dependencies among engineering 

disciplines, driving continuous engineering productivity improvement.    

 

1.4.4 To examine relationships between engineering productivity, 

engineering performance and overall project performance  

 

 This research constructs engineering productivity summary indices to 

establish the relationship between the improvement of productivity and increased 

predictability of project performance.  Understanding this pivotal relationship 

between engineering productivity and project performance supports investments 

in improved engineering productivity.  Thus, the author investigates the 

relationships between project level engineering productivity index and CII 

performance metrics. 

 

1.5. Research Hypotheses 
 

To support the research objectives stated in Section 1.4, four research 

hypotheses were developed as follows: 
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H1: Well formulated engineering productivity indices can be constructed for 

the civil and electrical disciplines and for the overall project level. 

 

This hypothesis establishes that productivity indices can be constructed at 

the discipline level as well as for the project level and are best suited for all pre-

determined criteria.  The criteria of the indices were proposed by the PM team 

including: easy to understand, accurately representative of underlying metrics of 

interest, and trend-traceable. 

 

H2: Factors which influence engineering productivity can be identified and 

their impacts can be quantitatively assessed.  
 

This hypothesis establishes that the factors and their impact on 

engineering productivity can be identified using the EPMS metrics.  Thus, more 

insights can be obtained and contributed to the body of knowledge. 

 

H3: Engineering discipline information dependencies can be measured by 

productivity relationships. 
 

This hypothesis establishes that if the precedent disciplines have good 

productivity, the succeeding disciplines tend to have good productivity because of 

their information dependency.  Discipline information dependencies are modeled 

to provide a greater understanding to the construction industry. 
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H4: Engineering productivity is correlated with engineering cost and 

schedule performance as well as overall project performance. 

 

This hypothesis establishes the relationships between engineering 

productivity and engineering phase performance.  Furthermore, analyses are 

expanded to investigate the relationships between engineering productivity and 

overall project performance, such as cost, schedule, and change performance. 

 

1.6. Research Scope 

 

The main objectives of this research are to develop a reliable method for 

rolling up metrics, to document the relationship between engineering productivity 

and project performance, to understand engineering productivity factors and 

discipline dependencies.  Yet this research is limited in three aspects: it is focused 

on design process efficiencies; it utilizes a single data source; and it covers only 

selected disciplines.  These limitations are further discussed below. 

 

1.6.1. Design Process Efficiencies  

 

Previous research on design effectiveness evaluation was based on 

subjective factors like quality by using an “objective matrix” (CII 1987; Jarrah 

2007).  This is quite different from the engineering productivity measures used in 

this dissertation.  Design effectiveness refers to the consequences that actual 
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design has on project success, such as achieving clients’ expectations or 

completing the project under budget and on time.  On the other hand, engineering 

productivity pertains to the design process itself and measures how efficiently 

engineering input hours are converted into output quantities (CII 1987).   

 

Conceptually, design process includes conceptual design and detailed 

engineering; however, the distinction where conceptual design ends and detailed 

design begins can be vague.  Conceptual design addresses the preparation for 

soliciting bids which is usually referred to as front-end planning in the 

construction industry, while detailed engineering refers to the actual process to 

achieve final design-detailed engineering (2005).  A consensus was reached in CII 

workshops to define detailed engineering as the period from budget authorization 

through delivery of issued for construction (IFC) drawings.  Figure 1.1 illustrates 

a project life cycle from front-end planning to start-up; with regard to the cycle, 

this study focuses on detailed engineering which may overlap with front-end 

planning, but which is a separate and distinct activity.   

 

 

Figure 1.1 Research Focus: Detailed Design Phase  

 

Research Focus 
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Specifically, this study focuses on the productivity measurement paradigm 

including management and complexity factors but not output quality.  Figure 1.2 

illustrates the conceptual model to measure effective productivity: it includes 

input quality, scope complexity, raw productivity and output quality (CII 2001).  

Nonetheless, previous analysis suggested productivity should be studied apart 

from quality (Baumol 1990).  Therefore, in this research, raw productivity was 

examined with input quality and complexity related-factors used to identify the 

key influence factors affecting engineering productivity.  This approach was used 

in order to benchmark engineering productivity across different project work 

types, e.g. design-only and design-and-construction. 

 

 
 Effective 

Productivity 
Input 

Quality 
Raw 

Productivity 
Output  
Quality 

Scope 
Complexity 

 

Figure 1.2 Research Focus of Engineering Productivity (CII 2001) 

   

1.6.2. Data Source 
 

This study relies on the data submitted to the CII benchmarking and 

metrics program.  CII provides a benchmarking service for member companies 

whose data are collected through the EPMS.  Also, CII conducts analyses for 

benchmarking practices and performance metrics as a member service.  However, 

due to the member-limited service, the sources of data are limited.  Most of the 

Research Focus 
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projects were submitted from leading construction organizations in the U.S. and 

thus data may not represent the entire industry. 

 

The data are heavy-industry-oriented and this presents another limitation.  

CII’s membership and in particular those that participate in benchmarking belong 

to the heavy industrial sector.  The productivity metrics designed in the 

questionnaire are best suited to the heavy industrial projects, such as oil refining 

plants, chemical manufacturing facilities, and power generation plants. 

 

1.6.3. Selected Disciplines 
 

This research addresses selected engineering disciplines that represent the 

most critical and manageable activities due to the balance between data collection 

efforts and benefits.  Also, only direct work-hours are collected for the 

engineering tasks.  These direct work-hours reflect consensus definitions and also 

include such activities as requests for information, meetings, site investigations, 

planning, and rework.  Work hours from document control, project management, 

and construction support, for example are excluded.  A complete list of direct and 

indirect definitions is provided in Appendix A.      
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Chapter 2:  RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

 

This chapter provides a literature review on topics related to engineering 

productivity measurements and their analyses.  First, barriers of measuring 

productivity in various industries are discussed.  Specifically, engineering 

productivity measures in the construction industry are assessed.  Next, the 

development and format of the current Engineering Productivity Metric System 

(EPMS) is documented.  Lastly, topics relating the hypotheses established in 

Chapter One are also discussed, including: (1) index construction and validation, 

(2) engineering productivity influence factors, (3) engineering task information 

dependencies, and (4) relationships between engineering productivity and project 

performance. 
 

2.1. Productivity Measurements  

 

The proverb “what gets measured gets improved” indicates that a well-

defined performance measurement is the first step to business success.  Although 

many productivity measures have been developed and implemented in various 

industries, barriers remain.  For example, cultural resistance and unclear 

definitions of input and output make measuring productivity difficult (Manavazhi 

and Xunzhi 2001; Ohtake and Ohkusa 1994; Porter and Scully 1982; Stephan and 

Levin 1997; Wimo et al. 1993).   
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Although difficulties remain, many studies attempted to quantify 

productivity.  Instead of adopting one standardized productivity measurement, 

various concepts were addressed in the construction studies such as Total Factor 

Productivity (TFP), Multi-Factor Productivity (MFP), and Labor Productivity 

(LP) (Zhi et al. 2003).  Specifically for engineering studies, engineering 

effectiveness and efficiency are usually addressed.   

 

Engineering effectiveness is typically assessed with a subjective method 

such as the objective matrix (CII 1987; Jarrah 2007).  A lack of objective and 

quantifiable measurement however, remains a major deficiency in evaluating 

engineering effectiveness (Song and AbouRizk 2005).  Engineering efficiency, or 

engineering productivity, can be more clearly and objectively defined for inputs; 

however, the outputs of engineering productivity measures are more elusively 

defined than inputs (Sacks and Barak 2008).  As Thomas and Mathews (1986) 

stated, there was no standard definition for productivity in the construction 

industry.  In response, CII developed a series of standardized metrics to measure 

engineering productivity in which is the focus of this research. 

 

2.2. CII Productivity Benchmarking  

 

In order to achieve the goal of more precise and reliable engineering 

productivity benchmarking in the construction industry, the CII Benchmarking 

and Metrics (BM&M) program developed the Engineering Productivity Metric 
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System (EPMS) which consists of quantity-based metrics.  After a series of 

workshops held with industry representatives, as documented by Kim (2007), the 

PM team proposed using direct work-hours as the input and issued for 

construction (IFC) quantities as the output to measure engineering productivity.  

Several advantages to these measures are worth mentioning: (1) They are directly 

tied to the design activity; (2) They are less subject to manipulation; (3) They are 

already tracked in most current design environments; (4) They measure 

construction and design productivity on the same basis; and (5) They focus 

attention on the final product (CII 2001). 

 

 

Figure 2.1 The EPMS Metric Hierarchy (Kim 2007) 

 

The EPMS consists of a set of metrics classified into six major categories 

including concrete, steel, electrical, piping, instrumentation, and equipment.  

Also, this system tracks engineering productivity hierarchically at multiple levels 
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shown in Figure 2.1: Level II (major category), Level III (sub-category), and 

Level IV (element).  In the EPMS, the terminology “major category” refers to 

metric categories on level II and is similar to a traditional “discipline”.  At times, 

to some practitioners, major categories such as concrete and steel cannot 

independently be considered individual disciplines whereas piping, electrical, 

instrumentation, and equipment are normally considered as distinct disciplines.  

Thus, considering familiarity to the readers, both “major category” and 

“discipline” are used to represent Level II metrics in this research.  

 

The major advantage of a hierarchical EPMS is that available engineering 

productivity data can be collected effectively at various levels of details (Kim 

2007).  Nevertheless, the EPMS consists of metrics in different units, presenting a 

challenge for development of a summary metric.   

 

For instance, the electrical major category consists of cable tray, conduit, 

wire & cable, lighting, and electrical equipment engineering productivity metrics 

but they are measured by different quantity units such as hours per linear foot 

(cable tray, conduit, and wire & cable), hours per lighting fixtures (lighting) and 

hours per equipment piece (electrical equipment).  Wire and cable was selected as 

the representative metric for the electrical discipline and, no summary metric was 

developed.   
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The civil discipline is normally comprised of concrete and steel 

engineering hours together in previous studies (Beedle 2005; CII 2001; CII 2004); 

moreover, industry commonly track civil productivity performance and thus an 

index for civil engineering productivity was periodically requested in CII 

workshops.   

 

The CII questionnaire collects practice use and performance data at the 

project level and the current EPMS collects engineering productivity data up to 

the discipline level.  Thus, relationships between practice use, performance and 

engineering productivity may be difficult to establish without a project level 

measure.   

 

In summary, discipline level (civil, electrical) and project level 

productivity measures are missing in the current EPMS for assessment and 

decision-making.  Table 2.1 summarizes the required engineering productivity 

indices and their underlying metrics. 

 
Table 2.1 Required Indices and Their Underlying Metrics 

Levels Required Indices Underlying Metrics 

Discipline 

Civil Index Concrete, Steel 

Electrical Index 
Electrical Equipment, 
Conduit, Cable Tray, Wire & 
Cable, and Lighting 

Project Project Index 

Concrete, Steel, Electrical 
Equipment, Conduit, Cable 
Tray, Wire & Cable, Lighting, 
Piping, Equipment, and 
Instrumentation 
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2.3. Index Construction and Validation  

 

In order to summarize productivity with different measures, various 

productivity indices have been created, depending on their objectives.  In 2004, 

CII proposed a project engineering productivity measurement model as a ratio of 

total actual work hours to total predicted work hours.  However, this approach is 

likely unreliable due to the large standard error of the estimated hours (Kim 

2007).  A project-Level Productivity (PLP) index was developed for monitoring 

multi-discipline daily labor productivity by Ellis Jr and Lee (2006).  They 

employed an equivalent work unit (EWU) to normalize and aggregate the outputs 

of different construction crafts.  Nevertheless, this approach normalized installed 

quantities without considering their variances.   

 

Another approach first normalized metrics individually and then 

aggregated them.  For metric normalization, previous studies attempted various 

approaches.  Maloney et al. (1995) transformed variables with different scales 

into a range from 0 to 1 in order to make a comparison across the variables.  The 

z statistic (z-score) is another common method to standardize variables with 

consideration for both sample mean and standard deviation (Agresti and Finlay 

1999).  Normalized metrics are then aggregated by applying the weighted-sum of 

underlying metrics to develop a summarized measure.  For instance, Ibbs (2005) 
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defined end-of-project productivity by calculating the weighted average of 

productivity in both change-impacted and change-unimpacted periods.   

 

As presented in Section 1.2, engineering productivity indices at discipline 

and project levels were needed for the EPMS.  In order to fill this research gap, 

this study proposed various approaches based on existing methods documented 

above.  When the indices are developed, validation is required and thus related 

studies were reviewed.   

 

Pedersen et al. (2000) asserted that knowledge validation should be based 

on contextual usefulness rather than objectivity which does not actually exist.  In 

this research, they also indicated that knowledge validation requires qualitative 

and quantitative criteria.  Similarly, Lopez (2003) stated that a designed approach 

could be validated if it fulfilled stated requirements or purposes.  Their assertions 

were used to establish the index validation framework presented in Section 3.4.  

 

2.4. Engineering Productivity Influence Factors  
 

Labor productivity influence factors have been extensively analyzed in the 

construction industry to obtain insights for improving project performance.  

However, engineering productivity factors are less studied and thus findings are 

limited.   
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CII (2001) divided 32 engineering productivity factors into three groups:  

scope, complexity, and input quality.  Using each group of factors, three separate 

engineering productivity models were developed.  A two-stage regression 

technique was used to identify the key factors for engineering piping productivity.  

As the results of first-stage regression, nine variables were found to have 

significant impact on engineering productivity: number of equipment pieces, 

project size, design standards used, legal and environmental impact, module re-

use, owner experience with process technology, quality/completeness of scope 

definition, project manager qualifications, and constructability.  Using these 

variables in the second-stage regression, only number of equipment pieces was 

found to significantly influence engineering piping productivity.  Thus, this 

research utilized equipment pieces to interpret engineering piping productivity. 

 

Characterizing complexity factors of engineering productivity, Song et al. 

(2003) identified 17 project-level influence factors of steel drafting productivity 

through extensive literature review, interview and survey, including project type, 

contract type, piece cloning, etc.  Using these factors, they developed a neural 

network productivity model as a tool to facilitate project management.  In contrast 

to these global project-level factors, Song et al. (2005) proposed a method, 

quantitative engineering project scope definition (QEPSD), to quantitatively 

address engineering project scope with complexity at the element level, including 

number of fittings and drafted steel quantity.  This research facilitated improved 

project estimating, scheduling, and control.   
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Chang and Ibbs (2006) used a system model to examine engineering 

productivity factors.  Two significant factors were identified: phase involvement 

and project size.  As to phase involvement, design only projects were found to 

have better engineering productivity than planning and construction supervision 

projects because design only projects simply produce more drawings.  For project 

size, projects with shorter duration tended to have better engineering productivity.  

This result was ultimately found to be inconsistent with that of this study and is 

discussed in greater detail in Section 7.1.  All other variables were not statistically 

significant such as project type, project uncertainty and equivocality, and QA/QC.  

Notably, the conclusions of this study were drawn based on data from one 

company. 

 

Notably, although results varied, project size and design outputs such as 

engineering drawings, elements or quantities were consistently addressed in these 

studies as the main factors of engineering productivity.  Project type was also 

addressed in CII (2001) and Chang and Ibbs (2006) studies; however, its impact 

on engineering productivity appeared to be insignificant. 

 

A few observations were summarized after reviewing previous studies.  

First, these findings remain inconclusive because none of these factors were 

examined using engineering productivity metrics with industry consensus; in 

addition, Chang and Ibbs (2006) used a deliverable-based engineering 
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productivity measure which was criticized as unreliable by CII (2001).  Second, 

with small sample size, regression may overlook potential engineering 

productivity factors.  For instance, project nature was considered to be an 

important influencing factor of engineering productivity by the PM team; 

however, the impact of this factor was concluded to be marginal in previous 

research (CII 2001).  Third, most of the studies focused on engineering 

productivity at the activity or discipline level rather than project level.     

 

Therefore, with sufficient sample size, further investigation of the 

influence factors using quantity-based EPMS engineering productivity metrics in 

a macro-view is necessary for organizations to internally improve or externally 

benchmark their project engineering productivity.   

 

2.5. Engineering Task Information Dependencies  

 

Project delivery is a complicated information exchange process among 

fragmented parties.  Perkericli et al. (2003) asserted that successfully manage 

information exchange is critical to project success.  However, understanding the 

exchange of dependent information in the construction industry was limited 

although Bogus et al. (2003) asserted that reducing task information dependencies 

is the key to reduce their operational risks.  Thus, understanding the information 

dependency among different tasks is imperative to facilitate project management 

and positively results in continuous improvement.   
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To understand the complex task information dependencies, identifying 

their characteristics is critical.  Pekericli et al. (2003) identified several 

characteristics for information dependencies: task sensitivity, timing of created 

information, the parties involved, frequency of communication, type and format 

of information, and information delivery method and bandwidth.  Based on these 

characteristics, they modeled information dependencies with various approaches.  

Zhang (2006) developed an approach to measure the dependency strength of 

coupling tasks for new product development.  In this study, he clearly 

mathematically defined influence parameters on task output, parameter change, 

feedback change and expected task change; additionally, he developed an 

equation representing dependencies with predefined influence parameters.  In 

summary, both of the studies characterized task dependencies with 

communication frequency as well as the amount of shared information.  Although 

these dependency characteristics have been assessed and documented, limited 

research assessed the engineering discipline information dependencies in the 

heavy industrial projects.  

 

Heavy industrial plant engineering, in general, starts with a set of 

engineering criteria followed by process engineering.  According to the  

engineering criteria, Watermeyer (2002) stated that equipment is either 

engineered or selected from the catalogue provided by vendors.   Once equipment 

information such as installed locations or configurations becomes available, plant 
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layout drawings are developed.  At this point, civil engineering, instrumentation 

(control) engineering, piping engineering and electrical engineering are involved 

for equipment support, process and layout engineering.  In summary, equipment 

is the information upstream discipline and a long-lead item whereas piping, civil, 

instrumentation and electrical follow (Figure 2.2).  This pattern indicates that 

engineering information is fed from equipment discipline to downstream 

disciplines.  If the upstream discipline provides information with a large amount 

of uncertainty, rework of downstream disciplines can be expected.  Thus, 

productivity of downstream disciplines is very likely dependent upon the 

upstream discipline, equipment.  Yet these dependencies have not been assessed 

quantitatively; therefore, one of the main objectives of this study is to 

quantitatively establish information dependencies within engineering 

productivity. 

 

  

Figure 2.2 The Engineering Sequence of Disciplines  
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2.6. Engineering Productivity and Project Performance  

 

The relationship between well-managed engineering productivity and the 

improved predictability of project performance makes the case for the importance 

of this study.  The researcher reviewed previous research findings of the 

relationships between productivity and project cost, schedule, and change 

performance to understand and summarize the current state of the industry. 

 

Several studies have asserted that engineering performance affects project 

outcomes (CII 2001; Hwang 2003; Ibbs 1997).  The premise that improving 

productivity can reduce cost is widely accepted.  On the other hand, many studies 

focused on the impact of construction productivity on project cost (Ibbs et al. 

2003; Kartam 1999; Lee et al. 2005).   However, little research has investigated 

engineering productivity’s influence on schedule delay.    

 

Project change is broadly defined as any occurrence that results in 

modification of work scope or human resources adjustment during the project 

execution period.  CII defined change performance as the cost due to change 

orders over total project cost.  Previous studies concluded that changes negatively 

impact labor productivity (Hanna et al. 2002; Hanna and Gunduz 2004; Hanna et 

al. 1999; Ibbs et al. 2003; Ibbs et al. 1998; Ibbs 2005).  Similarly, previous 

research also asserted that owner-initiated change and design errors are critical 

factors that lead to engineering revisions, negatively affecting engineering 
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efficiency (Manavazhi and Xunzhi 2001). Thus, change performance may 

correlate with engineering productivity. 

   

A few observations were made after reviewing previous studies.  Even 

though construction productivity and project performance relationships have been 

explored, there has been much less research examining the relationship between 

engineering productivity and project performance.  Although relationships 

between engineering productivity and project performance were documented, 

engineering productivity measures such as deliverable-based metrics have been 

criticized as an unreliable measure (CII 2001; Kim 2007).  Therefore, the results 

may be inconclusive. 

 

2.7. Review Summary 

 

The literature review provides a general background of engineering 

productivity research in terms of reviewing the EPMS, influence factors, 

discipline information dependencies, and relationships between engineering 

productivity and project performance.  Several gaps were identified and 

summarized in Table 2.2. 

 

Discipline and project level engineering productivity indices are needed.  

Although the CII EPMS was developed at various levels due to the consideration 

of the data collection flexibility, productivity summary indices are desired.  
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Currently, each discipline in the EPMS tracks engineering productivity with 

different units and thus this presents a challenge to adequately roll up metrics to 

an overall index for assessment and decision-making.  

 
 

Table 2.2 Research Gaps 

Review Topics Review Summary Research Gaps 

The CII engineering 
productivity metric system 
(EPMS)  

The EPMS was developed 
with industry consensus. 

In the EPMS, discipline and 
project level indices are 
needed for assessment and 
decision-making. 

Engineering productivity 
influence factors 

Common engineering 
productivity factors were 
identified, including project 
size, project type and number 
of equipment piece; however, 
understanding is still limited. 

Engineering productivity 
factors need to be discovered 
for internally improvement 
and externally benchmarking.  

Engineering information 
dependencies 

Effectively management of 
engineering information 
exchange is critical to project 
success.  However, few studies 
measured information 
dependencies in the heavy 
industrial projects. 

Understanding of discipline 
information dependencies 
needs to be discovered to drive 
continuous engineering 
productivity improvement  

Relationships between 
engineering productivity and 
project cost, schedule, and 
change performance 

- Engineering productivity 
may correlate with project 
cost and change 
performance; however, 
findings are still limited.  

- Engineering productivity 
measures used in previous 
research were unreliable and 
thus results may be 
inconclusive. 

The relationships between 
engineering productivity and 
project performance need to be 
documented to support 
investments in improved 
engineering productivity  
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Discovery of engineering productivity factors is critical but current 

findings are limited.  Although previous studies discussed engineering 

productivity factors such as project size, project type and number of equipment 

piece, these studies were based on different productivity units in various levels of 

details.  Furthermore, use of an unreliable productivity measure may lead to 

inconclusive results.  Using regression based on limited sample size may overlook 

crucial engineering productivity factors.  Because the EPMS consists of metrics 

with industry consensus and sufficient samples, factors’ impact on engineering 

productivity can be investigated in a macro-view for organizations internally 

improving and externally benchmarking engineering productivity.     

 

Effectively management of information exchange is critical to project 

success; however, few studies have measured information dependencies between 

engineering disciplines.  Previous studies modeled information dependencies 

qualitatively or focused on the building industry.   Consequently, a means to 

quantitatively represent discipline dependencies is still missing to assist 

continuous engineering productivity improvement efforts in the heavy industrial 

projects.     

 

Understanding of the relationship between engineering productivity and 

project performance is still limited.  Although many studies focused on how 

construction productivity impacts project performance, few studies have 

examined engineering productivity.  Furthermore, findings from the reviewed 
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studies may be inconclusive because the engineering productivity measures 

utilized in previous research have been criticized as unreliable.  Thus, the 

relationship between engineering productivity and project performance needs to 

be documented, supporting investments in engineering productivity improvement.  

 

In order to fill the research gaps listed above, this study developed a 

framework to analyze data in the EPMS and report findings in the succeeding 

chapters. 
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Chapter 3:  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

To investigate the research hypotheses presented in Chapter One, an 

overall methodology was developed as shown in Figure 3.1.  First, the research 

was formulated through purpose, scope and hypotheses development.  Second, 

the Engineering Productivity Metric System (EPMS) was evaluated and updated.  

Third, industry engineering productivity data were collected, validated, and 

reviewed prior to quantitative analyses.  Fourth, productivity indices were 

constructed at the discipline and project levels and tested using different 

approaches.  One of these indices was selected because it was best suited to 

quantitatively examine and qualitatively evaluate the data.  The analysis results 

were documented and assessed with industry expert to develop an extensive 

understanding of the EPMS.  Fifth, using the selected indices, this research 

discovered engineering productivity knowledge with industry practitioners and 

verified it against statistical findings from the EPMS data.  Three areas were 

focused upon: 1) the relationships between influence factors and engineering 

productivity, 2) the information dependency models among engineering upstream 

and downstream disciplines and, 3) the relationships between engineering 

productivity and project performance.  Lastly, research findings, conclusions and 

recommendations were documented.   
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Qualitative Assessment
The PM team inputs 

Index Construction
Approach development for engineering productivity 

index

Quantitative Assessment
Numerical analysis 

Analysis between characteristic 
factors and engineering 

productivity 

Conclusions and Recommendations 
Summarize analysis findings / conclusions and identify future research directions

Survey of engineering discipline 
dependency strength based on 

industry knowledge

Development of discipline 
dependency models using the 

EPMS data

Data collection, validation 
and review

Need update?

Update the EPMS

Evaluate the current 
EPMS

Research Formulation
Literature review and 

development of purpose, 
scope and hypotheses

No

Yes

Exploration of engineering 
productivity knowledge compared to 

analysis findings

Identification and classification of 
influence factors  

4) H1: Development of engineering 
productivity indices

5.1) H2: Engineering 
productivity factors

Knowledge verification with 
quantitative evidence 

5.2) H3: Engineering discipline 
information dependencies

Evaluation and selection of the index

1)

2)

3)

6) 

Knowledge verification with 
quantitative evidence 

Performance metric identification

Analysis between index and 
project performance

Assessment of the associations 
between engineering productivity 

and project performance

5.3) H4: Engineering 
productivity and performance

5) 

   

Figure 3.1 Research Methodology 
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3.1. Research Formulation 
 

This study was formulated to discover and document the engineering 

productivity knowledge with inputs from industry experts and to verify it with the 

EPMS data analyses.  The first step was to define the purpose of this research that 

is: development of engineering productivity summary indices; identification of 

engineering productivity factors and discipline information dependencies; and 

discovery of relationships between engineering productivity and performance.  

An extensive literature review was then performed to ensure understanding of 

important concepts, issues, and gaps with regard to previous research on 

engineering productivity.  Lastly, the purpose was refined and then the scope and 

hypotheses were developed for this study.  

 

3.2. Evaluation and Update of the EPMS 

 

As referenced in the literature review, the EPMS was developed at CII as 

part of Kim’s research.  At the outset of this study, the metrics in the EPMS and 

their definitions were evaluated by the author with the PM team’s comments to 

ensure sufficient and useful information would be collected.  The BM&M project 

questionnaire was updated accordingly and released to CII member companies for 

continuous data collection.  Submittals from participants yield a dataset of 

pertinent and accurate information for in-depth analysis. 
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3.3. Data Collection, Validation and Review 
 

With the updated questionnaire, engineering productivity data were 

collected with a web-based, secure online system.  Project information was 

validated by following CII protocol to minimize data inconsistencies or errors.   

 

A descriptive statistical analysis was performed to describe the number of 

projects by different characteristics to review their distributions.  Also, 

distributions of engineering discipline hours were demonstrated to identify a 

potential driver discipline having the greatest effect on overall productivity.  

Lastly, engineering productivity metric distributions were checked to ascertain if 

they are normally distributed.  Chapter Five presents this process in greater detail. 

 

3.4. Development of Engineering Productivity Indices  
 

The PM team determined that a productivity index should meet certain 

criteria including comprehensibility, homogeneity, and an ability to produce  

trends documenting increasing or decreasing industry performance (Kim 2007).  

Comprehensibility indicates that the index should be easy to understand and be 

interpreted by both industry and academia.  Homogeneity refers to the accuracy 

of the index to represent its underlying engineering productivity metrics.  

Trending ability means that the index can be used to track engineering 

productivity trends.   
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Three methods were proposed to construct high level productivity indices: 

Alpha, Bravo and Charlie.  The Alpha approach utilizes actual work hours 

divided by predicted work hours to construct the index.  The Bravo approach uses 

z-scores as standardized engineering productivity metrics weighted by work-

hours to construct a summary metric.  Instead of the z-score, the Charlie approach 

employs the max-min method to normalize engineering productivity metrics 

weighted by work-hours to construct its index. 

 

The proposed approaches were evaluated against the established criteria 

by the PM team.  Qualitative evaluations were converted into quantitative 

weightings using Analytic Hierarchy Process to assist decision making (AHP, 

Appendix B).   The highest weighted score of the three approaches established the 

one best suited for constructing the productivity index.  In this step, research 

results proved the first hypothesis: Well formulated engineering productivity 

indices can be constructed for the civil and electrical disciplines and for the 

overall project level.  Chapter Six documents comprehensive details of research 

findings. 

 

3.5. Investigation of Engineering Productivity Knowledge  

 

Summary indices facilitate exploration of engineering productivity 

knowledge at a high level.  Factors affecting engineering productivity were first 

identified based on the literature review and industry inputs.  These productivity 
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factors were classified into two categories: characteristics and opportunities.  

Characteristic factors were examined with the project level engineering 

productivity index using the T-test or Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) technique 

depending on the number of available subgroups (Figure 3.2).  The author 

discussed the analysis results with the PM team to explain the associations 

between characteristic factors and engineering productivity.  These were further 

supported by the findings from statistical analyses of the quantitative data.  Figure 

3.2 demonstrates the selection process of analysis techniques.  For a categorical 

independent variable and a categorical dependent variable, the chi-square test was 

used; on the other hand, the t-test and ANOVA tests were used for a continuous 

dependent variable.  In the case of comparing a continuous independent variable 

against a dependent variable, a bivariate correlation technique was applied.  For 

multiple independent variables compared against one dependent variable, a 

multiple regression technique was utilized.  In summary, findings in this step 

proved the second research hypothesis: Factors which influence productivity can 

be identified and their impacts can be quantitatively assessed.  Chapter Seven 

provides comprehensive details for the exploration of engineering productivity 

factors and related knowledge. 
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Identification of independent 

variables and dependent variables

Single independent variable? 

Yes No

Are both independent and 

dependent variables categorical? No

Chi-square test 

Yes

Bivariate t-test or 

One-way ANOVA

Industry assessment and 

interpretation of analysis results

Document findings

Bivariate 

correlation

Are both independent and 

dependent variables continuous?

No
Yes

Multiple regression

  

Figure 3.2 Process of Analysis Technique Selection  

 

In this study, a survey was conducted during a CII workshop to obtain 

industry knowledge on engineering discipline information dependencies.  On the 

other hand, dependencies among engineering disciplines were modeled by their 

productivity relationships using discipline level metrics.  By summarizing 
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industry knowledge supported by the statistical results, an understanding of 

information dependencies in the construction industry was discovered and thereby 

proved the third hypothesis: Engineering discipline information dependencies can 

be measured by productivity relationships.  Chapter Eight provides 

comprehensive details of the analyses of discipline dependencies. 
 
 

In Chapter Nine, the author correlates engineering productivity with 

engineering cost and schedule performance as well as overall project 

performance.  The analysis results were documented and reviewed and industry 

input was collected for additional verification.  Understanding of the relationship 

between engineering productivity and project performance makes the case for the 

importance and necessity of this entire study.  Thus, analysis results proved the 

fourth hypothesis: Engineering productivity is correlated with engineering cost 

and schedule performance as well as overall project performance. 

 

Chapter Ten summarized the key research findings and their conclusions.  

Recommendations were also provided for future research, with appropriate 

precautions listed, given the research limitations in this study. 
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Chapter 4:  THE ROLE OF INDUSTRY EXPERTS IN THIS 
RESEARCH 

 

Industry experts provided significant amount of inputs on the research, 

which helped enhance the credibility of this dissertation.  The framework was 

developed to leverage industry inputs in the findings of this research that could be 

verified by the author’s data analyses.  This chapter documents how the 

researcher works with industry practitioners to accomplish this study.  The PM 

team regularly provided guidance and insights into analysis.  The team consists of 

the experts from industry leading companies listed as follows:  

• Global Projects Director - Environmental Controls Systems, ALSTOM 

Power Inc., 33 years of experience  

• Manager, Engineering Project Controls, BE&K, Inc., 16 years of 

experience 

• Associate Vice President - Group Manager Water Americas, Black & 

Veatch Corporation, 28 years of experience 

• Senior Staff Engineer, Chevron, 39 years of experience 

• Manager - Project Systems Management, Mustang Engineering, L.P., 

20 years of experience 

• Economist, National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 

• Acrylates Project Group Leader, Rohm and Haas Company, 18 years 

of experience 
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• Manager of Technical Services, S&B Engineers and Constructors, 

Ltd., 20 years of experience 

 

4.1. The Role of Industry Experts in Research Formulation 

 

As presented in Figure 4.1, both previous research and industry feedback 

from regular CII training sessions was used to define research purposes.  The 

author discussed the purposes with the PM team and feedback was received for 

revision of purposes and development of hypotheses.  The feedback indicated 

research purposes and is summarized below:  

• Evaluation of overall engineering productivity was difficult because 

no summary index was available in the benchmarking key report.     

• The relationship between productivity and project performance was 

unclear to owners for engineering productivity management. 

• Understanding of the engineering productivity is still limited; 

therefore, it is a challenge for users to select the appropriate data slice 

to meaningfully benchmark engineering productivity. 

• Limited research findings are available to facilitate information 

management in the construction industry. 
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Figure 4.1 Process of Industry Input in This Research  

  

4.2. Data Analyses, Interpretation, and Application 

 

Engineering productivity data were received between 2002 and 2007.   

With these data, quantitative analyses were performed and results were presented 

to the PM team and attendees at the CII user’s forum.   

• During quarterly PM team meetings, the author discussed and 

reviewed these findings with the team to verify the results.   

• At the CII user’s forum, analysis results were presented and broader 

inputs were received.  These inputs were further discussed in the 

quarterly PM team meeting and incorporated into this study.  
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Industry experts perceived that engineering productivity was appropriately 

measured by the EPMS and that the results were informative to engineering 

management and were useful for improvement.  This process of review enhances 

the credibility of the EPMS and supports its adoption by industry.   

 

The author incorporated lessons leaned from the analysis and review 

process with the PM team into the current EPMS.  This adaptation improves the 

effectiveness of the engineering productivity benchmarking process and thus 

enables project managers to detect engineering productivity problems, enabling 

the rise of organization competitiveness.   

 

4.3. Barriers and Path Forward  

 

In order to identify and overcome implementation barriers of the EPMS, a 

productivity retreat was held by S&B Engineers and Constructors, Ltd. in 2007 at 

Woodville, Texas.   A total of 20 professionals from 17 organizations as well as 

five academic representatives attended this event.  During the retreat workshop, 

research and implementation barriers of the EPMS were identified, including:   

• The value proposition of engineering benchmarking for owners was 

unclear. 

• Definition compatibility issues between organizations and the EPMS. 

• Inadequate human resources support the effort to implement the 

EPMS effectively.  
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A path forward was developed to help overcome the barriers listed above.  

Strategies include:  

• Promotion of the EPMS 

o Develop a help-desk to assist benchmarking users.  

o Provide data collection incentives such as offering a special 

report to participants. 

o Shepherd industry leading companies by contacting key 

personnel to participate in the PM program. 

• Incorporation of more explicit instructions and definitions in the 

training tools 

• CII staffs actively participate in the data collection process. 
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Chapter 5:  DATA DESCRIPTION 

 

This chapter documents the procedure for data collection and validation.   

With the available dataset, this chapter also describes how data were prepared and 

discovers the nature of data.  First, in order to understand the potential impact on 

analyses results, metric distributions were documented by various dimensions.  

Second, engineering work-hour allocations were also examined to identify the 

driver discipline for the purpose of interpreting productivity summary indices.  

Lastly, distributions of engineering productivity metrics were also investigated to 

further discover their characteristics, and to facilitate succeeding inferential 

statistical analyses. 

 

5.1. Data Collection and Validation 

 

CII collected engineering productivity data through the EPMS and 

continuously received feedback from industry forums and training sessions.  In 

2006, in an effort of incorporating industry feedback, the EPMS was reviewed 

and modified by the PM team to improve data quality and to capture additional 

factors affecting productivity for analysis.   

 

Every project submitted to the CII database goes through a validation 

process.  The purpose of the validation process is to minimize omissions and data 

errors, and to clean up dubious data.  CII has established a validation protocol 
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whereby a submitted project is validated by the CII account manager, a graduate 

research assistant, the staff research engineer, or the associate director who is in 

charge of the productivity program.  Validation is done in partnership with the 

member company’s benchmarking associate (BMA).  The BMA is an 

experienced company representative that has received training from CII on 

engineering productivity definitions.  The validation procedure is described as 

follows: 

 

1) Project managers authorize BMAs to gather project information. 

2) BMAs perform internal validation for information accuracy. 

3) BMAs either return productivity information to project managers or 

submit it to CII. 

4) Benchmarking account managers validate project information by 

comparing the submitted data against current metric norms and 

identifying validation issues such as inconsistencies, missing or 

dubious information.  

5) Benchmarking account managers raise validation issues with BMAs. 

6) BMAs provide resolutions to validation issues. 

7) If the issues are not resolved, repeat steps 4) to 6) otherwise go to 8). 

8) Update online system and validation log.   
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5.2. Data Preparation 

 

Data preparation is the essential foundation for effective data analysis.  In 

this research, engineering productivity data were first stored in a secured 

Microsoft SQL Server 2000® database.  Next, engineering productivity tables 

were exported and saved as Microsoft Access® files for ease of query and 

analysis.  After further preparation, tables were exported to Microsoft Excel® 

because of its high compatibility with statistical packages.  SAS® and SPSS® were 

utilized to perform data analysis. 

 

5.3. Productivity Dataset  

 

A total of 115 heavy industrial projects were submitted with engineering 

productivity data from 2002 to 2007.  However, data provided for three projects 

were considered dubious and, therefore only 112 projects were used for this 

analysis.  Table 5.1 summarizes these projects by project characteristics, such as 

respondent type, project type, project nature, and project size.  By respondent 

type, contractors submitted the majority of data with a total of 92 projects 

whereas owners submitted 20.  In the heavy industrial sector, CII identified six 

major project types including oil refining, chemical manufacturing, power, 

environmental, natural gas processing, and pulp and paper.  For analysis 

purposes, these project types were further categorized into two major groups 

based on their product characteristics.  Watermeyer (2002) defined non-process 
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projects as those that produce products which cannot economically be stored.  

Based on this taxonomy, the PM team classified six project types into two major 

categories: 1) process projects, including chemical manufacturing, oil refining, 

pulp and paper projects and natural gas processing and; 2) non-process projects, 

including power and environmental projects.  Process projects comprise the bulk 

of the projects with a total of 77, and the remaining 35 are non-process projects.  

By project nature, 80% of the data are categorized as addition and modernization 

with 37 and 53 projects, respectively.  The remaining 20% are grassroots projects 

with a total of 22.  According to CII definition, a project which is greater than five 

million dollars is categorized as a large project.  By project size, 44 projects were 

categorized as small projects (<= $5MM) and 68 as large projects (> $5MM), 

with a total cost of all projects of US$ 4.5 B.  

 
Table 5.1 Engineering Productivity Projects by Project Characteristics 

Project Characteristics Number of Projects 
(Total = 112) Percentage 

Respondent Type 
Owner 20 18% 
Contractor 92 82% 

Project Type 
Process 77 69% 
Non-Process 35 31% 

Project Nature 
Addition 37 33% 
Grass Roots 22 20% 
Modernization 53 47% 

Project Size 
Large (>$5MM) 68 61% 
Small (<=$5MM) 44 39% 
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Although a total of 112 heavy industrial projects submitted engineering 

productivity data, the amount of data supplied by companies for each discipline 

varies widely.  This is because the database comprises various project types and 

data were provided at varying levels of details.  Table 5.2 provides the number of 

projects with productivity metric data and the number of companies submitting by 

discipline.   It is worth noting that not every company submitted an equal amount 

of data in each discipline due to convenience sampling.  At the project level, 65% 

(73/112) of the projects were submitted by four companies and the remaining 

35% of the projects were evenly submitted by other 15 companies. At the 

discipline level, data submitted by a company varies from 1% to 33%.  Appendix 

C summarizes the results at discipline level by company and their names are 

suppressed due to CII confidentiality policy.  Total concrete engineering 

productivity metric (EPM) data submitted by a company varies from 2% to 23%; 

total steel EPM varies from 2% to 30%; electrical EPM varies from 2% to 33%; 

piping EPM varies from 1% to 23%; instrumentation EPM varies from 1% to 

33%; and equipment EPM varies from 2% to 21%.   As a result, three or four 

companies will potentially have a disproportional influence on EPM distributions 

and the results of this study need to be interpreted cautiously.  
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Table 5.2 Data Summary Statistics for Major Metric Categories 

Discipline 
Metrics 

Number of Projects 
Number of 
Companies 

Range of Submitted 
Data Per 

Organization 
Concrete 44 14 2% to 23% 
Steel 60 15 2% to 30% 
Electrical 45 11 2% to 33% 
Piping 90 16 1% to 23% 
Instrumentation 70 17 1% to 33% 
Equipment 56 17 2% to 21% 

 

5.4. Allocation of Engineering Hours by Discipline 

 

According to CII (2001), the piping discipline is the most important driver 

of overall performance on an industry-wide basis because piping disciplines 

constitutes a major portion of project cost.  However, this conclusion was based 

upon experts’ opinion without quantitative analysis results.  In order to verify this 

argument, discipline hour allocation was examined.  In this analysis, concrete and 

steel hours were combined into a single discipline, as it is conventionally tracked 

(CII Beedle 2005; CII 2004).   

 

To understand discipline hour allocation, total available discipline 

engineering hours are divided by total engineering hours.  For work hours of the 

i th discipline in the pth project (WHip), the discipline hour percentage of the ith 

discipline (DHPi) in the CII database is formulated as in the following equation:  
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Figure 5.1 demonstrates the engineering hour percentage by discipline for 

the entire CII database.  Obviously, piping engineering comprises the majority of 

work hours with 45%.  Civil and instrumentation engineering hours are lower 

than piping with 20% and 14%, respectively.  Electrical and equipment account 

for 11% and 10% respectively and have the smallest percentage.  
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Figure 5.1 Engineering Work-Hour Allocation by Discipline 
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According to the PM team, project type and project nature may have an 

impact on work-hour allocation.  Therefore, for further investigation, discipline 

hour allocation was examined by project type and nature.     

 

Figure 5.2 demonstrates discipline hour allocation by project type.  By 

comparing DHP in process and non-process projects, the uniqueness of these 

project types was highlighted.  For process projects, engineering piping DHP is 

49%, highest among all the disciplines.  On the other hand, for non-process 

projects, the engineering civil DHP is 39%, the highest among all the disciplines.  

This means that project engineering productivity is heavily driven by piping work 

in process projects and is largely influenced by civil productivity in non-process 

projects. 
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Figure 5.2 Discipline Engineering Work-Hour Allocation by Project Type 
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Project nature is another parameter useful for examining the differences of 

discipline hour allocations across projects.  Figure 5.3 shows that project nature 

differentiates discipline hour allocation across project natures.  The discipline 

hour allocation of modernization projects is different for grassroots and addition 

projects.  For instance, addition and grassroots projects have similar hour 

allocations with average piping DHP of 45% and 52% respectively, dominating 

engineering productivity performance; however, in modernization projects, 

electrical DHP dominates other disciplines with 30%.   
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Figure 5.3 Discipline Engineering Work-Hour Allocation by Project Nature 
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In summary, the EPMS data revealed that the piping discipline is an 

engineering productivity driver discipline in general.  With regard to project 

characteristics, both project type and project nature affect discipline hour 

allocation, meaning that the driver discipline may vary by project characteristics.  

Thus, the summary engineering productivity indices developed in Chapter Six 

should be cautiously interpreted. 

 

5.5. Engineering productivity metric distributions 
 

Checking data distribution before analysis is critical because it assures the 

assumptions of applied techniques are met.  Thus, this section demonstrates and 

discusses engineering productivity metric distributions. 

 

Engineering productivity data distributions are demonstrated in Table 5.3.  

Notably, all the disciplines have summary metrics at the discipline level except 

electrical discipline because of disparate measurements.  All the mean statistics 

are higher than the median for every engineering productivity metrics, indicating 

skewed distributions. 
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Table 5.3 Descriptive Statistics of Raw EPMS Metrics 

Level Metrics Mean Median 
Standard 
Deviation 

Level II Concrete 4.54 (Hr/CY) 1.77 (Hr/CY) 6.36 

Level II Steel 9.31 (Hr/LF) 6.95 (Hr/LF) 7.73 

Level III 
Electrical 
Equipment 

21.06 (Hr/Each) 18.42 (Hr/Each) 14.36 

Level III Conduit 0.20 (Hr/LF) 0.12 (Hr/LF) 0.21 

Level III Cable Tray 0.62 (Hr/LF) 0.52 (Hr/LF) 0.54 

Level III Wire and Cable 0.03 (Hr/LF) 0.02 (Hr/LF) 0.04 

Level III Lighting 5.29 (Hr/Each) 3.93 (Hr/Each) 5.82 

Level II Piping  0.83 (Hr/LF) 0.68 (Hr/LF) 0.79 

Level II  Instrumentation  9.69 (Hr/Each) 6.21 (Hr/Each) 9.59 

Level II Equipment 166.46 (Hr/Each) 105 (Hr/Each) 165.13 

 

EPM distributions were examined with the normal Q-Q probability plot to 

assess whether the data approximate a normal distribution (Appendix D).  This 

graphical method is utilized to diagnose differences between a normal distribution 

and a comparison distribution.  In this plot, the x-axis represents the ordered 

actual productivity values and y-axis stands for their theoretical (expected) 

quantile values which plotted against their given probability for a normal 

distribution (Chambers et al. 1983).  Thus, the straight line represents the 

reference (normal) distribution and data points stand for the expected values.  A 

variable is normal distributed when its observed values cluster around the straight 

line (expected normal distribution).  Figure 5.4 demonstrates an example of the 

normal Q-Q probability plot for total concrete engineering productivity.  As a 

result of this assessment, concrete engineering productivity metric is shown to be 
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non-normal distributed because the observed values are highly deviated from the 

expected normal line.  Results in Appendix D demonstrate that all the raw 

engineering productivity metrics are non-normally distributed because their 

expected values obviously deviate from the expected normal line. 
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Figure 5.4 Normal Q-Q Probability Plot of Raw Concrete EPM 

 

Because most of the statistical analysis results are sensitive to the 

assumption of normal distribution, transformation of engineering productivity 

data is necessary.  In previous research, productivity metrics have proved to be 

log-normal distributed (Zener 1968).  Therefore, engineering productivity metrics 

were transformed using a logarithm function to approximate a normal 

distribution.  Table 5.4 presents descriptive statistics for transformed engineering 
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productivity metrics.  According to the statistics, the means of the transformed 

engineering productivity metrics approximate their median, indicating normality 

of these metrics is improved.   

 
Table 5.4 Descriptive Statistics of Transformed EPMS Metrics 

Level Metrics Mean Median 
Standard 
Deviation 

Level II Concrete 0.64 0.57 1.41 

Level II Steel 1.91 1.94 0.85 

Level III 
Electrical 
Equipment 

2.82 2.91 0.72 

Level III Conduit 2.20 2.12 1.26 

Level III Cable Tray 1.01 0.66 1.19 

Level III Wire and Cable 3.96 3.88 1.16 

Level III Lighting 1.26 1.37 0.95 

Level II Piping  0.54 0.38 0.90 

Level II  Instrumentation  1.75 1.83 1.11 

Level II Equipment 4.68 4.65 1.00 

 

Transformed engineering productivity metrics were examined with normal 

Q-Q probability plots to assess distributions of the transformed metrics.  Figure 

5.5 demonstrates that transformed concrete engineering productivity metric 

approximates a normal distribution.  As shown in Appendix D, all the 

transformed metrics resemble normal distribution because the metric values 

cluster around the expected normal line. 
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Figure 5.5 Normal Q-Q Probability Plot of Transformed Concrete EPM 

 

5.6. Summary 
 

This chapter provided descriptive statistics of the EPMS dataset.  It first 

explained procedures of data collection and validation.  Based on available data, 

their amount was reviewed by different dimensions.  This chapter presented 

descriptive statistics of the CII EPM dataset to achieve two goals: 1) identification 

of potential driver disciplines for overall engineering productivity; and 2) 

indication of the need for log transformation on engineering productivity metrics 

prior to inferential statistics.    
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Chapter 6:  INDEX CONSTRUCTION AND VALIDATION 
 

This chapter discusses the procedures for the development of the EPMS 

summary indices.  First, guidelines for an effective index were identified.  

Second, three candidate approaches for a productivity index construction were 

proposed.  Lastly, these approaches were assessed against the guideline and the 

most appropriate approach was selected.   
 

6.1. A Productivity Index Validation Guideline  

 

An index can be constructed in many ways, but in order to construct an 

index suitable for management, a clear guideline must be established.  As such, 

the PM team developed requirements as follows: 1) the index must be easy to 

understand for both industry and academia; 2) it must accurately represent 

underlying metrics of interest; 3) the index must be constructed to support 

trending (Kim 2007).  When evaluating developed indices, criteria including 

comprehensibility, homogeneity and trending ability apply.  These criteria are 

further explained below. 

 

Comprehensibility stems from the word “comprehensible” which is 

defined as “capable of being included, contained, comprised or understood” 

(Webster's 1986).  This concept indicates that a well established index should be 

readily understandable to both industry and academia.     
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Homogeneity is defined as “the quality of uniform structure or 

composition throughout” (Webster's 1986).  For this research, this definition 

suggests that a meaningful index should accurately represent their underlying 

measures.  To quantitatively assess the homogeneity of research results, 

measurements were developed.  For example, Cha (2003) developed a Value 

Management Process (VMP) selection tool.   To validate the homogeneity of this 

tool, he compared the rankings of tool-based selections and that of practitioners’ 

experience (manual-based selections).  He developed a measure, the consistency 

rate, to quantify the comparison between tool-based selection results and manual-

based results.  With an average consistency rate 77%, he concluded that the tool 

was reliable because the tool-based VMP rankings approximated manual-based 

rankings.    Instead of rankings, this study employed the percentile difference to 

quantitatively measure the homogeneity between an index and its underlying 

metrics.     

 

Trending ability addresses three important concepts: 1) the trends 

produced by the constructed indices should match industry expectations; 2) the 

trends should be calculated on an identical basis; and 3) the trends should be able 

to reflect the base period with its scale.  For instance, the price index value of the 

base period is 100.  With these validation criteria, the PM team assessed three 

proposed indices qualitatively and quantitatively. 
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6.2. Index Construction Concepts 
 

Three approaches, named Alpha, Bravo, and Charlie were coded with the 

SAS® program to construct engineering productivity indices. Procedurally, all 

three approaches normalize underlying metrics and then aggregate them to a 

higher level.  Table 6.1 demonstrates the concepts used in the three approaches.  

The Alpha approach rolls up work hours and divides by predicted work hours to 

summarize underlying metrics; on the other hand, both the Bravo and Charlie 

approaches use hours as weights to aggregate normalized underlying metrics. 

 

Table 6.1 Index Construction Concepts of the Proposed Approaches 

Index Construction 
Approaches 

Concepts 

Alpha Actual Work-hours / Predicted Work-hours 
Bravo Hour-Weighted Z-score 
Charlie Hour-Weighted Max-min Normalized score 

 

6.2.1. Base Selection for Normalization 
 

To overcome the barrier of summarizing disparate units of engineering 

productivity metrics, normalization is necessary.  Moreover, for meaningful 

trend-tracking, a fixed base period is required for normalization.  For example, a 

price index in the base period is defined as 100 and indices in a given year are 

normalized against the base period.   Thus, all projects in the EPMS were 
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assigned to a given year, even if actual effort spanned two or more years.  

Ultimately, a large amount of projects within a period is preferred for developing 

the norms because sample means theoretically converge to population means as 

the sample size increases. 

 

Figure 6.1 demonstrates the number of projects available for index 

construction represented by the year in which fell the midpoint of the project.  

Project numbers increase chronologically but a drop occurred after 2005.  

According to this distribution, the norm for the 2004 dataset was selected as the 

base period because that year has the largest sample size with a total of 32 

projects.  With the selected base, three index construction approaches were 

presented in the succeeding sections. 
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Figure 6.1 Number of Engineering Projects by Year in the EPMS 
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6.2.2. The Alpha approach 
 

The Alpha approach utilizes total actual work hours divided by the total 

predicted (baseline) work hours of the underlying metrics.  To obtain baseline 

hours for a project, the engineering productivity (EP) norms of the base period 

were multiplied by the quantities of underlying metrics in that project.  An 

example is presented in Table 6.2 to demonstrate the construction process of a 

civil index including concrete and steel engineering productivity.   

Table 6.2 An Index Development Example Using the Alpha Approach 

Disciplines Hours (1) Quantity (2) EP* Mean of EP in 2004 (3) Baseline Work Hours (4) 

Concrete 5200 1700 (CY) 3.06 2.75 4675 
Steel 7500 800 (Ton) 9.38 12.91 10328 

Alpha Index (5) 0.85 

Calculations 
(4)=(2)*(3) 
(5)=[Σ(1)]/[Σ(4)] 

* Engineering Productivity 

 

To obtain the total actual work hours, one can simply add column (1).  In 

order to derive the baseline work hours, the norms of concrete and steel 

engineering productivity (column 3) are multiplied by the quantities of the 

example project (column 2).  Thus, the Alpha index can be calculated using the 

summation of column (1) divided by that of column (4).  As a result, the Alpha 
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index of 0.85 means that civil engineering productivity for this project is slightly 

better than the norm for the base year 2004. 

 

When interpreting the Alpha index, a value less than one means 

productivity of the underlying metrics is better than the norms, indicating that 

fewer work hours were required than baseline work hours.  This concept can be 

presented as a formula.  For the thp project, considering the thi  of n underlying 

metrics, the Alpha index is demonstrated in the following equation: 
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Where  

ipWH  = Direct work-hours of the thi  underlying metric in the thp project  

2004iP = Engineering productivity norm of the thi underlying metric in year 2004 

ipQty = The IFC quantity of the thi  underlying metric in the thp project 

6.2.3. The Bravo approach 
 

The Bravo approach normalizes engineering productivity metrics (EPMs) 

first and then aggregates them.  To standardize, EPMs were first transformed by 

the natural logarithm and then normalized with z-scores.  Next, the transformed 
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EPMs were aggregated and weighted by their work hours.  The following 

example in Table 6.3 is provided to illustrate the civil index construction process 

using the Bravo approach. 

                   

Table 6.3 An Index Development Example Using the Bravo Approach 

Disciplines Hours 
(1) Quantity EP* 

(2) 
Transformed 

EPM (3) 

Mean of 
Transformed 

EPM in 2004 (4) 

Standard 
Deviation of 
Transformed 
EP in 2004 (5) 

Z score 
(6) 

Concrete 5200 1700 (CY) 3.06 1.12 0.88 0.63 0.38 
Steel 7500 800 (Ton) 9.38 2.24 2.47 0.49 -0.47 

Bravo Index (7) -0.12 

Calculations 
(3)=ln(2) 
(6)=[(3)-(4)]/(5) 
(7)=[Product of (1)*(6)]/[Σ(1)] 

* Engineering Productivity 

 

EPMs were first transformed using a natural logarithm function in column 

(3).  These transformed EPMs can be further normalized using the mean and 

standard deviation of transformed EPMs in 2004 (listed in columns (4) and (5), 

respectively).  Finally, the z-scores in column (6) were weighted by their work 

hours and aggregated to the Bravo index (7).  This result shows that the civil 

engineering productivity for this project was slightly better than the norm of base 

in year 2004 by 0.12 standard deviation.   
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In the Bravo index, a negative value means better than the norm, 

indicating that less effort was required to finish the project compared to the norm 

in the base year 2004.  Thus, the construction process using the Bravo approach 

can be generalized in the following equation: 
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Where  

ipWH  = Direct work-hours of the thi  underlying metric in the thp project  

ipz =  The z score of the thi  underlying metric in the thp project   

6.2.4. The Charlie approach 
 

The Charlie approach uses max-min method to normalize EPMs and then 

weight their work hours for aggregation.  An example in Table 6.4 illustrates the 

civil index construction process using the Charlie approach for concrete and steel 

engineering productivity. 
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Table 6.4 An Index Development Example Using the Charlie Approach 

Disciplines Hours (1) Quantity EP* 
(2) 

Minimum 
EP (3) 

Maximum 
EP (4) 

EP – Minimum 
(5) 

Weighted 
Score (6) 

Concrete 5200 1700 (CY) 3.06 0.1 10 2.96 155474 
Steel 7500 800 (Ton) 9.38 3 25 6.38 217500 

Charlie Index (7) 29% 

Calculations 
(5)=(2) - (3) 
(6)={(5)/[(4)-(3)]}*100%*(1) 
(7)=[Σ(6)]/[Σ(1)] 

* Engineering Productivity 

 

In this example, the range of concrete productivity spans from 0.1 Hours / 

CY to 10 Hours / CY.  Using the Charlie approach, the minimum is subtracted 

from the actual concrete EPM, and the normalized value is derived by dividing by 

the difference between the maximum and the minimum and multiplying by 100%.  

This value is weighted by work hours, producing a Charlie index value of 29%.    

 

 Interpreting the Charlie index, a smaller value indicates better 

engineering productivity.  This index construction procedure can be expanded to a 

general form.  For a given thp project, ipEP  represents engineering productivity of 

the thi  underlying metric and Nip represents its normalized score: 
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Next, a work-hour-weighted average for every normalized metric i in 

thp project, the Charlie approach produces an index in terms of: 
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Where  

ipWH  = Direct work-hours of the thi  underlying metric in the thp project  

ipN = The normalized value of the thi  underlying metric in the thp project 

 

6.3. Index Evaluation 
 

Evaluation of the three approaches with the criteria provided in Section 

6.1 is discussed in this section.  The criteria include good comprehensibility, 

homogeneity, and trending ability. 
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6.3.1. Comprehensibility 
 

Ultimately, a constructed index should be comprehensible to both industry 

and academia.  In other words, comprehensibility indicates that the index should 

be easily understood and interpreted.  In this study, comprehensibility refers to the 

scale of indices and was evaluated by the author and the PM team.  

 

Table 6.5 Index Scales and Normality Test Results 

Index Construction 
Approaches 

Index Scale 
All Indices Normally 

Distributed? 
Alpha 0 ~ ∞ No 
Bravo -3 ~ +3 Yes 
Charlie 0%~100% No 

 

Table 6.5 summarizes the scales and normality of the indices produced by 

each approach.  Box-Whisker plots and normal probability plots were used to 

examine their distributions.  As results, the Bravo approach produced the index on 

civil, electrical, and project levels are all normally distributed whereas others do 

not.  Comprehensive results are documented in Appendix E. 

 

Although the Alpha approach produces non-normal distributed indices, 

the PM team opined that the scale of this index is the most familiar to the industry 
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because actual versus predicted concept, the performance factor, is widely used in 

the construction industry.   

 

The Bravo approach produces the indices approximate a normal 

distribution with a mean and median close to zero.  A lower number represents 

better productivity, which means that a negative value represents better 

engineering productivity than the norm of the base period; conversely, poor 

engineering productivity is depicted with a larger number, thereby a positive 

value is worse than the norm of the standardization base.  To the PM team, the 

scale has negative sign and thus is less conventional to the industry yet 

acceptable.   

 

Indices produced by the Charlie approach were constrained from 0% to 

100%, the lower the better engineering productivity.  Although the distributions 

are non-normal distributed, the scale is acceptable to the PM team because 

percentage is another representation familiar to the construction industry. 
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6.3.2. Homogeneity  
 

In this research, homogeneity indicates how accurately an index represents 

its underlying metrics.  To measure homogeneity between a constructed index and 

its underlying metrics, the difference between the percentile of a constructed 

index (index-based performance) and weighted average percentiles of the 

underlying metrics (expected performance) is required.  The percentile difference 

represents how accurately or homogeneously the index approximates its 

underlying metrics.  Thus, the lower the percentile difference (PD), the better the 

homogeneity was defined in this research.  
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To assure homogeneity of the indices for different benchmarking slices, 

the dataset was first divided by project characteristics and then percentile 

differences were calculated in each breakout accordingly.  An example is 

provided to illustrate how the percentile difference was calculated for a specific 

breakout of project nature. Figure 6.2 demonstrates an example of a grassroots 

project to illustrate how the percentile difference was derived for concrete, steel, 

and civil.  First, with respect to grassroots projects, percentiles of concrete 

engineering productivity (70%), steel engineering productivity (40%), and a civil 

index (45%) for the example project were calculated.  Second, the expected 

performance for concrete engineering productivity (EP) and steel engineering 

productivity (52.28%) was derived from their average percentiles weighted by 

their direct work hours.  Lastly, the percentile difference (7.28%) was obtained 

using the absolute value of the difference in the expected performance (52.28%) 

from the index-based performance (45%).  Similarly, the percentile difference for 

each modernization and addition project was derived using the same logic.   

 

The PM team recommended six project characteristics for examination, 

including project size, type, nature, priority, contract type, and work involvement.  

Using these characteristics, this study compared the average percentile difference 
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of the three approaches for multiple breakouts to decide which best represents 

their underlying metrics.   

 

Table 6.6 demonstrates the average percentile difference of indices by 

different project characteristics with 13 breakouts.  In 11 breakouts, the Bravo 

index presents the best homogeneity (lowest average percentile difference).  On 

average, the percentile difference of the Bravo index is lower than the Alpha and 

Charlie indices by 13% and 18%, respectively.  Therefore, this result suggests 

that the homogeneity of the Bravo index is better than the Alpha and Charlie 

indices.  

Table 6.6 Average PD by Project Characteristics for the Three Approaches 

Project 
Characteristics 

Breakouts 
Project 

Numbers 
Alpha Bravo Charlie 

Project Size 
Large 68 8.3 6.7* 7.4 
Small 44 10.6 9.3* 12.2 

Project Type 
Non-Process 35 11.5 9.2* 9.4 
Process 77 9.4 8.7* 11.6 

Project Nature 
Addition 37 9.5 7.2* 8.8 
Grassroots 22 10.0 8.5* 10.7 
Modernization 53 9.0* 9.4 9.3 

Work 
Involvement 

Design-Only 39 9.5 7.6* 7.9 
Design-and-Construct 68 9.1 7.9* 10.3 

Contract Type 
Lump Sum 20 14.3 12.5* 14.4 
Cost Reimbursable 45 8.8 8.6* 10.1 

Project Priority 
Non-Schedule Driven 44 7.9* 8.1 9.2 
Schedule Driven 35 10.0 8.1* 10.2 

Average 9.5 8.4* 9.9 

* The smallest average percentile difference among three approaches 
** Average percentile difference between the Bravo and Alpha indices: (9.5-8.4) / 8.4 = 13% 
     Average percentile difference between the Bravo and Charlie indices: (9.9-8.4) / 8.4 = 18% 
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6.3.3. Trending ability  
 

One of the major benefits of the engineering productivity index is the 

ability to track a productivity trend for the industry.  Thus, trending ability was 

examined using the results plotted by the three project level indices.  The average 

index scores within each year are highly variable because of limited sample size.  

In order to level out fluctuation and to observe trends clearly, a three-year moving 

average (3-yr MA) was utilized to calculate an engineering productivity trend.  

Data points from 1998-2000 and 1999-2001 were ignored because they included 

less than 30 projects and thus may not statistically reliable.  

 

An engineering productivity trend line was calculated using the Alpha 

index with a fixed base and is shown in Figure 6.3.  The trend shows that 

engineering productivity is declining chronologically and thus the finding 

matches the PM team’s experience.  Because this approach uses a fixed base 

period to calculate the index, the historical data points remain the same after 

updating new data.  Thus, the trends are comparable chronologically.   

 

Intuitively, a mean value of 100 in a price index represents the norm of the 

base period.  Similarly, the mean value for the Alpha index was established at one 

in the base period.  Nonetheless, the Alpha approach produced indices in 2002-
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2004, 2003-2005, and 2004-2006 at a value of less than one.  This is because 

productivity data is positively skewed and thus total predicted hours are likely 

larger than the actual ones.  Thus, this shortcoming of the Alpha approach 

becomes a major disadvantage for trending. 
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Figure 6.3 EP Trend Displayed with the Alpha Approach 
 

Figure 6.4 depicts a trend with declining engineering productivity as 

represented by the Bravo index and this trend also matches the PM team’s 

experience.  The index values are comparable chronologically because it utilizes a 

fixed base to calculate the trend.  Moreover, the trend values in 2003-2005 shows 

zero, the expected mean value.  
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Good 
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Figure 6.4 EP Trend Displayed with the Bravo Approach 

 

Figure 6.5 presents a trend with declining engineering productivity 

represented by the Charlie index.  This result also matches the PM team’s 

experience.  However, trending values for all periods vary when updating new 

data because the Charlie approach calculates trending values using an overall 

database rather than a fixed base.  In other words, historical trends may not be 

comparable chronologically by using the Charlie approach.  Furthermore, the PM 

team expected to see 50% in the base period whereas all index values were far 

less than 50%.  The reason is that the index is skewed, similar to the Alpha index.  

These facts were considered to be major disadvantages of the Charlie approach. 

 

Poor 

Good 
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Figure 6.5 EP Trend Displayed with the Charlie Approach 

 

Table 6.7 compares the trending ability of the three approaches.  The PM 

team concluded that the Bravo index has the maximum desired functionality for 

trending among the three approaches. 

 

Table 6.7 Evaluation of Trending Ability for the Three Index Approaches 

Index Construction 
Approaches 

Is the Trend 
Consistent with 

Experts’ 
Experience? 

Does the Expected 
Mean Value 

Equalize the Norm 
in the Base Period? 

Are Historical 
Trends Comparable 

Chronologically? 

Alpha Yes No Yes 

Bravo Yes Yes Yes 

Charlie Yes No No 

 
 
 
 

Poor 

Good 
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6.3.4. Approach Selection 
 

The indices were evaluated during the PM team meeting and results are 

presented in Table 6.8.  For comprehensibility, the scale of the Alpha approach 

was the most favorable to the PM team and was strongly preferred over the Bravo 

approach in which its negative values and complicated procedure produces 

indices less intuitive to the industry.  Because it is presented as a percentage, the 

Charlie approach was slightly favored over the Bravo approach.  Compared to the 

Charlie index, the Alpha approach was slightly favored by the PM team because 

of its prevalent scale.   

 

Table 6.8 Evaluation of Index Construction Approaches  

Index Construction 
Approaches 

Comprehensibility Homogeneity Trending Ability 

Evaluations 
Alpha >> Bravo 
Charlie > Bravo 
Alpha > Charlie 

Bravo > Alpha 
Bravo > Charlie 
Charlie ~ Alpha 

Bravo > Alpha 
Bravo >> Charlie 
Alpha > Charlie 

>>: Strongly Favorable than, Scale = 5 
>: Slightly Favorable than, Scale = 3 
~: Equally Favorable to, Scale = 1 
 

The Bravo approach produces more homogenous indices than the Alpha 

and Charlie approaches by 13% and 18% gaps respectively in their average 

percentile difference.  Thus, the Bravo approach was slightly favorable over the 

other approaches. 
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In regard to the trending ability, the Alpha, Bravo, and Charlie approaches 

present engineering productivity trends consistent with the PM team’s experience.  

Compared to the Alpha approach, the Bravo approach is slightly favorable 

because the expected norm value was shown in the base period.   Compared to the 

Charlie approach, the Alpha approaches was favorable because the historical 

trending values remain when updating new data.     

 
With the evaluation results documented, the Analytic Hierarchy Process 

(AHP) was used to support decision making for index selection.  According to the 

PM team, the three criteria were equally weighted because they have equivalent 

importance for future academia research as well as industry application.  

Regarding the comparison among the three approaches under each criterion, the 

qualitative evaluation results were converted to quantitative matrix using the 

scales shown in the note of Table 6.8.  With the quantitative evaluation results, 

the Eigen vectors (also called priority vectors) were obtained, representing the 

weights of alternatives corresponding to the criteria.  Results are shown in Table 

6.9; each criterion has its priority vector associated with the approaches.  

Combining these priority vectors weighted by the criterion weightings, the Bravo 

approach has the highest priority value (45%) among the three approaches.  
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Consistency Ratios (CR) for the priority vectors were checked and deemed 

acceptable (<10%).   Complete analysis results are presented in Appendix E.  

Therefore, the Bravo approach was selected as the index construction method to 

be employed by this research. 

 

Table 6.9 AHP Analysis Results 

Approaches 
PV* of 

Comprehen-
sibility 

PV* of 
Homogeneity 

PV* of 
Trending 
Ability 

Overall PV* 

Alpha 63.29% 19.91% 26.05% 36.42% 

Bravo 10.58% 60.12% 63.33% 44.68% 

Charlie 26.13% 19.97% 10.62% 18.91% 

*PV: Priority Vector 
Overall CR = 1.61% < 10% (acceptable) 

 

6.4. Summary 
 

 

This chapter developed engineering productivity summary indices on 

discipline as well as project levels.  A guideline for index development was 

recommended by the PM team: understandable to the industry, homogeneously 

representative of underlying metrics, and graphically trend-traceable.  This 

guideline became criteria for index validation: comprehensibility, homogeneity, 

and trending ability.  Three approaches (Alpha, Bravo, and Charlie) were 
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proposed to construct the indices and then validated against the criteria by the PM 

team and the author.  The results are summarized in Table 6.10. 

 

Table 6.10 Summary of Evaluation Results  

                   Criteria 
 
Approaches 

Comprehensibility Homogeneity Trending Ability 

Alpha 

• Scale: Most familiar 
to the industry 

• Approach: The 
simplest 

• Distribution: Non-
normal  

Indices and 
underlying metrics 
are less 
homogeneous than 
the Bravo approach  

• Trends are consistent 
with expert’s 
experience 

• Expected mean value 
(1) is much higher 
than the norm in the 
base period 

• Trend values are 
comparable 
chronologically 

Bravo 

• Scale: Not intuitive 
to the industry 

• Approach: The 
most complicated 

• Distribution: 
Normal  

The highest 
homogeneity 
between indices and 
underlying metrics 
among the three 
approaches 

• Trends are consistent 
with expert’s 
experience 

• Expected mean value 
(0) equalize the norm 
in the base period 

• Trend values are 
comparable 
chronologically 

Charlie 

• Scale: Familiar to 
the industry 

• Approach: 
Moderate 

• Distribution: Non-
normal  

Indices and 
underlying metrics 
are less 
homogeneous than 
the Bravo approach 

• Trends are consistent 
with expert’s 
experience 

• Expected mean value 
(50%) is much higher 
than the norm in the 
base period 

• Trend values may not 
be comparable 
chronologically 

 

 For comprehensibility, the Alpha method was deemed the most 

comprehensible approach to the industry, despite its non-normal distribution, 
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because it used the concept of actual work hours divided by predicted.  The 

Charlie approach produces indices as a percentage which is familiar to the 

industry.  Although the Bravo approach produces indices with a normal 

distribution, its use of negative values makes this approach less favorable. 

 

For homogeneity, the researcher developed percentile difference to 

measure homogeneity.  This measure illustrates the distance from the index-based 

productivity performance (percentile) to the expected one.  The smaller the value, 

the more homogeneously the index approximates its underlying metrics.  Average 

percentile differences were calculated by six project characteristics in 13 

subgroups.   Across various groupings, the Bravo approach performs the best on 

approximating performance of underlying metrics with the smallest overall 

average percentile difference.   

 

For trending ability, the Bravo approach was evaluated as the best 

approach because 1) it delineates an engineering productivity trend consistent 

with the experts’ experience; 2) its expected mean value equalizes the norm in the 

base period; and 3) its trending values are comparable chronologically because its 

index values for historical data remain as new data updated. 
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The PM team made pair-wise comparisons amongst the three approaches 

for each criterion.  The evaluation results were converted into quantitative 

weightings using Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP).  The Bravo approach has the 

highest weighting among the three indices, suggesting that it is the best suited 

index considering the three criteria.  Thus, this approach was selected to be used 

for the EPMS.  

 

The constructed indices prove the hypothesis “Well formulated 

engineering productivity indices can be constructed for the civil and electrical 

disciplines and for overall project level”.  With these indices, project managers 

can assess engineering productivity problems and take action at either the 

discipline or project level.  Moreover, the indices enable the examination of the 

relationship between practices and engineering productivity at the project level. 
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Chapter 7:  ENGINEERING PRODUCTIVITY FACTORS 
 

Because the EPMS metrics are new to the industry, understanding of these 

measures remains limited.  Therefore, its objective of improving engineering 

productivity has proved to be a great challenge to the construction industry.  The 

exploration of factors influencing engineering productivity is necessary to provide 

actionable advice to benchmarkers.  The PM team suggested a set of engineering 

productivity factors for examination, including project size, project type, project 

nature, project priority, work involvement, and contract type.  The main goal of 

this chapter is to explore the impacts of these factors on engineering productivity, 

proving the hypothesis: 

Factors which influence engineering productivity can be identified and their 

impacts can be quantitatively assessed. 

 
To prove this hypothesis, factors were identified and classified with the 

PM team’s inputs.  Next, the author analyzed the impact of characteristic factors 

on engineering productivity.  The analysis results were assessed and interpreted 

by the PM team.  A system model was used to organize other factors and 

statistical analyses were performed accordingly to quantitatively support the PM 

team’s arguments.  Lastly, the findings were compared with the results from 

previous research.   
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The System Model 
 

In order to extract tacit knowledge embedded in complicated relationships 

and manage organizations, the system model was used in previous studies (Chang 

and Ibbs 2006; PMI 2004).  Using this model, this research selected and grouped 

factors into two general categories: project characteristics (C) and opportunities 

(O).  These were used to analyze against a performance category (P) which refers 

to engineering productivity.  Project characteristics (C) refer to basic attributes of 

a project, specifically scope factors (C1) and design parameters (C2).  Both (C1) 

and (C2) were considered to be inputs to the model.  Opportunities (O) were also 

divided into two subgroups: planning practices (O1) and execution practices (O2).  

Opportunity factors are process-related and engineering organization can use 

them to improve engineering productivity.  The quantitative relationships between 

characteristics and opportunities were examined to support qualitative arguments.  

The system model’s structure was discussed with the PM team and their feedback 

was incorporated into the model as presented in Figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7.1 The System Model 

   

7.1. Project Size 
 

The PM team opined that project size was one of the significant factors of 

engineering productivity as measured by quantity-based metrics.  Thus, a key 

question of this research was developed: “Is engineering productivity in larger 

projects different from that of smaller projects?”   

 

The relationship of project size was examined in the system model with 

the project engineering productivity metric (EPM) using the Bravo index created 

in Chapter Six.  Figure 7.2 depicts that there is a significant difference in project 

level engineering productivity between small (<=$5MM) and large (>$5MM) 

projects with p < 0.01 and equal variance assumed (Appendix F).    
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Given the statistical result, the PM team commented that larger projects 

have more full-time and more experienced management personnel, resulting in 

better engineering supervision and productivity.  The team also argued that larger 

scale projects are likely to have greater engineered quantities and thus 1) the 

impact of learning curve might be relatively smaller than small projects; and 2) 

higher frequency of design reuse contributed to better engineering productivity.  

 

 

Figure 7.2 Project EPM by Project Size 

 

Relationships between engineering quantity and productivity in the system 

model were proved with significant statistical results.  Piping quantities (linear 
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feet) were selected to correlate with engineering productivity because piping 

hours dominate overall project engineering hours, as discussed in Section 5.4.    

Figure 7.3 demonstrates graphically that larger piping quantities correlate with 

better project engineering productivity.  Statistical testing established the strength 

and direction of this correlation at r = -0.31 with a significance of p < 0.01 and n 

= 90.  

 

 

Figure 7.3 The Relationship between Piping Quantity and Project EPM 
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Moreover, larger projects probably tend to have better engineering 

productivity because they have more dedicated front-end planning effort and full-

time management.  Dedicated planning results in more complete scope definition 

and thus better project performance (CII 2006).  Supporting this argument, the 

system model was used to examine the relationship between front-end planning 

(FEP) and engineering productivity.  T-test analysis results in Table 7.1 indicate 

that engineering productivity of projects with funded FEP effort is significantly 

better than those without funded FEP with p < 0.1. T-test assumption was 

checked with Levene’s test and the variances of the subgroups were equal.  

 

Table 7.1 t-test of EP by Funded Front-End Planning (FEP) 

Funded 
FEP? N Mean of 

EPM 
Std. 

Deviation  
Significance of 
Levene's Test t-value p-value 

Yes 25 0.13 .83 
0.89 -1.95 .059 

No 15 0.64 .75 

 

In summary, larger projects tend to have better engineering productivity 

probably because of greater engineered quantities and concurrent higher 

possibility of funded front-end planning as well as full-time management.  The 

impact of project size on engineering productivity in this study contradicts that of 

Chang et al. (2006). Their research results showed that projects with shorter 

duration (smaller size) tended to have better engineering productivity.  This 

contradiction is likely because of the different EPM definitions as shown in Table 
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7.2.  In Chang’s research, engineering duration was used as the engineering input 

which included both direct and indirect hours.   However, indirect work hours 

may not be directly spent on producing engineering drawings.  On the other hand, 

this research only considered work hours directly contributed to engineering 

models.  Therefore, the results based on different measures should be interpreted 

cautiously. 

 

Table 7.2 EPM Definition Comparisons 

 Chang and Ibbs (2006) This Research 
Input (Numerator) Engineering Duration Engineering Direct Work Hours 
Output (Denominator) Engineering Drawings Engineered Quantities 

 

7.2. Project Type 

 

The PM team also believed that project type is a basic but important 

indicator differentiating engineering productivity because it addresses the 

complexity of an engineered facility.  Thus, the research question asks, “Is 

engineering productivity significantly different between process and non-process 

projects?”   

 

Figure 7.4 demonstrates graphically that average engineering productivity 

of non-process projects (see definition 5.3) is significantly better than process 
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projects with p < 0.01 and equal variance verified in Appendix F.  Thus, there is a 

significant difference in engineering productivity between process projects and 

non-process projects. 

 

Figure 7.4 Project EPM by Project Type 

 

Explaining this relationship, several insights were provided by the PM 

team.  First, process projects such as oil refining or chemical manufacturing 

projects normally apply more process-related technology for special design 

accommodations than non-process projects (e.g. extreme PH or toxic substances).  

These technical complexities require more engineering effort for operational 

safety or constructability than non-process projects.  Secondarily, process projects 
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can potentially have more complex pipe routing and control systems than non-

process projects. Third, different modularization levels in the two project types 

may result in productivity difference.  This argument was further validated with 

statistical evidence using the system model.   

 

  Since modularization has advantages such as reducing engineering effort 

and enabling parallel work (Baldwin and Clark 2006), it should improve 

engineering productivity.  Therefore, modularization level was examined with 

engineering productivity.  Second, the relationship between project type and 

modularization was examined because industry practitioners suspected that 

modularization level depends on project type. 

 

Modularization was correlated with project EPM using the Pearson 

correlation because their relationship appears to be linear.  One project was 

removed because its modularization of the engineered precipitators seemed to be 

atypical and it distorted research findings (Appendix F).  Due to a linear 

relationship shown in Figure 6.5, correlation analysis was considered appropriate.  

The result suggested higher modularization correlates with better engineering 

productivity with p < 0.01. 
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The PM team opined that non-process projects (e.g. power plants, 

environmental projects) are likely more standardized and thus may use more 

modules than process projects.  Therefore, modularization level was examined 

against project type.  In Figure 7.5 and Table 7.3, the t-test result (with unequal 

variance, see Appendix F) illustrates that the level of modularization in non-

process projects is significantly higher than process projects.  Non-process 

projects therefore have a better chance for better engineering productivity partly 

because of its higher modularization percentage.  Nonetheless, the weak 

correlation based on a small sample size serves a confirmatory result rather than 

being conclusive. 

  

 

Figure 7.5 Higher Modularization Level Correlates Better EP 
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Table 7.3 t-test of Modularization by Project Type 

Project 
Type 

N 
Mean of 

Modularization %  
Std. 

Deviation 

Significance 
of Levene's 

Test 
t-value p-value  

Non-
Process 26 11.15 % 13.66 < 0.01 3.524 < 0.05 
Process 36 1.39 % 4.25 

 

7.3. Project Nature 
 

Previous research asserted that modernization and addition projects have 

unique and challenging characteristics for design and construction (CII 2008).  As 

such, project nature was considered another complexity indicator by the PM team.  

Based on this argument, the research question is: “Are there significant 

engineering productivity differences among different project natures?”   

 

Figure 7.6 indicates graphically that there is a difference in average 

engineering productivity by project nature and it appears that addition projects are 

different from grassroots and modernization projects.  Levene’s test was 

employed to check if the subgroups have data with equal variance.  As a result, 

Levene’s statistic (0.63) was found to be insignificant with p > 0.1, suggesting 

that ANOVA was an appropriate technique for analysis.  The Post Hoc analysis 

results shown in Table 7.4 confirmed that engineering productivity for addition 
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projects is significantly worse than that of grassroots and modernization projects 

with p < 0.01. 

 

Figure 7.6 Project EPM by Project Nature 

 
  

Table 7.4 Post Hoc Analysis Results for EPM by Project Nature 

(I) Nature (J) Nature 
Mean 

Difference (I-J) 
Std. Error Significance 

Addition Addition    
 Grassroots 0.72 0.21 0.00 
 Modernization 0.58 0.17 0.00 
Grassroots Addition -0.72 0.21 0.00 
 Grassroots    
 Modernization -0.14 0.20 0.75 
Modernization Addition -0.58 0.17 0.00 
 Grassroots 0.14 0.20 0.75 
 Modernization    
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The PM team provided two insights explaining this finding: project size 

issues and project scope definition.  The scale of grassroots projects is intuitively 

larger than addition projects.  As noted, larger engineered quantities as well as 

more dedicated front-end planning result in better engineering productivity.  On 

the other hand, the reason of the difference between addition and modernization 

projects is more elusive.  As such, the PM team opined that the key factors should 

be 1) interface with existing facility: compared to modernization projects, 

addition projects have more interface issues with existing facilities which need to 

be considered; and 2) project scope definition: addition projects are less clearly 

defined than modernization and grassroots projects at project authorization.  This 

can be delineated by the Project Definition Rating Index (PDRI), a tool developed 

by CII (1995) to evaluate the completeness of scope definition during front-end 

planning.  Better PDRI (a score of < 200) was proved to correlate to better project 

performance.  The system model was utilized to explore the variation of PDRI in 

addition and modernization projects. 

  

The Pearson’s Chi-square test result in Table 7.5 indicates a significant 

dependency between PDRI and project nature.  Assumptions were checked and 

documented in Appendix F.  Note that projects with a PDRI score below the 

dataset median of 175 were defined as better rather than the CII convention of 
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200,  because only a few projects scored above 200. Use of 200 as the breakpoint 

between good and bad definition resulted in an unbalanced dataset.  This finding 

suggests that modernization projects tend to be more completely defined (with 

lower PDRI score) than addition projects, and thus have better engineering 

productivity.   

 

Table 7.5 Chi-Square Table of PDRI and Project Nature 

 Project Nature 
Grassroots  Addition Modernization 

PDRI 
Better (<=175) 8 8 7 
Moderate (>175) 4 17 2 

            * Pearson Chi-Square Value = 7.35; p < 0.05  
            ** 2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 4.50 

 

Conclusively, grassroots and modernization projects were shown to have 

better engineering productivity than addition projects, partly because of their 

project size, interface with existing facility, and scope definition. 

 

7.4. Project Priority  
 

The PM team also considered project priority (schedule-driven, 

specifically) to be an indicator affecting engineering productivity because this 

factor can affect alignment of human resources or work process and thus impacts 

on engineering productivity.  Thus, the research question is: “Is there a significant 
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engineering productivity difference between schedule-driven and non-schedule-

driven projects?”   

 

As shown in Figure 7.7, non-schedule driven projects have significantly 

better engineering productivity than schedule driven projects with p < 0.1.  

Assumption was checked using Levene’s test and variance of both subgroups are 

statistically equal (Appendix F).  Thus, the researcher can conclude that there is a 

significant difference in engineering productivity between schedule-driven and 

non-schedule-driven projects. 

 

 

Figure 7.7 Project EPM by Project Priority 
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As the PM team expected, a schedule-driven project can indirectly impact 

engineering productivity because of overstaffing. In order to meet aggressive 

schedule, organizations normally hire many contracted engineers to finish the 

work in a short time.  However, as a result, disruptions such as learning curve and 

communication complexities increase in the engineering process; furthermore, 

excessive workload can happen for projects with tight schedules and thus these 

factors likely impair engineering productivity.  This argument echoed the 

assertion that schedule-driven projects have more changes, experience more 

disruption and  thus consume extra hours (Ibbs et al. 1998). 

 

Industry practitioners opined that schedule driven projects normally have 

tighter schedule and thus less effort is concentrated on front-end planning.  

Therefore, less defined work scope induces a productivity drop.  Extracting 

variables such as funded FEP and project priority from the system model, the Chi-

square test was used to verify this argument.  As shown in Table 7.6, schedule-

driven projects have higher probability of unfunded front-end planning efforts 

than non-schedule driven projects with p < 0.05.  Assumptions were checked as 

noted in Table 7.6.  Therefore, this argument also supports that schedule-driven 

projects likely have worse engineering productivity.  
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Table 7.6 Chi-Square Table of Funded FEP and Project Priority 

 Funded FEP?  
No Yes 

Priority 
Non-Schedule 3 12 
Schedule 12 10 

            * Pearson Chi-Square Value = 4.42; p < 0.05  
            ** 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 6.08 
 

  

In summary, project priority was verified as a logical engineering 

productivity factor because it indicates change frequency, overstaffing, and front-

end planning issues which may impair engineering productivity. 

 

7.5. Work Involvement 
 

The PM team considered work involvement to be an engineering 

productivity factor because the engineering and construction interface can 

influence productivity difference.  Thus, the research question is: “Is there a 

significant engineering productivity difference between design-only and design-

and-construct projects?”     
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Using the bivariate t-test shown in Figure 7.8, design-only projects were 

found to have significantly better engineering productivity than design-and-

construct projects with p < 0.1 and assumption checked in Appendix F.   

 

This finding validates the PM team’s perspective.  Theoretically, the 

engineering process has fewer interfaces with construction in design-only projects 

and thus is relatively efficient.  On the other hand, design-and-construct projects 

usually require fast-tracking and thus involve increased institutional coordination 

complexity (Levitt et al. 1999).  Consistent with Ibb’s (1997) argument, the PM 

team commented that organizations may spend extra effort in detailed engineering 

for better construction productivity in design-and-construct projects.  Previous 

research also indicated that design-only projects have higher quality and more 

complete information at project authorization and thus have better engineering 

productivity (CII 2007).  In order to further support this argument, Chi-square 

analyses were conducted to establish the relationship between work involvement 

and PDRI in the system model.  As results show in Table 7.7, PDRI and work 

involvement are dependent and design-only projects tend to be better defined than 

design-and-construct projects with p < 0.05.  The assumption was checked as 

shown in the notes. 
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Figure 7.8 Project EPM by Work Involvement 

 

Table 7.7 Chi-Square Table of PDRI and Work Involvement 

 Work Involvement  
Design -and-Construct  Design -Only  

PDRI 
Moderate (>175) 20 3 
Better (<=175) 14 9 

            * Pearson Chi-Square Value = 4.06; p < 0.05  
            ** 0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 6.00 

 

In summary, design-only projects have better engineering probably 

because of more complete scope definition and less engineering-construction 

interface issues.  
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7.6. Contract Type  
 

Projects scope definition was considered a determinant factor for contract 

type selection (CII 2002) and it also effects engineering productivity.  Therefore, 

the PM team was interested in exploring the relationship between engineering 

productivity and engineering contract types.  Thus, the research question: “Is 

there a significant engineering productivity difference between lump-sum and 

cost-reimbursable projects?” 

 

  

Figure 7.9 Project EPM by Engineering Contract Type 
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As shown in Figure 7.9, using the bivariate t-test, lump-sum projects were 

shown to have significantly better engineering productivity than cost-

reimbursable projects with p < 0.01 for this dataset.  Assumptions were checked 

and shown in Appendix F.   

 

It is generally believed that lump-sum engineering projects equate to more 

concerted effort by contractors because they normally have more budgetary 

pressure than cost-reimbursable projects.  However, engineers in cost 

reimbursable projects tend to be less productive (Pennok 2001).   In addition, the 

PM team opined that more experienced engineers are usually assigned to lump-

sum projects and thus engineering is performed more efficiently.  Despite the 

discussion above, CII does not encourage the use of lump-sum contracts for 

engineering design work. 

    

7.7. Summary 
 

In this chapter, engineering productivity was examined against several 

factors.  As results show, factors such as project size, type, nature, priority, work 

involvement and contract type have significant impact on engineering 

productivity as measured by the Bravo index.  Interpretation of these results were 
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made by the PM team and supported by the analyses results.  Table 7.8 

summarizes the results in this chapter, including factors and their impact on 

engineering productivity, arguments for the findings, source of the arguments, 

and if indicates data analysis support the arguments.  The hypothesis “Factors 

which influence productivity can be identified and their impacts can be 

quantitatively assessed” was conclusively proved.    

 

The findings in this study were a significant step for the CII EPMS 

because industry practitioners can use these research findings as a foundation to 

internally improve and externally benchmark engineering productivity.  For 

instance, based on research findings, they can select projects according to 

appropriate groupings and obtain meaningful benchmarking results by comparing 

similar projects and setting reasonable expectations for performance.  However, 

because of limited sample size, multi-variate statistical analysis was not 

applicable to examine the factors to further determine their relative importance on 

engineering productivity.  Therefore, this limitation becomes one of the important 

topics in future research when more data are available.   
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Table 7.8 Summary of Findings for Engineering Productivity Factors 

Scope 
Factors 

Research Findings Arguments for the Findings 
Sources of 
Arguments   

Data Analyses 
Support the 
Arguments?  

Project Size  

Large projects 
(>=$5MM) have better 
EP than small projects 
(<$5MM) 

More engineered quantity (Large projects) PM team input Yes 
Higher possibility for funded FEP (Large projects) Literature review Yes 
More full-time and experienced managers (Large 
projects) 

PM team input N/A 

Project Type 
Non-Process projects 
have better EP than 
Process projects 

Higher Modularization % (Non-process projects) 
PM team input 
Literature review 

Yes 

Less Complex Routing (Non-process projects) PM team input  N/A 
Special design accommodations (Process projects) PM team input  N/A 

Project 
Nature   

Grassroots & 
modernization projects 
have better EP than 
addition projects 

Larger project size (Grassroots projects) PM team input N/A 

Better scope definition (Modernization projects) PM team input Yes 

Fewer interfaces with existing facility (Modernization 
projects) 

PM team input 
Literature review 

N/A 

Project 
Priority 

Non-schedule driven 
projects have better EP 
than schedule driven 
projects 

Higher probability of unfunded front-end planning 
(Schedule-driven projects) 

PM team input Yes 

More overstaffing issues (Schedule-driven projects) PM team input  N/A 
Less change involved (Non-schedule driven projects) Literature review N/A 

Work 
involvement  

Design-only projects 
have better EP than 
design-and-construction 
projects 

Better scope definition (Design-only projects)  Literature review Yes 

Fewer engineering-construction interfaces (Design-
only projects) PM team input 

Literature review 
N/A 

More engineering hours spent for better construction 
productivity (Design-and-construct projects) 

Contract Type 
Lump-Sum projects 
have better EP than cost-
reimbursable projects 

Better engineering scope definition Literature review  N/A 

Concerted effort and experienced engineers 
PM team input 
Literature review  

N/A  
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Chapter 8:  ENGINEERING DISCIPLINE INFORMATION 
DEPENDENCIES  

 

Industry practitioners opined that engineering productivity of upstream 

disciplines correlates with that of downstream disciplines.  This means that when 

an upstream discipline encounters changes or other disruptions, downstream 

disciplines may be affected accordingly.  Based on this assumption, this chapter 

examines how discipline information is related to one another, proving the 

hypothesis: 

Engineering discipline information dependencies can be measured by 

productivity relationships. 
 

First, a survey was distributed to industry representatives in order to 

collect their experience of discipline information dependencies.  Second, 

engineering discipline dependencies were modeled by multiple regressions to 

verify survey results.    Lastly, the survey and analysis results were compared and 

conclusions were drawn.   
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8.1. Industry Experience on Discipline Information Dependencies 
 

To document industry experience on engineering discipline information 

dependencies, a survey was conducted at the 2008 CII Product Implementation 

Workshop (see Appendix G for all details).  In this survey, each respondent 

assesses information dependencies between equipment and other downstream 

disciplines (civil, piping, instrumentation, and electrical) with respect to their 

strength.  The dependency strength is characterized by the communication 

frequency and the amount of shared parameters of a pair of disciplines.  Figure 

8.1 demonstrates a sample question.   

 

Discipline 1 Discipline 2 
Very 
Weak 

Weak Medium Strong 
Very 

Strong 

Equipment Civil    V  

Figure 8.1 An Example of the Equipment-Civil Dependency Assessment 

 

A total of 60 respondents completed the survey.  Based on these responses, 

each assessment was converted to a dependency score in Likert scale as shown in 

Table 8.1.   
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Table 8.1 Response-Dependency Score Conversion Table 

Assessment 
Categories 

Very Weak Weak Medium Strong Very Strong 

Dependency 
Score 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

Figure 8.2 presents average dependency scores of each paired disciplines.  

Among all the dependencies surveyed, equipment-piping was rated with the 

highest average dependency score of 4.16 (between strong and very strong) and 

the least variation (standard deviation = 0.69) whereas equipment-civil, 

equipment-instrumentation, and equipment-electrical were lower rated 3.81, 3.71, 

and 3.65, respectively; in addition, their variations (standard deviation > 0.79) are 

all higher than equipment-piping.  Note that the latter three average dependency 

scores fall into the medium to strong categories.  This result implies that 1) 

industry experts consistently opined equipment and piping disciplines would have 

the strongest information dependency among all disciplines; 2) expert opinion on 

the equipment-piping dependency reached a greater consensus than the others, 

implying higher credibility of this relationship; and 3) the average dependency 

scores of equipment-civil, equipment-instrumentation, and equipment-electrical 

were rated strongly and thus fall in the same interval, indicating that the amount 

of shared parameters as well as communication frequencies of these interfaces are 

similar.  
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M=3.65
S=0.80

M=3.71
S=0.89

M=3.81
S=0.82

M=4.16 
S=0.69 

1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00

Equipment-Electrical

Equipment-
Instrumentation

Equipment-Civil

Equipment-Piping

Discipline DependencyVery Weak Very StrongM: Mean 
S: Standard Deviation   

Figure 8.2 Average Dependency Score Assessed by Industry Experts 

 

8.2. Quantitative Discipline Dependency Models 
 

To validate industry experience, discipline dependency models were 

developed using engineering productivity metrics (EPM) through regression 

analyses.  In each regression model, engineering productivity metrics of 

downstream disciplines were set as the dependent variables and the engineering 

equipment productivity was the independent variable.  To improve model 

specifications, the PM team suggested project size and project type to be included 

as independent variables in the equation because they were considered major 

complexity indicators.  Thus, the regression equation of a dependency model can 

be presented as follows:  
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ojectsizeojectTypePEquipmentEEPDownstream i PrPr 3210 ×+×+×+= ββββ  

Where 

iEPDownstream = Engineering productivity of the ith downstream discipline 

 

Associated with four downstream disciplines including piping, 

instrumentation, electrical and civil, a total of four dependency models were 

developed.  Each dependency model used normalized engineering productivity 

metrics. Table 8.2 demonstrates the scales of the variables. Considering the 

normality assumption of regression analyses, log-transformed variables as well as 

discipline indices (Bravo Index) were used for this research.  Regression 

assumptions such as linearity and multicollinearity was tested and presented in 

Appendix G.   

 

Table 8.2 Scales and Normality of Analyzed Variables in Dependency Models 

Engineering Disciplines Productivity Metric Scale Normal distributed? 
Equipment  Standardized (-3 ~3) Yes 
Piping  Standardized (-3 ~3) Yes 
Instrumentation Standardized (-3 ~3) Yes 
Civil Bravo Index (-3 ~3) Yes 
Electrical Bravo Index (-3 ~3) Yes 
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Table 8.3 summarizes dependency models with their statistics.  Among all 

the information dependencies, only equipment EPM correlates with piping EPM 

with p < 0.01 whereas other dependencies were found to be insignificant.  

Consistent with industry expectation, presented in Section 8.1, this model 

suggests that there is a noticeable information dependency between the equipment 

and piping disciplines.   

 

Table 8.3 Regression Analysis Results of Discipline Dependency Models  

Dependency Models  
(Upstream-Downstream) 

n 
Equipment EPM 

Beta* 
p-value of Equipment 

EPM Beta* 
Equipment-Piping  47 0.50 <0.01 
Equipment-Civil  35 0.16 0.32 
Equipment-Instrumentation  30 0.06 0.76 
Equipment-Electrical  23 0.25 0.10 

Note: Every Dependency Model Includes Equipment EPM, Project Size (Cost), and Project Type 
* Standardized Regression Coefficient 

 

8.3. Summary 
 

Characterizing and effectively manage information exchange is critical to 

project success.  For instance, reducing dependencies of interfaces facilitates task 

overlap and thus compresses engineering schedule (Bogus et al. 2006); therefore, 

quantitatively characterizing engineering discipline information dependencies 

provides a first step to manage information exchange.  This chapter established 
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engineering discipline information dependencies via industry survey and data 

analyses.   

 

First, a survey was released at a CII workshop to investigate the industry 

experience regarding the strength of discipline information dependencies.  With 

the analysis of the 60 responses, equipment-piping dependency was expected to 

be higher than the others.  Other dependencies such as equipment-civil, 

equipment-instrumentation, and equipment-electrical were rated nearly as highly.  

The results indicate however that equipment-piping is the most critical 

engineering interface, given a higher discipline dependency score than the others.   

 

Second, an analysis was performed to validate the findings from industry 

input.  Multiple regressions were used to develop dependency models among 

disciplines.  The analysis results show that only the equipment-piping dependency 

was significant.  On the other hand, other dependencies were not significant, 

indicating that no statistical evidence was found to support industry experience.  

Thus, the importance of equipment-piping discipline dependency was identified. 

 

In summary, this finding provides a quantitative perspective for project 

managers to observe discipline dependencies which indicate that the equipment-
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piping interface should be highly prioritized for engineering information 

management.  Therefore, the hypothesis “Engineering discipline information 

dependencies can be measured by productivity relationships” was proved.   
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Chapter 9:  IMPACT OF ENINGEERING PRODUCTIVTIY ON 
PROJECT PERFORMANCE 

 
Engineering cost for some industrial projects has risen to 20 percent of the 

total project cost.  This, combined with the fact that engineering productivity has 

been claimed to be a determinant to overall project performance (CII 2001).  Thus, 

examining the relationship between engineering productivity using the EPMS 

metrics and project performance supports investments in engineering productivity 

improvement.  In this chapter, the project engineering productivity index is 

correlated to cost and schedule performance at the detailed engineering phase as 

well as to the overall project, validating the hypothesis:  

Engineering productivity is correlated with engineering cost and schedule 

performance as well as overall project performance.   

 

A number of CII performance metrics used in this analysis are shown in 

Table 9.1.  To represent cost performance at the project level, budget factor and 

schedule factor were selected because they isolate the change impact.  Separate 

analysis on the relationship between change and engineering productivity was 

conducted.  Unfortunately, change performance data at the detailed engineering 

phase level was not sufficiently available in the EPMS database since 
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organizations rarely track this information by phase.  Thereby, detailed 

engineering cost and schedule growth was selected for analysis.     

 

Change cost factor is defined as the total cost of change divided by actual 

project cost, reflecting the change impact at the project level.  In this dissertation, 

project change cost can be either positive or negative by either increasing or 

decreasing work scope and thus resource realignment or learning curve issues 

may affect productivity (Ibbs et al. 2003).  Therefore, the absolute value of 

change cost factor, delta change cost factor, was employed for analysis. 

 

Table 9.1 Definitions of CII Performance Metrics  

Performance 
Categories 

Metrics Formula 

Cost 

Detailed 
Engineering 
Cost Growth Cost gEngineerin Predicted 

Cost gEngineerin Predicted -Cost  gEngineerin Actual
 

Budget Factor 
Changes ApprovedCost Project  Predicted

Cost Project  Actual 

+
 

Schedule 

Detailed 
Engineering 
Schedule 
Growth 

Duration ngEng.ineeri Predicted

Duration gEngineerin Predicted -Duration  gEngineerin Actual  

Schedule Factor 
Changes ApprovedDuration Project  Predicted

Duration Project  Actual

+
 

Change Delta Change 
Cost Factor CostProject  Total Actual

Changes ofCost  Total  
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9.1. Engineering Productivity and Cost Performance 
 

As shown in Figure 9.2, detailed engineering cost growth and engineering 

productivity have a linear relationship and thus use of the Pearson correlation is 

appropriate.  As results, engineering productivity was found to have a weak 

positive relationship with detailed engineering cost growth but was significant at 

p < 0.1.  Improving engineering productivity reduces the required direct work 

hours and thus reduces the cost of engineering.  This result confirmed the findings 

of Ibbs (2003) that design productivity is positively correlated with design cost 

change.  This means that engineering productivity has significant direct impact on 

engineering cost performance and thus is worth tracing.  However, the low 

correlation coefficient indicates that engineering productivity may indirectly 

influence project performance through other factors excluded from this research 

such as engineering quality. 

 

The weak relationship may be because engineering productivity metrics 

were developed as absolute metrics but cost growth is a relative metric measured 

by the actual cost divided by estimated cost.  Therefore, the variation of a relative 
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metric (cost growth) is not well-explained by an absolute metric, engineering 

productivity.   

 

 

Figure 9.1 Relationship between Project EPM and DECG 

 

Similarly, a weak but significant relationship was also discovered between 

engineering productivity and budget factor at the project level with p < 0.1 

(Figure 9.2).  The linear relationship between the variables indicated that the 

Pearson correlation is appropriate.  The analysis result revealed that engineering 

productivity positively correlates with project cost performance.  The weak 
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relationship may be due to the use of different measurements, e.g. relative and 

absolute metrics.  Another reason for the low correlation coefficient is due to 

performance outcome from later phases of a project (e.g. procurement or 

construction), thus attenuating the impact of engineering productivity on project 

performance.   

 

 

Figure 9.2 Relationship between Project EPM and Budget Factor 
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9.2. Engineering Productivity and Schedule Performance 
 

Figure 9.3 demonstrates a scatter plot between engineering productivity 

and detailed engineering phase schedule growth (DESG) where no graphical 

relationship is shown.  Also, no statistical evidence was found to support this 

relationship.   The result is probably because organizations can apply different 

strategies such as multiple shifts, over staffing, realigning task sequences or 

overtime to recover schedule delay resulting in lost of productivity.    

  

   

Figure 9.3 Relationship between Project EPM and DESG 
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Similarly, the EPM was plotted against the schedule factor (SF) to identify 

a potential relationship between engineering productivity and project schedule 

performance.  As shown in Figure 9.4, two projects had serious construction 

schedule slippage and thus schedule performance was extremely poor.  These 

projects were identified as outliers in terms of schedule and removed from the 

succeeding analysis. 

 

  

Figure 9.4 Relationship between Project EPM and Schedule Factor 

 

Outliers 
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After removing the outliers, the linear relationship between project EPM 

and schedule factor was examined using the Pearson correlation.  As the result 

shown in Figure 9.5, no statistical evidence was found to support the relationship 

between engineering productivity and project schedule performance.  This result 

illustrated that the impact of engineering productivity on project schedule 

performance is insignificant because the company could spend extra effort in 

procurement or construction phase for the schedule recovery.   

 

 

Figure 9.5 Relationship between Project EPM and SF without Outliers 
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9.3. Engineering Productivity and Change Performance   
 

Change often leads to disruption, which causes productivity loss.  The 

more the change, the more the hours are lost due to engineering tasks realignment 

or rework.  Therefore, a positive relationship between engineering productivity 

and change performance is expected.  To quantitatively assess this relationship, 

the delta change cost factor (DCCF) was utilized to correlate with engineering 

productivity.  Figure 9.6 demonstrates a linear relationship and thus the Pearson 

correlation analysis was employed.  Engineering productivity was found to have a 

significant but weak correlation with project change performance with p < 0.01.  

The positive relationship between change performance and engineering 

productivity confirmed the argument that change is critical to engineering 

performance (Thamhain 1992).  The low correlation coefficient may be due to the 

fact that the change cost factor includes the impact of changes on both 

engineering and construction.  
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Figure 9.6 Relationship between Project EPM and DCCF  

 

9.4. Result Summary  
 

Analysis results in this chapter proved significant relationships between 

engineering productivity and project performance, particularly cost and change 

performance.  These pivotal relationships support investments in improved 

engineering productivity.   

 

Table 9.2 summarizes correlations between quantity-based engineering 

productivity metrics and project performance.  The results indicate that 
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engineering productivity improvement leads to better project cost performance.  

Bothe poor engineering productivity and change performance can result from 

serious project disruptions such as project change, design error, and rework.  

Engineering productivity was found to significantly correlate with project change 

performance.  Notably, this result demonstrates the mutual relationship between 

engineering productivity and change performance, rather than a simple causal 

relationship. 

 

Table 9.2 Correlations between EP and Project Performance 

Performance 
Categories Performance Metrics Pearson r N p-value Significant? 

Cost 
Detailed Engineering 
Cost Growth 

0.22 79 0.05 Yes 

Budget Factor 0.20 100 0.05 Yes 

Schedule  

Detailed Engineering 
Schedule Growth 

0.20 42 0.20 No 

Schedule Factor 0.03 98 0.79 No 

Change 
Delta Project Change 
Cost Factor 

0.28 97 < 0.01 Yes 

 

The weak correlation between engineering productivity and cost as well as 

change performance may be because: 1) they are measured differently as relative 

or absolute metrics; 2) similar to construction labor productivity, EPMS use 

partial factor productivity measurement, which only have direct engineering work 

hours as the input; and 3) engineering productivity may affect project 

performance through other factors not included in this study, such as quality.  
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Therefore, further analysis is essential to establish the entire effect model when 

more sufficient data are available.  

 

On the other hand, engineering productivity was not found to correlate 

with schedule performance at either the engineering phase or project level.  This 

result may not be surprising because schedule delay can be easily recovered via 

strategies such as realigning tasks or adding resources even though productivity is 

degraded. 
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Chapter 10:  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

This dissertation documents and discusses motivation, background and 

methodology for the exploration of engineering productivity knowledge.  

Collaborating with industry, this study achieved objectives including 

development of engineering productivity summary indices, identification of 

factors affecting engineering productivity, discipline information dependencies, 

and discovery of relationship between engineering productivity and project 

performance.  This research is an essential and significant step in continuing the 

experiment of CII’s engineering productivity metrics.  This chapter summarizes 

the research findings, and provides conclusions as well as recommendations for 

future study.  Finally, research contributions are discussed. 

 

10.1. Conclusions 
 

Hypothesis 1 posited that Well-formulated engineering productivity 

indices can be constructed for the civil and electrical disciplines and for the 

overall project level. 
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Using a dataset of 112 heavy industrial projects, this research developed 

measures for the discipline and project levels to summarize engineering 

productivity in a way that is understandable and applicable.  Three index 

construction approaches were proposed: Alpha, Bravo, and Charlie.  Their 

concepts and scales are summarized in Table 10.1.  The indices were further 

assessed by the PM team using pre-established criteria including 

comprehensibility, homogeneity, and trending ability.  Evaluation results were 

then converted to quantitative weightings using Analytical Hierarchy Process 

(AHP) to assist in decision-making.  Quantitative results indicated that the Bravo 

index was best suited for summarizing productivity and thus was selected.   
 

Table 10.1 Index Construction Approaches and the Scales 

Index 
Construction 
Approaches 

Concepts Scale 
All Indices 
Normally 

Distributed? 
Alpha Actual Work-hours / Predicted Work-hours ( 0, + ∞ ) No 
Bravo Hour-Weighted Z-score ( -3, + 3 ) Yes 

Charlie Hour-Weighted Max-min Normalized Score [0, 100] No 

 

Thus, analysis results from this hypothesis verified that disparate 

engineering productivity metrics can be rolled up to a single measure.  This 

fulfills management needs to provide understandable measures that are well-

representative of underlying metrics, and graphically trend-traceable.   

 

Hypothesis 2 establishes that Factors which influence engineering productivity 

can be identified and their impacts can be quantitatively assessed.   
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The research identified influence factors from literature review and 

industry input.  The primary characteristic factors include project size, type, 

nature, priority, work involvement, and contract type.  The PM team’s insights on 

these factors were documented and the system model was used to facilitate 

statistical analyses to support their arguments.  Findings were also presented in 

CII user’s forums and compared with previous research and thus were verified.  

As a result, all the primary characteristic factors were found to impact 

engineering productivity significantly.  Factors such as engineering scope 

definition, funded front-end planning and engineering learning curve effect were 

provided to explain the impact of primary characteristic factors on productivity. 

Thereby, the results in this hypothesis contribute to the understanding of quantity-

based engineering productivity metrics. 

 

Hypothesis 3 establishes that Engineering discipline information dependencies 

can be measured by productivity relationships. 
 

Industry practitioners opined that disruption of upstream engineering tasks 

may affect downstream design because they share many parameters and need 

collaboration.  A survey was conducted in a CII workshop to obtain industry 

experience on discipline information dependencies.  With the EPMS data, this 

research used regression models to establish information dependencies among the 

equipment (upstream) and other downstream disciplines.  Results of the survey 

and data analysis revealed that the equipment-piping interface has remarkable 
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information dependency.  Thus, information management of this interface should 

be highly prioritized to achieve engineering and project success.   

 

Hypothesis 4 establishes that Engineering productivity is correlated with 

engineering cost and schedule performance as well as overall project 

performance. 
 

The Bravo project index was correlated with performance metrics.  

Consistent with previous research findings, engineering productivity is 

significantly correlated with cost and change performance but not schedule 

performance.  These results make a case for the necessity engineering 

productivity research.  However, the weak relationships indicated that 

engineering productivity may indirectly affect project performance through other 

factors not included in this research.   
 

10.2. Recommendations 

 
This dissertation provides an effective approach to construct productivity 

indices, to examine influence factors, and discover information dependencies 

among engineering disciplines.  Despite limitations to the research conclusions 

due to limited data sample size, further action items are recommended as follows.   
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First, the constructed indices and engineering productivity factors can be 

incorporated into CII project benchmarking reports.  Benchmarking users can use 

the indices to assess productivity performance at both the discipline and project 

levels.  From there, they can explore element-level performance if problems are 

detected at the higher levels.  Moreover, engineering productivity factors such as 

project type, nature, priority, and size can be incorporated into CII reports for 

industry practitioners to select meaningful comparison data slices, thus 

establishing foundation of engineering productivity improvement.   

 

Second, the relative importance of influence factors should be examined 

in future research.  In this study, multi-variate analysis could not be performed in 

most cases due to the limited sample size and missing values.  Thus, the 

collection of additional data is the key to conducting multi-variate analyses.   

When the dataset is improved, further research on the relative importance of 

factors should be assessed to facilitate benchmarking efforts. 

 

Third, future studies should analyze engineering productivity correlations 

at the element level such as ground and supported slabs and structural steel rather 

than at the discipline level.  This analysis can potentially provide more useful 

results for information management.   
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The recommendations from the research can be posed as research 

questions, and are summarized below: 

• How can the engineering productivity indices and factors be 

incorporated into current CII project benchmarking reports? 

• How can engineering productivity factors be prioritized to 

facilitate engineering productivity benchmarking effort? 

• How can analysis results apply engineering productivity 

correlations to improve information management during the 

detailed engineering phase? 

 

10.3. Research Contributions 
 

This research provides a structured method for working with industry 

practitioners to roll up metrics with different underlying measures and uses these 

measures to explain the body of knowledge.  Specific contributions include: 1) 

High level productivity indices was developed to summarize metrics with 

different units and to assist in effective management of engineering productivity 

performance; 2) Knowledge of engineering productivity factors was developed, 

thus unpacking the complexity in engineering productivity and EP factor 
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relationships; 3) Knowledge for engineering productivity improvement was 

investigated, including: a) systematic examination of information dependencies 

among engineering disciplines with productivity relationships, identifying 

legitimate quantifiable measures for future studies and b) documentation of direct 

impact of engineering productivity on project performance. 
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Appendix A:  CII Benchmarking & Metrics Questionnaire 
 

Extracted Version 
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CII Questionnaire Extracted Version 
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1. Project General Information  
Your Company Name: _________________________________________________ 

Project ID: __________________________________________________________ 

Please provide the Name that you will use to refer to this Project: _______________ 

Project Location: Domestic (State or Province)______________________________ 

Project Location: International (Country)___________________________________ 
Contact Person: (Name of knowledgeable person)____________________________ 

Lead design office location: 

Contact's Phone: ______________________________________________________ 

Contractor  

Is the owner of this project        ◘  Public sector owner        ◘   Private sector owner 
  
1.1. Project Description  

Principle Type of Project: 

Choose a Project Type which best describes the project from the categories below. If 
the project is a mixture of two or more of those listed, select the principle type. If the 
project type does not appear in the list, select other under the appropriate industry 
group and specify the project type.  

Heavy Industrial Light Industrial 

Chemical Manufacturing  Automotive Manufacturing  

Gas Distribution  Consumer Products Manufacturing  

Environmental  Foods  

Metals Refining/Processing  Microelectronics Manufacturing  

Mining  Office Products Manufacturing  

Natural Gas Processing  Pharmaceutical Manufacturing  

Oil Exploration/Production  Pharmaceutical Labs  

Oil Refining  Clean Room (Hi-Tech)  

Oil Sands Mining/Extraction  Other Light Industrial  

Oil Sands SAGD   

Oil Sands Upgrading   

Cogeneration   

Pulp and Paper   

Pipeline   

Power   

Other Heavy Industrial   

Gas Exploration/ Extraction    
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Buildings Infrastructure 
Communications Center  Airport  

Courthouse  Electrical Distribution  

Dormitory/Hotel/Housing/Residential  Flood Control  

Embassy  Highway  

Low rise Office (≤3 floors)   Marine Facilities  

High rise Office (>3 floors)   Navigation  

Hospital  Rail  

Laboratory  Tunneling  

Maintenance Facilities   Water/Wastewater  

Movie Theatre    Telecom, Wide Area Network   

Parking Garage   Other Infrastructure  

Physical Fitness Center    

Prison   

Restaurant/Nightclub    

Retail Building    

School    

Warehouse    

Other Buildings   

If other, please describe: _____________________________  
 
1.2. Project Nature  

From the list below select the category that best describes the nature of this project. If 
your project is a combination of these natures, select the category that you would like 
your project to be benchmarked against. Please see the glossary for definitions. 
The Project Nature was:   Grass Roots, Greenfield  

 Modernization, Renovation, Upgrade 
 Addition, Expansion 
 Other Project Nature (Please describe):  
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1.3. Project Characteristics 
 

a. Project Drivers 
Select the primary driver influencing the execution of this project. Assume safety 
is a given for all projects. 
The primary driver was:  Cost 

 Schedule 
 Meeting Product Specifications 
 Production Capacity  
 Other (Please describe): 
 No primary driver  

b. Turnarounds/Shutdowns/Outages 
Construction performance (cost, schedule and quality) during project turnarounds, 
shutdowns, and outages may be impacted by schedule demands of the turnaround. 
These turnarounds may be scheduled or unscheduled. Please complete the blocks 
below to indicate the percentage of construction work-hours completed during 
turnaround.  

1. Percent construction during scheduled turnaround:            
2. Percent construction during unscheduled turnaround:     
3. Percent construction during non-turnaround:                          

          Note: the percentages should add up to 100 % 
 

c. Percent Modularization  
Choose a percentage value that best describes the level of modularization (offsite 
construction) used. This value should be determined as a ratio of the cost of all 
modules divided by total installed cost.  
 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ 

 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
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1.4. Project Delivery System  

Please choose the project delivery system from those listed below that most closely 
characterizes the delivery system used for your project. If more than one delivery system 
was used, select the primary system. 

Delivery System Description 

 
Traditional Design-
Bid-Build 

Serial sequence of design and construction phases; Owner 
contracts separately with designer and constructor.  

 
Fast Track Overlapped sequence of design and construction phases; 

procurement begins during design; Owner contracts 
separately with designer and constructor 

 
Design-Build (or EPC) Overlapped sequence of design and construction phase; 

procurement normally begins during design; owner contracts 
with Design-Build (or EPC) contractor. 

 

CM at Risk Overlapped sequence of design and construction phases; 
procurement normally begins during design; owner contracts 
separately with designer and CM at Risk (constructor). CM 
holds the contracts. 

 

Multiple Design-Build Overlapped sequence of design and construction phases; 
procurement normally begins during design; owner contracts 
with two Design-Build (or EPC) contractors, one for process 
and one for facilities. 

 
Parallel Primes Overlapped sequence of design and construction phases; 

Procurement normally begins during design. Owner contracts 
separately with designer and multiple prime constructors.  

Did you use a Construction Manager not at Risk in conjunction with the selected delivery 
system?      Yes________________ No________________        

1.5. Project Scope  
Please provide a brief description of the project scope (what is actually being  
designed / constructed), limit your response to 200 words. 
 

................................................................................................................................... 

................................................................................................................................... 

................................................................................................................................... 
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1.6. Project Participation 
 

Please provide information indicating the percentage of work that was performed by 

your company for the Front End Planning, Detailed Engineering, Procurement, 

Construction, and Start Up phases. 

Principle Type of Contract: Unit price refers to a price for in place units of work 

and does not refer to hourly charges for skill categories or time card mark-ups. 
Hourly rate payment schedules should be categorized as cost reimbursable. The 

contract type for your own company's contribution will be recorded as In House.  

• Cost Reimbursable/Target Price 
• Guaranteed Maximum Price 
• Lump Sum 
• Unit Price 

Contract Incentives: Please indicate whether cost, schedule, safety, and quality 
incentives were used. Incentives may be positive (a financial incentive for attaining an 
objective), negative (a financial disincentive for failure to achieve an objective), or both. 
Indicate "none" if no incentives were used for a category. 
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Owner Instructions 
 
First, indicate the percentage of work that was performed by your company for each 
project phase.  
 
Next, for each phase at least partially performed by a contractor, indicate the principle 
contract type used.  If more than one contract type was used, indicate the most 
prevalent.  
 
Finally, indicate if incentives were used, if you had an Alliance with the contractors for 
each phase, and whether CII Member  companies were involved. 
 
Alliance Partner: An alliance partner is a company with whom your company has a 
long-term formal strategic agreement that ordinarily covers multiple projects. 

 

Owner Response Table  

Functions 
Your 
Company 
Self 
Perform 
(0-100%) 

Principle Contract 
(select one per phase)  

Contractor Incentive Use 
(select one for each incentive type) 

Alliance 
Use  CII Member  

Front End 
Planning % 

◘ Cost 
Reimbursable / 
Target Price 

◘ Guaranteed Max 
Price 
◘ Lump Sum 

◘ Unit Price 

Cost 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None 

Schedule 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None 

Safety 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None 

Quality 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None  

Yes 

No  
Yes No  

Detailed 
Engineering % 

◘ Cost Reimbursable 
/ Target Price 

◘ Guaranteed Max 
Price 

◘ Lump Sum 

◘ Unit Price 

Cost 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None 

Schedule 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None 

Safety 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None 

Quality 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None  

Yes 

No  
Yes No  

Procurement % 

◘ Cost Reimbursable 
/ Target Price 

◘ Guaranteed Max 
Price 

◘ Lump Sum 

◘ Unit Price 

Cost 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None 

Schedule 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None 

Safety 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None 

Quality 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None  

Yes 

No  
Yes No  
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Contractor Instructions  
 
First, indicate the percentage of work that was performed by your company for 

the Front End Planning, Detailed Engineering, Procurement, Construction, and 

Start Up phases. If your company performed no work in a particular phase, 

indicate zero. 
 
Next, indicate the principle contract type you were awarded for each function.  If more than one 
contract type was used, indicate the most prevalent. Also indicate if incentives were used. 
 
Finally, indicate if you had an Alliance with the owner, and whether the owner was a CII Member  
company. 
 

Contractor Response Table  

Functions 
Your 
Company 
Self Perform 
(0-100%) 

Principle Contract  
(select one per phase) 

Contractor Incentive Use  
(select one for each incentive type) 

Front End Planning % 

◘ Cost Reimbursable / Target Price 

◘ Guaranteed Max Price 

◘ Lump Sum 

◘ Unit Price 

Cost 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None 

Schedule 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None 

Safety 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None 

Quality 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None  

Detailed Engineering % 

◘ Cost Reimbursable / Target Price 

◘ Guaranteed Max Price 

◘ Lump Sum 

◘ Unit Price 

Cost 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None 

Schedule 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None 

Safety 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None 

Quality 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None  

Procurement % 

◘ Cost Reimbursable / Target Price 

◘ Guaranteed Max Price 

◘ Lump Sum 

◘ Unit Price 

Cost 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None 

Schedule 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None 

Safety 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None 

Quality 
◘ Positive 
◘ Negative 
◘ Both ◘ None   
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2. Performance 
2.1. Budgeted and Actual Project Costs by Phase 

Please indicate the Budgeted (Baseline) and Actual Project Costs by phase:  
 

1. Click on the project phase links below for phase definitions and typical cost 
elements.  

2. If this project did not include a particular phase, please select N/A. 
3. If you know total project costs but have incomplete phase information, 

you may enter as much phase information as you know and override the 
automatic totaling function by manually filling in the total project cost. As 
long as you don't click back into a phase field, your total will be accepted and 
recorded. 

4. Enter cost in U.S. Dollars. If currency conversion is required use the 
exchange rate at the midpoint of construction schedule.  
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Owner Instructions 
 
1. Budget amounts include contingency and correspond to funding approved at time of 

authorization. This is the original baseline budget, and should not be updated to 
include any changes since change data are collected in a later section. Metrics 
definitions specifically address changes as appropriate. 

2. The total project budget amount should include all planned expenses (excluding the 
cost of land) from Front End Planning through startup, including amounts estimated 
for in-house salaries, overhead, travel, etc. 

3. The total actual project cost should include all actual project costs (excluding the 
cost of land) from Front End Planning through startup, including amounts expended 
for in-house salaries, overhead, travel, etc.   

 
 

Contractor Instructions:  Only enter data for your scope of work 
 
1. Only enter data for your scope of work. Budget amounts should include contingency 

and correspond to the estimate at time of contract award. This is the original 
baseline budget, and should not be updated to include any changes since change data 
are collected in a later section. Metrics definitions specifically address changes as 
appropriate. 

2. The total project budget amount should be the planned expenses of all phases 
performed by your company, including amounts for in-house salaries, overhead, 
travel, etc., but excluding the cost of land. 

3. The total actual project cost should be the actual project costs for phases performed 
by your company including amounts expended for in-house salaries, overhead, travel, 
etc., but excluding the cost of land.  
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Project Phase 
Baseline Budget 
(Including 
Contingency) 

Amount of 
Contingency  
in Budget 

Actual Phase Cost 

   
Front End Planning 

◘ NA  ◘Unknown ◘NA  ◘Unknown ◘NA  ◘Unknown 
   

Detail Engineering 
◘ NA  ◘Unknown ◘NA  ◘Unknown ◘NA  ◘Unknown 
   Procurement 

 ◘ NA  ◘Unknown ◘NA  ◘Unknown ◘NA  ◘Unknown 

   Directs 
 ◘ NA  ◘Unknown ◘ NA  ◘Unknown ◘ NA  ◘Unknown 

   
Indirects 

◘ NA  ◘Unknown ◘ NA  ◘Unknown ◘ NA  ◘Unknown 

Total    

Construction 
 

 ◘ NA  ◘Unknown ◘NA  ◘Unknown ◘NA  ◘Unknown 
   

Startup 
◘ NA  ◘Unknown ◘NA  ◘Unknown ◘NA  ◘Unknown 

Total Project 
 
 

  

 
If you track the cost of construction management, please provide it. $______________ 
 
Indicate the closest expected accuracy range of the estimated project cost at authorization 

          ◘    -50 to +100 % 

          ◘    -30 to +50 % 

          ◘    -20 to +30 % 

          ◘    -15 to +20 % 

          ◘    -10 to +20 % 
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Actual Total Cost of Major Equipment 
The purpose of this question is to determine the extent to which the overall project cost is 
driven by the purchase of major equipment. Please see the Equipment Reference Table 
provided below. Record the total purchase cost of major equipment for this project. 
Exclude costs for field services, bulk construction equipment (such as valves, bus duct 
etc.) and off-the-shelf equipment. Project team costs and transportation costs are excluded. 

$______________    ◘ N/A    ◘ Unknown 
 

Equipment Reference Table 
Examples of  
Major Equipment 

Kinds of Equipment Covered 
 

HVAC Systems   Prefabricated air supply houses 
Columns and Pressure Vessels  Towers, columns, reactors, unfired pressure 

vessels, bulk storage spheres, and unfired kilns; 
includes internals such as trays and packing. 

Tanks Atmospheric storage tanks, bins, hoppers, and 
silos. 

Exchangers 
 

Heat transfer equipment: tubular exchangers, 
condensers, evaporators, reboilers, coolers 
(including fin-fan coolers and cooling towers). 

Direct-fired Equipment 
 

Fired heaters, furnaces, boilers, kilns, and dryers, 
including associated equipment such as super-
heaters, air preheaters, burners, stacks, flues, draft 
fans and drivers, etc. 

Pumps  All types of liquid pumps and drivers. 
Vacuum Equipment Mechanical vacuum pumps, ejectors, and other 

vacuum producing apparatus and integral auxiliary 
equipment. 

Motors 600V and above 

Electricity Generation and 
Transmission 

Major electrical items (e.g., unit substations, 
transformers, switch gear, motor-control centers, 
batteries, battery chargers, turbines, diesel 
generators). 

Materials-Handling Equipment 
 

Conveyers, cranes, hoists, chutes, feeders, scales 
and other weighing devices, packaging machines, 
and lift trucks. 

Package Units 
 

Integrated systems bought as a package (e.g., air 
dryers, air compressors, refrigeration systems, ion 
exchange systems,  etc.). 

Special Processing Equipment 
 

Agitators, crushers, pulverizers, blenders, 
separators, cyclones, filters, centrifuges, mixers, 
dryers, extruders, fermenters, reactors, pulp and 
paper, and other such machinery with their drivers. 
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2.2. Planned and Actual Project Schedule 
 

Please indicate your company's Planned Baseline and Actual Project Schedule by phase: 

1.  Click on the project phase links below for a description of starting and stopping points 
for each phase.  

2. If this project did not include a particular phase please select N/A. 
3. If you have incomplete phase information, you must enter overall project start and 

stop dates. Please enter as much phase information as possible. 

Owner Instructions: 
The dates for the planned schedule should be those in effect at  project authorization.      
If you cannot provide an exact day for either the planned or actual, estimate to the nearest 
week. 

 
  Contractor Instructions:  Only enter schedule data for your scope of work 
The dates for the planned schedule should be those in effect at the estimate time of 
contract award. If you cannot provide an exact day for either the planned or actual, 
estimate to the nearest week.    

Baseline Schedule Actual Schedule 
Project Phase Start 

mm/dd/yyyy 
Stop 
mm/dd/yyyy 

Start 
mm/dd/yyyy 

Stop 
mm/dd/yyyy 

    
Front End Planning 

◘Unknown ◘Unknown ◘Unknown ◘Unknown 

    
Detailed Engineering 

◘Unknown ◘Unknown ◘Unknown ◘Unknown 

    
Procurement 

◘Unknown ◘Unknown ◘Unknown ◘Unknown 

    
Construction 

◘Unknown ◘Unknown ◘Unknown ◘Unknown 

    
Startup 

◘Unknown ◘Unknown ◘Unknown ◘Unknown 

    Overall Project Start and 

Stop Dates ◘Unknown ◘Unknown ◘Unknown ◘Unknown 
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2.3. Project Development Changes and Scope Changes 
 

Please record the approved changes to your project by phase in the table provided below. 
For each phase indicate the net cost impact and the net schedule impact resulting from 
approved project development changes and scope changes. Either the owner or 
contractor may initiate changes.  
Project Development Changes include those changes required to execute the original 
scope of work or obtain original process basis.  
Scope Changes include changes in the base scope of work or process basis.  

1. For contractors, please only enter data for your scope of work. 
2. Changes should be reported for the time period in which they were initiated. If 

you can only provide total amounts, please indicate unknown in the pre-
construction and construction through startup rows and indicate the total 
amounts in the totals row. As long as you don’t click back into a detail 
information rows, your total will be accepted and recorded. 

3. Indicate whether the net impact was a decrease (-) or an increase (+) by indicating 
a negative number for a decrease and a positive number for an increase. If no 
change orders were granted during a phase, write "0" in the "Total Number" 
columns.  

 
 

Project 
Phase 

Cost  
Increase (+) / 
Decrease (-) 
of Project 
Development 
Changes 

Cost  
Increase (+) / 
Decrease (-) 
of Scope 
Changes 

Schedule 
Increase (+) / 
Decrease (-) 
of Project 
Development 
Changes  
(weeks) 

Schedule 
Increase (+) / 
Decrease (-) 
of Scope 
Changes  
(weeks) 

Pre-
Construction 

$      

◘ Unknown 
       

◘Unknown 

       

◘Unknown 

       

◘Unknown 

Construction 
thru Startup 

$       

◘ Unknown 
       

◘ Unknown 
       

◘Unknown 

       

◘Unknown 

Totals $                     
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3. Practices 
3.1. Front-End Planning  
Front-end planning must be completed in an environment with a compressed 
timeframe, few dedicated project resources, and a variable funding process. 
Successful projects maximize their chances of success by obtaining early and 
effective input from all stakeholders. Front End Planning is often perceived as 
synonymous with front-end loading, front-end planning, feasibility analysis, and 
conceptual planning. 
 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 
NA / 
UNK PRACTICE  

0 1 2 3 4  

A 
Front End Planning & Estimating were 
funded from a general program fund or 
other non-project sources. 

◘    ◘ ◘ 

Poorly  Moderate 
ly  Very 

Well 
NA / 
UNK PRACTICE  

0 1 2 3 4  

B 
How well were project objectives defined 
and prioritized (cost, quality, security & 
schedule)? 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ 

  
3.2. Design  
 
The mission of the design function for performing projects is to provide the level 
of design appropriate to the requirements of the project to ensure that the project 
is executed effectively with respect to performance, cost, and schedule. (IF THE 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE BELOW DID NOT APPLY FOR THIS PROJECT 
OR IF YOU DO NOT KNOW THE ANSWER, CHECK THE NA/UNK BOX) 
 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 
NA / 
UNK PRACTICE  

0 1 2 3 4  

A 
Design status review meetings were 
conducted as appropriate. ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ 

B 
Design changes were promptly 
communicated to team members. ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ 
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3.3. Process   

Standard processes used for large projects can be adapted to small capital programs. 
These modifications include evaluation of project checklists and similar process standard 
elements. 
 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 

NA / 
UNK PRACTICE  

0 1 2 3 4  

A 
A written Project Execution Plan was 
effectively implemented on this project. ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ 

B 
Standardized work processes were used 
and adapted to fit the needs of the project. ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ 

  

3.4. Organization 
 
Matrix organization means that project managers draw support from each function as 
required.  Functional managers are responsible for recruitment, training and technical 
support.  
 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 

NA / 
UNK PRACTICE  

0 1 2 3 4  

 
The project team operated as a matrix 
organization. ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ 

  
3.5. Constructability  
 

Constructability is the effective and timely integration of construction knowledge into the 
conceptual planning, design, construction and field operations of a project.   For each 
question select the single most appropriate response. 
 

Not at 
all 

 Moderate 
ly 

 Exten- 
sively 

NA / 
UNK PRACTICE  

0 1 2 3 4  

 
To what extent was constructability an 
element addressed in this project’s formal 
written execution plan? 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ 
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3.6. Quality Management 
 Quality Management incorporates all activities conducted to improve the efficiency, 
contract compliance and cost effectiveness of design, engineering, procurement, QA/QC, 
construction, and start-up elements of construction projects. 
Unless otherwise indicated, select the single most appropriate response for each question. 
 

Not at 
all  Moderate 

ly  Exten- 
sively 

NA / 
UNK PRACTICE  

0 1 2 3 4  

A 

How extensively were quality 
management goals and objectives used to 
determine project reimbursement (e.g. 
Incentives)? 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ 

Not at 
all    

Fully 
Imple- 
mented 

NA / 
UNK PRACTICE  

0 1 2 3 4  

B 
To what extent did your company 
implement a formal corporate Quality 
Management System (QMS)? 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ 
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3.7. PDRI 
 
If you use the PDRI as part of your project planning process, please respond to the following 
questions and then complete the PDRI (either Industrial, Building, or both) which follow.  If 
you do not desire to use the full PDRI(s), you may obtain your Front End Planning score by 
completing the questions below (4 for owners or 6 for contractors) and completing only the 
PDRI questions that are highlighted by italics.  You will obtain the same Front End Planning 
score that you would have received if you completed the full PDRI.  Those completing the 
full PDRI(s) will also receive their score(s) on the 0 to 1000 scale used for PDRI 
assessments. 

Full Building PDRI 

 

Was a Front End Loading Index used to determine the quality of Front End Planning for 
this project? (Includes PDRI, FEL, or an in-house developed system.)  
Yes ◘ No ◘  

Was the Project Definition Rating Index (PDRI) utilized on this project?  
Yes ◘ No ◘  

If yes, please copy your original responses to the PDRI below, if not, please fill in the 
PDRI below using existing, available information. 

Please complete the following matrix using the appropriate definition levels given 
below. Indicate how well defined each element was prior to the total project budget 
authorization by selecting the appropriate definition level. 

1. Complete definition  
2. Minor deficiencies  
3. Some deficiencies  
4. Major deficiencies  
5. Incomplete or poor definition  
6. Not Applicable  
7. Unknown  

Note: If this is an infrastructure project some of the following elements may not apply to 
your project. Please fill in "Not Applicable" to indicate if any element does not apply to 
your project. Italicized questions will be scored for your Front End Planning Score 
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A. Business Strategy (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5)  

A1. Building Use 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
A2. Business Justification 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
A3. Business Plan 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
A4. Economic Analysis 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
A5. Facility Requirements 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
A6. Future Expansion/Alternate 
Consideration 

1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
A7. Site Selection Consideration 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
A8. Project Objectives Statement 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
B. Owner Philosophies (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

B1. Reliability Philosophy 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
B2. Maintenance Philosophy 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
B3. Operating Philosophy 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
B4. Design Philosophy 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
C. Project Requirements (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

C1. Value-Analysis Process 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
C2. Project Design Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
C3. Evaluation of Existing Facilities 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘   
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D. Site Information (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

D1. Site Layout 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
D2. Site Surveys 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
D3. Civil/Geotechnical Information 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
D4. Governing Regulatory 
Requirements 

1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
D5. Environmental Assessment 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
D6. Utility Sources with Supply 
Conditions 

1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
D7. Site Life Safety Considerations 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
D8. Special Water and Waste 
Treatment Requirements 

1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
E. Building Programming (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

E1. Program Statement 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
E2. Building Summary Space List 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
E3. Overall Adjacency Diagrams 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
E4. Stacking Diagrams 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
E5. Growth and Phased 
Development 

1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
E6. Circulation and Open Space 
Requirements 

1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
E7. Functional Relationship 
Diagrams/Room by Room 

1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
E8. Loading/Unloading/Storage 
Facilities Requirements 

1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 
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F. Building/Project Design 
Parameters 

(1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

F1. Civil/Site Design 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
F2. Architectural Design 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
F3. Structural Design 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
F4. Mechanical Design  1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
F5. Electrical Design 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
F6. Building Life Safety 
Requirements 

1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
F7. Constructability Analysis 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
F8. Technological Sophistication 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
G. Equipment (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

G1. Equipment List 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
G2. Equipment Location Drawings 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
G3. Equipment Utility Requirements 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
H. Procurement Strategy (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

H1. Identify Long-Lead/Critical 
Equip. and Materials 

1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
H2. Procurement Procedures and 
Plans 

1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
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J. Deliverables (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

J1. CADD/Model Requirements 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
J2. Documentation/Deliverables 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
K. Project Control (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

K1. Project Quality Assurance and 
Control 

1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
K2. Project Cost Control 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
K3. Project Schedule Control 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
K4. Risk Management 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
K5. Safety Procedures 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
L. Project Execution Plan (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

L1. Project Organization 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
L2. Owner Approval Requirements 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
L3. Project Delivery Method 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
L4. Design/Construction Plan & 
Approach 

1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
L5. Substantial Completion 
Requirements 

1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
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Full Industrial PDRI 

 
Was a Front End Loading Index used to determine the quality of Front End Planning for 
this project? (Includes PDRI, FEL, or an in-house developed system.)  
Yes ◘ No ◘  

Was the Project Definition Rating Index (PDRI) utilized on this project?  
Yes ◘ No ◘  

Please complete the following matrix using the appropriate definition levels given 
below. Indicate how well defined each element was prior to the total project budget 
authorization by selecting the appropriate definition level. 

1. Complete definition  
2. Minor deficiencies  
3. Some deficiencies  

4. Major deficiencies  
5. Incomplete or poor definition  
6. Not Applicable  
7. Unknown  

Note: If this is an infrastructure project some of the following elements may not apply to 
your project. Please fill in "Not Applicable" to indicate if any element does not apply to 
your project. Italicized questions will be scored for your Front End Planning Score 
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Industrial PDRI Definition Level at Authorization 

A. Manufacturing Objectives Criteria                    (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

A1. Reliability Philosophy 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
A2. Maintenance Philosophy 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
A3. Operating Philosophy 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
B. Business Objectives (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

B1. Products 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
B2. Market Strategy  1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
B3. Project Strategy 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
B4. Affordability/Feasibility 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
 
B5. Capacities 

1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
B6. Future Expansion Considerations 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
B7. Expected Project Life Cycle 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
B8. Social Issues 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
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C. Basic Data Research & Development (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

C1. Technology 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
C2. Processes 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
 

D. Project Scope (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

D1. Project Objectives Statement  Yes No NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
D2. Project Design Criteria 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
D3. Site Characteristics Available vs. 
Required  

Yes No NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
D4. Dismantling and Demolition 
Requirements  

1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
D5. Lead/Discipline Scope of Work 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
D6. Project Schedule  Yes No NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
E. Value Engineering (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

E1. Process Simplification  Yes No NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
E2. Design & Material Alternatives  Yes No NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
E3. Design for Constructability Analysis 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
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F. Site Information (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

F1. Site Location  Yes No NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
F2. Surveys & Soil Tests 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
F3. Environmental Assessment 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
F4. Permit Requirements 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
F5. Utility Sources with Supply Conditions 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
F6. Fire Protection & Safety Considerations 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘   
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G. Process/Mechanical  (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

G1. Process Flow Sheets 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
G2. Heat & Material Balances 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
G3. Piping & Instrumentation Diagrams 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
G4. Process Safety Management 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
G5. Utility Flow Diagrams 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
G6. Specifications 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
G7. Piping System Requirements 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
G8. Plot Plan 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
G9. Mechanical Equipment List 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
G10. Line List 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
G11. Tie-In List 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
G12. Piping Specialty Items List 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
G13. Instrument Index 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
H. Equipment Scope (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

H1. Equipment Status 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
H2. Equipment Location Drawings 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
H3. Equipment Utility Requirements 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 
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I. Civil, Structural, & Architectural (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

I1. Civil/Structural Requirements 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
I2. Architectural Requirements 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
J. Infrastructure (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

Water Treatment Requirements 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
J2. Loading/Unloading/Storage Facilities 
Requirements 

1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
J3. Transportation Requirements  Yes No NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
K. Instrument & Electrical (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

K1. Control Philosophy 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
K2. Logic Diagrams  Yes No NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
K3. Electrical Area Classifications 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
K4. Substation Requirements Power 
Sources Identification 

1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
K5. Electric Single Line Diagrams 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
K6. Instrument & Electrical Specifications 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘   
L. Procurement Strategy (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

L1. Identify Long Lead/Critical Equip. & 
Materials 

1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
L2. Procurement Procedures and Plans 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
L3. Procurement Responsibility Matrix  Yes No NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘   
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M. Deliverables (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

M1. CADD/Model Requirements 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
M2. Deliverables Defined 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
M3. Distribution Matrix  Yes No NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
N. Project Control (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

N1. Project Control Requirements 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
N2. Project Accounting Requirements 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
N3. Risk Analysis  Yes No NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
P. Project Execution Plan (1) Complete <---------->Poor (5) 

P1. Owner Approval Requirements 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
P2. Engineering/Construction Plan & 
Approach 

1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
P3. Shut Down/Turn-Around Requirements  Yes No NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
P4. Pre-Commissioned Turnover Sequence 
Requirements 

1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
P5. Startup Requirements 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
P6. Training Requirements 1 2 3 4 5 NA UNK 

◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘ ◘  
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4. Engineering Productivity Metrics 

 

General Instructions 
 
Please enter data at the most detailed level possible to produce the most meaningful metrics. If you cannot input data 
for the breakouts, please enter totals where possible.   
Instructions for Computation of Work-Hours and Rework-Hours 

Work-hours are computed by the summation of all the account hours that are listed as Direct in the table below. All 
account hours listed as Indirect  are to be excluded from the work-hours that are submitted in the productivity data. 
Within a category, direct work-hours that cannot be specifically assigned into the provided classifications, and have not 
been excluded, should be prorated based on known work-hours or quantities as appropriate. Please review the table 
completely before providing data in the following sections. 
 
Direct work-hours should include all detail engineering hours used to produce deliverables including site 
investigations, meetings, planning, constructability, RFIs, etc., and rework.  Specifically exclude work-hours for 
operating manuals and demolition drawings.   
 

  Direct Indirect 

  Discipline Engineer   Document Control 

  Designer   Reproduction Graphics 

  Technician   Project Management 

     Project Controls (cost/schedule/estimating) 

    Project Engineer 

   Secretary/clerk 

   Procurement (supply management) 

 
  Construction Support  

  (test package support, commissioning, etc.) 

   Quality Assurance 

    Accounting 

A
cc

ou
nt

 

    Legal 
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4.1. Concrete 
Instructions 
Please complete the following tables indicating quantity and engineering work-hours for the categories appropriate to 
your project. If you cannot enter all data then enter totals only. Include rework in the work-hours only. If the project 
had no workhours or quantities for a category, enter none. 
The quantity of concrete is that concrete that is required for the specified slab, foundation, or structure provided in the 
final Issued for Construction (IFC) drawings. 
Refer to the section “Instructions for Computation of Work-Hours and Rework-Hours” for a detailed listing of direct 
hours to be included and indirect hours that are to be excluded from the computation of the work-hours.   
Which design platform was used for this category in this project?  Check all that apply. 

2D  (    ) 
3D  (    ) 

 

Slabs None 
IFC Quantity 

(cubic yards) 

Engineering Work-Hours 

(including rework) 

(hours) 

   Ground & Supported Slabs    

   Area Paving     

Total Slabs     

Foundations None 
IFC Quantity 

(cubic yards) 

Engineering Work-Hours 

(including rework) 

(hours) 

   Foundations (< 5CY)     

   Foundations (>= 5CY)     

Total Foundations (CY) 

(Excluding piling) 

 
  

 

Concrete Structures None 
IFC Quantity 

(cubic yards) 

Engineering Work-Hours 

(including rework) 

(hours) 

Concrete Structures     

This includes concrete structures, columns, beams, cooling tower basins, trenches, formed elevated 
slabs/structures, retaining walls, and drainage structures. 

 

Total Concrete None 
IFC Quantity 

(cubic yards) 

Engineering Work-Hours 

(including rework) 

(hours) 

Total Concrete    

The total concrete quantity and work hours may be greater than the sum of totals for slabs, foundations and 
concrete structures if the project included concrete not in these categories.  
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4.2. Structural Steel 
 

Instructions 

Please complete the following tables indicating quantity and engineering work-hours for the categories appropriate to 
your project. If possible, separate data for structural steel, pipe racks & utility bridges and miscellaneous steel. If you 
can not separate structural steel from pipe racks & utility bridges, combine these data in the space provided below.  If 
you cannot enter all data then enter totals only. Include rework in the work-hours only.  If the project had no workhours 
or quantities for a category, enter none. 
 
The quantity of steel is that quantity of steel provided in the final Issued for Construction (IFC) drawings. 
 
Refer to the section “Instructions for Computation of Work-Hours and Rework-Hours” for an additional detailed listing 
of direct hours to be included and indirect hours that are to be excluded from the computation of the work-hours. 
 
Which design platform was used for this category in this project?  Check all that apply. 

2D  (    ) 
3D  (    ) 

 

Structural Steel None 
IFC Quantity 

(tons) 

Engineering Work-Hours 

(including rework)  

(hours) 

Structural Steel     

This includes trusses, columns, girders, beams, struts, girts, purlins, vertical and horizontal bracing, bolts, and nuts. 

Pipe Racks & Utility    

Bridges 
 

  

This includes steel structures outside the physical boundaries of a major structure, which are used to support pipe, 
conduit, and/or cable tray.   

Combined 

Structural Steel / Pipe Racks 
& Utility    

Bridges* 

   

* Enter combined structural steel and pipe racks & utility bridges if you cannot separate the quantities above. 

Miscellaneous Steel    

This includes handrails, toeplate, grating, checker plate, stairs, ladders, cages, miscellaneous platforms, pre-mounted 
ladders and platforms, miscellaneous support steel including scab on supports, “T” and “H” type supports, trench 
covers, and Q decking. 

Total Steel 
   

This is the total of structural steel, pipe racks & utility bridges, and miscellaneous steel from above or the total of 
combined structural steel, pipe racks & utility bridges (if not separated) and miscellaneous steel.  If you have 
quantities for steel not included in the breakouts above, include them in the totals here.  
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4.3. Electrical 
 

Instructions 

Please complete the following tables indicating quantity and engineering work-hours for the categories appropriate to 
your project. If you cannot enter all data then enter totals only. Include rework in the work-hours only. If the project 
had no workhours or quantities for a category, enter none. 
 

• Total Direct Engineering Electrical Work-Hours for This Project _________  

• Total Connected Horsepower of Motors _________ 

• Number of Motors _________ 

• Total KVA Load of Project _________ 

The quantity of electrical equipment, conduit, cable trays, wire, termination, and lighting fixtures are the quantity of 
each provided in the final Issued for Construction (IFC) drawings.   
 
Refer to the section “Instructions for Computation of Work-Hours and Rework-Hours” for an additional detailed listing 
of direct hours to be included and indirect hours that are to be excluded from the computation of the work-hours.  
Which design platform was used for this category in this project?  Check all that apply. 

2D  (    ) 
3D  (    ) 

 

Electrical Equipment None 

IFC 
Quantity 

(each) 

Engineering Work-Hours 

(including rework) 

(hours) 

Electrical Equipment 600V & Below    

Electrical Equipment Over 600V    

Electrical equipment includes transformers, switchgear, UPS systems, MCCs, rectifiers, motors, etc.  This also 
includes work-hours for single line, elementary diagrams and studies. (Generator data is collected in the power 
generation equipment section)                                                            

Total Electrical Equipment    

 

Conduit None IFC 
Quantity 

Engineering Work-Hours 

(including rework) 

(hours) 

Linear Feet   
Conduit 

Number of Runs   

 

This includes power plan, cable and conduit schedule and interconnects. Exposed / aboveground and underground 

 

Cable Tray None 
IFC Quantity 

(linear feet) 

Engineering Work-Hours 

(including rework) 

(hours) 

Cable Tray    

This includes electrical and instrument cable trays, channels, supports, covers, etc.   
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Wire & Cable  None IFC 
Quantity 

Engineering Work-Hours 

(including rework) 

(hours) 

Linear Feet   
Wire & Cable  

(w/o conduit or tray) Number of 
Terminations  

 

 

This includes power, control and grounding cables.  

 

Other Electrical Metric  None 
IFC Quantity 

(each-Fixtures) 

Engineering Work-Hours 

(including rework) 

(hours) 

Lighting    

This includes fixtures, conduit, wiring, panels, and control devices.  Quantity to be number of fixtures. 
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4.4. Piping 
 

Instructions 

Please complete the following tables indicating quantity, percent hot and cold, and engineering work-hours for the 
categories appropriate to your project. Piping includes under ground pressure pipe. Exclude tubing. If you cannot enter 
all data then enter totals only. Include rework in the work-hours only. If the project had no workhours or quantities for 
a category, enter none. 
 
The quantity of piping is that piping specified in the final Issued for Construction (IFC) drawings. This quantity should 
not be “cut lengths” but should be measured “center-to-center” through valves and fittings as with the quantity for the 
construction metric. Most “CADD dumps” are cut lengths. The quantity should be adjusted to be the length measured 
as noted above. 
 
Refer to the section “Instructions for Computation of Work-Hours and Rework-Hours” for an additional detailed listing 
of direct hours to be included and indirect hours that are to be excluded from the computation of the work-hours.   
 
Hot piping  is that piping which has a design temperature greater than 250 degrees Fahrenheit. Cold piping is that 
piping which has a design temperature less than minus 20 degrees Fahrenheit. 
 
Which design platform was used for this category in this project?  Check all that apply. 

2D  (    ) 
3D  (    ) 

Piping None 

IFC 
Quantity 

 

Percent Hot 
and Cold 

(%) 

Engineering Work-Hours 

(including rework) 

(hours) 

Small Bore  

(2-1/2” and Smaller) 

(linear feet) 

    

Large Bore 

(3” and Larger) 

(linear feet) 

  

  

Engineered Hangers and 
Supports (each) 

(Includes stress analysis) 

 

  

 

Number of pipe fittings*     

Total Piping 

(linear feet only) 
 

  
 

* Elbows, flanges, reducers, branch connection fittings e.g. o-lets, saddles etc., Y’s, T’s, caps, unions, couplings, etc. 
** Total piping quantity is linear feet only. The total piping work-hours include those hours for small & large bore 
piping, engineered hangers and supports and fittings.  
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4.5. Instrumentation 
 

Instructions 

Please complete the following tables indicating quantity and engineering work-hours for the categories appropriate to 
your project. If you cannot enter all data then enter totals only. Include rework in the work-hours only. If the project 
had no workhours or quantities for a category, enter none. 
 
The quantity of instrumentation is that quantity provided in the final Issued for Construction  (IFC) drawings. 
 
Refer to the section “Instructions for Computation of Work-Hours and Rework-Hours” for an additional detailed listing 
of direct hours to be included and indirect hours that are to be excluded from the computation of the work-hours.   
Which design platform was used for this category in this project?  Check all that apply. 

2D  (    ) 
3D  (    ) 

Instrumentation None IFC Quantity 

Engineering Work-Hours 

(including rework) 

(hours) 

Loops (count)   

Tagged Devices (count)   

I/O (count)   

 

This includes all instrument and control design work-hours except DCS/PLC Configuration and Programming. I/O 
(count) includes the I/O that comes over digital communication interfaces from outside of the control system. For 
such interfaces, count the addressable points. For fieldbus interfaces, count only the devices. 

◘DCS/PLC Design included 

DCS/PLC Configuration and 
Programming 
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4.6. Equipment 

Instructions 

Please complete the following tables indicating quantity and engineering work-hours for the categories appropriate to 
your project. If you cannot enter all data then enter totals only. Include rework in the work-hours only. If the project 
had no workhours or quantities for a category, enter none. 
 
The Total Quantity of equipment is the quantity of tagged items provided in the final Issued for Construction (IFC) 
drawings with vendor designed skids being counted as a single item.  The Individually Designed quantity is the 
quantity defined by unique data sheets.  For example, pump P201a/b is one unique data sheet, but is a total of two 
items. 
These hours include only mechanical discipline hours. 
Refer to the section “Instructions for Computation of Work-Hours and Rework-Hours” for an additional detailed listing 
of direct hours to be included and indirect hours that are to be excluded from the computation of the work-hours. 
Which design platform was used for this category in this project?  Check all that apply. 

2D  (    ) 
3D  (    ) 
 

None 

Individually 
Designed 

(each) 

Total 
Quantity 

(each) 

Engineering Work-Hours 

(including rework)  

(hours) 
Pressure Vessels 

    

This includes tray/packed towers, columns, reactors/regenerators, and miscellaneous other pressure vessels.  

Field fabricated towers, columns, reactors and regenerators are to be included. 

 

None 

Individually 
Designed 

(each) 

Total 
Quantity 

(each) 

Engineering Work-Hours 

(including rework)  

(hours) 
Atmospheric Tanks 

    

This includes storage tanks, floating roof tanks, bins/hoppers/silos/cyclones, cryogenic & low temperature tanks 
and miscellaneous other atmospheric tanks. 

 

None 

Individually 
Designed 

(each) 

Total 
Quantity 

(each) 

Engineering Work-Hours 

(including rework)  

(hours) 

Heat Transfer 
Equipment 

    

This includes heat exchangers, fin fan coolers, evaporators, cooling towers and miscellaneous other heat transfer 
equipment. 
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None 
Individually 

Designed 

(each) 

Total 
Quantity 

(each) 

Engineering 

Work-Hours 

(including rework) 

(hours) 

Total 

(BTU/Hr) 

 

Boiler & Fired 
Heaters 

     

This includes packaged boilers, field erected boilers, fired heaters, waste heat boilers, stand-alone stacks, and 
miscellaneous other boilers and fired heaters. 

 

None 
Individually 

Designed 

(each) 

Total 
Quantity 

(each) 

Engineering 

Work-Hours 

(including rework) 

(hours) 

Total 

(horsepower) 
Rotating 

Equipment 
(w/drivers) 

     

This includes compressors (centrifugal/reciprocating), blowers, screw rotary compressors, metering/in-line 
pumps, pumps (centrifugal/reciprocating), positive displacement pumps, agitators, mixers, blenders and other 
miscellaneous compressors, fans and pumps. 

 

None 
Individually 

Designed 

(each) 

Total 
Quantity 

(each) 

Engineering Work-Hours 

(including rework)  

(hours) 

Material Handling 
Equipment (w/drivers) 

    

This includes conveyors (belt, chain, screen, rotor, etc.), cranes & hoists, scales, lifts, stackers, reclaimers, ship 
loaders, compactors, feeders and baggers, and miscellaneous other material handling equipment. 

 

None 
Individually 

Designed 

(each) 

Total 
Quantity 

(each) 

Engineering Work-
Hours 

(including rework) 

(hours)) 

Total 

(kilo-watts) 
Power 

Generation 
Equipment 

     

This includes gas turbines, steam turbines, generators, and other miscellaneous power generation equipment. 
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None 

Individually 
Designed 

(each) 

Total 
Quantity 

(each) 

Engineering Work-Hours 

(including rework)  

(hours) 

Other Process 
Equipment 

    

This includes specialty gas equipment, bulk chemical equipment, process equipment, particle extraction (bag 
houses, scrubbers, etc.), treatment systems (water treatment, etc.), incinerators, and flares/flare systems. 

None 

Individually 
Designed 

(each) 

Total Quantity 

(each) 

Engineering Work-Hours 

(including rework)  

(hours) 

Vendor-Designed 

Modules & Pre-
Assembled Skids 

    

This includes modules (partial units) and complete skids units.  

 

None 

Individually 
Designed 

(each) 

Total Quantity 

(each) 

Engineering Work-Hours 

(including rework)  

(hours)** 
Total Equipment Count* 

    

Skids & modules with multiple equipments are counted still as a single entry.  

* Total equipment count may include items not identified above.  

** This is total mechanical discipline direct work-hours. 
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4.7. Direct Hire / Contract / Off-Shore  
 

Instructions 

Please complete the following tables indicating engineering direct work-hours including rework for the categories 
appropriate to your project and specify the country where off-shore engineering is performed. If you cannot enter 
detailed data then enter totals only. If the project had no work hours for a category, enter none. 
Refer to the section “Instructions for Computation of Work-Hours and Rework-Hours” for an additional detailed listing 
of direct hours to be included and indirect hours that are to be excluded from the computation of the work-hours.  

Definitions  

A direct-hired employee differs from a contracted one in that the employer has the following responsibilities to the 
employee: 

• Withholding Federal income tax,  
• Withholding and paying the employer social security and Medicare tax,  
• Paying Federal unemployment tax (FUTA)  
• Issuing Form W-2, Wage and Tax Statement, annually,  
• Reporting wages on Form 941, Employer’s Quarterly Federal Tax Return 

The term “Off-Shore” refers to the use of low-cost engineering centers throughout the world. 
(Source: International Revenue Service, IRS and “Decline of the Engineering Class: Effects of Global Outsourcing of 
Engineering Services”, Paul T. Bryant, P.E, Leadership and Management in Engineering, April 2006, pp.59-71) 
 

Direct-Hire Contract 

Disciplines None Domestic 

(Host 
Country) 

Off-Shore Total 

Domestic 

(Host 
Country) 

Off-Shore Total 

Concrete  Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs 

Steel  Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs 

Piping  Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs 

Electrical  Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs 

Instr.  Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs 

Equipment  Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs 

Total  Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs Hrs 

If engineering is off-shore, please specify the countries:   
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Appendix B:  Introductions of Analysis Methods
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In order to analyze various types of data, multiple statistical methods were 

employed in this study.  Examining variable distributions, the Box-Whisker plots 

were used.  Analysis techniques such as the Chi-Square, one-way Analysis of 

Variance (ANOVA), correlation and regression were used to establish the 

relationships between variables associated with their characteristics.  The 

Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), a decision-making tool, was used to select 

the appropriate engineering productivity index.  These analysis techniques are 

briefly introduced as follows. 

 
B.1. Box-Whisker Plot 

 

The Box-Whisker plot portrays the distribution of a variable with its 

range, quartiles and outliers.  As Figure B.1 demonstrates, the box (the central 

portion) of a diagram includes the middle 50% of the data from the first to the 

third quartile (25%~75% percentile).  This portion is also referred to as the inter 

quartile range (IQR).  The median is drawn as the horizontal line in the box.  The 

whiskers extend above and below the box include another 50% of data outside of 

the box within 1.5 IQR range. 
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Figure B.1 An Example of Box-Whisker Diagram 

 

Outliers are the data that fall beyond 1.5 IQR of the third quartile or below 

1.5 IQR of the first quartile.  For this research, extreme outliers are the data that 

fall beyond 1st quartile + 3IQR or 3rd quartile – 3IQR and data that falls between 

1.5 IQR and 3 IQR are considered to be normal outliers. 

 

The box plot is helpful in depicting data characteristics such as central 

tendency, outliers, and distribution.  More specifically, this diagram is useful for 

comparing the means among groups and for drawing conclusions (Agresti and 

Finlay 1999). 

 

 

 

Outlier Symbol 

Last Observation below 
(Q3 + 1.5 IQR) 

Median 

Last Observation above 
(Q1 - 1.5 IQR) 

Third Quartile 
(Q3) 

First Quartile 
(Q1) 

Mean 
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B.2. Chi-square test 

 

Chi-square test examines the association of columns and rows in tabular 

data.  In other words, the result of Chi-square test indicates the dependency 

between two categorical variables.  An assumptions is required to perform this 

test (Agresti and Finlay 1999): 

 

• Adequate cell sizes: More than 75% cells with minimal expected 

frequency of 5 are required to perform analysis. 

 

Four steps are required to calculate Chi-square statistic: 1) compute the 

expected frequencies; 2) application of the chi-square formula; 3) calculate the 

degrees of freedom; 4) using the Chi-square table.  The following example 

provided in Table B.1 is given to illustrate how Chi-square statistic is calculated.  

For variables A and B each has two categories, noted as A1, A2, B1, and B2 as 

well as the letters a, b, c, and d to denote the content of the cells: 

 
Table B.1 An Example of Calculation for Chi-Square Statistic 

 A 1 A 2 Totals 
 B 1 a b a + b 
 B 2 c d c + d 
 Total a + c b + d a + b + c + d = N 
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With the number provided above, Chi-square statistic can be calculated in the 

form of: 

( ) ( )
( )( )( )( )cadbdcba

dcbabcad

++++

+++−
=

2
2χ  

 

 
B.3. One-way Analysis of Variance 

 

One of the prevalent methods to examine the mean difference between 

groups is analysis of variance (ANOVA).  A few assumptions of response 

variables’ population governing this test are provided, given k groups (Agresti 

and Finlay 1999): 

• Normal distribution: The population distributions of the k groups 

are normal. 

• Equal variance: The standard deviations among k groups are equal. 

• Independent samples: Each sample should be independent from 

one another. 

 

The null hypothesis for the test is H0: kµµµ === Κ21 .  Where iµ  

represents the mean for the thi  group.  Hence, the test statistic F indicates the ratio 

of between estimates and within estimates. 
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Where     N = number of samples 

               Y  = overall mean 

               iY  = mean of group i 

               in = number of observations in group i 

               iS = Sample variance for group i 

 
B.4. Correlation and Regression 

 

Correlation and regression techniques are used to establish the 

relationships between variables.  Correlation is a bivariate measure of association 

of two variables.  Regression analysis establishes that a set of independent 

variables explain a proportion of variability of the dependent variable at a 

significance level.  For both techniques, linear relationship between variables is 

the key assumption underlying the analysis.   

 

Correlation analysis is employed to determine if there is a significant 

linear relationship between variable x and y.  This is normally used to detect the 

direction and strength of the linear relationship and to access the feasibility of 

regression analysis.  The correlation coefficient, r, is calculated as 

 
( )( )
( ) yxSSn

yyxx
r

1−

−−
=
∑  

The correlation coefficient, r, falls between -1 and +1.  A magnitude close to 1 

depicts strong linear relationship between two variables. The correlation analysis 
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results should be interpreted cautiously as to how well assumptions are being met 

(Agresti and Finlay 1999). 

 

Statistical packages provide the significance of correlation coefficient, r, 

analysis results between x and y with sample size N [ ]6≥ , using t distribution 

with degree of freedom (N-2): 

 

21

2

r

N
rt

−

−
=  

 

The simple linear regression model( ) XYE βα += , explains the 

relationship between the independent variable (IV), X, and the means of the 

dependent variable (DV), Y.  The intercept α represents the expected value of 

DV when IV is zero.  β  is the magnitude of DV change when IV changes by one 

unit.  This model is referred to as the bi-variate model because it only consists of 

two variables.  A model with greater than two variables is considered to be a 

multivariate model: 

 

nmnnmnmn eXXXY +++++= βββα Κ21  

 

where ne  indicates the model residual. 

 

The regression model is optimized using the Least Square Method, 

minimizing the model residual between predicted and observed DV.  The 
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proportional error reduction, mmXXXY βββα ++++= Κ2211
ˆ , from the 

predicted equation is called the coefficient of multiple determination.  Once the 

model residual is minimized, a measure, 2R , depicts how much variance of DV is 

contributed from IV.  2R  is defined as: 

 

( ) ( )
( ) TSS

SSETSS

YY

YYYY
R

−
=

−

−−−
=

∑
∑ ∑

2

22

2
ˆ

 

 

The range of 2R  is from 0 to 1.  The greater the 2R , the more the variance of DV 

explained by IV, meaning better fit. 

 

The statistical inferences delineate that if IVs are statistically related to 

DVs, the null hypothesis 0210 ===== mH βββ Κ  means that Y is not 

dependent on X1 through Xm.  Thus, if all the partial regression coefficients are 0, 

then Y is statistically independent of all the IVs.  On the other hand, the 

alternative hypothesis is H1: at least one0≠β .   This means that at least one IV 

in the equation is related to Y controlling other variables.  The test statistic F is 

defined as:  

( ) ( )[ ]11 2

2

+−−
=

mnR

mR
F  

Statistical packages report the p-value of each test statistic, F.  The p-value means 

the probability of the conclusion drawn from the sample different from the truth 

in the population.  In this research, a p-value lower than 0.1 indicates statistical 

significance. 
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B.5. The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) 
 

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a decision-making method 

developed by Professor Thomas L. Saaty.   This technique structures a decision 

problem among multiple alternatives into a series of criteria or sub-criteria to 

derive prioritized weighting.  An example is utilized to illustrate how the 

prioritized weightings for each alternative are derived by using AHP.  

 

 

Figure B.2 AHP Analysis Logic 

 

Figure B.2 demonstrates the example considering three criteria and three 

candidate alternatives.  Each alternative is compared in pairs with respect to each 

criterion as represented by judgment values.  A local Eigen vector (also called 

priority vector) of the alternatives is used as the proxy in regards to the criterion 

A and is demonstrated in Table B.2.  

 

To determine the consistency of the judgments, the consistency ratio (CR) 

is derived from the consistency index (CI) divided by the average random 
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consistency index (RI) (Saaty 1982).  In general, a CR less than 10% indicates 

that the judgments are acceptable.  Therefore, in this example of 3x3 matrix, the 

CR equals 3.4% and thus the judgments in Table B.2 are acceptable. 

 
Table B.2 Local Comparisons with Respect to Criteria A 

Alternatives A B C 
Priority 
Vector 

A 1 3 5 65.55% 
B 0.33 1 1 18.67% 
C 0.20 1 1 15.78% 

Sum 1.53 5.00 7.00 100.00% 

Calculation 

Alternative A Priority = sum(1/1.53+3/5+5/7)/3 
Alternative B Priority = sum(0.33/1.53+1/5+1/7)/3 
Alternative C Priority = sum(0.2/1.53+1/5+1/7)/3 
Principle Eigen Value (λmax) = 
(0.6555*1.53+0.1867*5+0.1578*7) = 3.04 
CI = (3.04-3)/(3-1) = 0.02; RI(n=3) = 0.58 
CR = 0.02/0.58 = 3.4% 

   

Similarly, all the alternatives are compared considering criteria B and C to 

derive their local priority vector.  In addition, criteria are compared with one 

another and thus a priority vector of criteria is derived.  Lastly, by multiplying 

local priority vectors with the criteria priority vector, the overall priority 

weighting of each alternative is obtained, suggesting the alternative with the 

highest weight should be selected.   
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Appendix C:  Data Submission at Discipline Level by Company
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Table C.1 Data Submission at Discipline Level by Company  

* Count of projects 

Company 
Concrete Steel Electrical Piping Instrumentation Equipment 

Count* Pct Count* Pct Count* Pct Count* Pct Count* Pct Count* Pct 
Company A   0%   0%   0%   0% 1 1% 1 2% 
Company B 1 2% 1 2% 1 2% 1 1% 1 1% 1 2% 
Company C   0% 18 30% 6 13% 21 23% 23 33%   0% 
Company D 8 18% 11 18% 10 22% 12 13% 9 13% 6 11% 
Company E   0%   0% 1 2% 16 18%   0% 12 21% 
Company F 1 2%   0%   0%   0% 1 1%   0% 
Company G 3 7% 1 2%   0% 6 7% 4 6% 2 4% 
Company H 1 2% 1 2%   0% 2 2%   0% 4 7% 
Company I 1 2% 1 2% 1 2% 1 1% 1 1% 1 2% 
Company J 2 5% 2 3% 2 4% 2 2% 2 3% 2 4% 
Company K 3 7% 3 5%   0% 3 3% 3 4% 2 4% 
Company L   0% 2 3%   0%   0% 2 3% 2 4% 
Company M 1 2% 1 2% 1 2% 1 1% 1 1% 1 2% 
Company N 2 5% 3 5% 1 2% 3 3% 3 4% 2 4% 
Company O 6 14% 6 10% 3 7% 5 6% 3 4% 5 9% 
Company P 10 23% 5 8% 15 33% 11 12% 10 14% 10 18% 
Company Q 4 9% 4 7% 4 9% 4 4% 4 6% 3 5% 
Company R   0%   0%   0% 1 1% 1 1% 1 2% 
Company S 1 2% 1 2%   0% 1 1% 1 1% 1 2% 
Grand Total 44  60  45  90  70  56  

# of Companies 14  15  11  16  17  17  
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Appendix D:  Normality Test of Engineering Productivity Metrics
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Statistical techniques are at times sensitive to data distribution.  This can 

be an issue if the distributions of analyzed variables are required to be normal.  

This section presents the normality test results of engineering productivity metrics.  

Table D.1 presents descriptive statistics of the raw engineering productivity 

metrics.  Also, distributions for all the presented metrics were examined using 

normal probability plots which are used to check if metric distributions are 

approximately normal.  The results of this study show that the raw engineering 

productivity metrics are non-normally distributed.     

  

Table D.1 Descriptive Statistics of Raw EPM 

EPM Metrics N Minimum Maximum Mean Median 
Std. 

Deviation 
Normal 

Distributed? 
Concrete 44 0.06 27.00 4.54 1.77 6.36 No 
Steel 60 0.72 37.74 9.31 6.95 7.73 No 
Electrical 
Equipment 

25 3.42 62.50 21.06 18.42 14.36 No 
Conduit 32 0.01 1.02 0.20 0.12 0.21 No 
Cable Tray 29 0.03 2.10 0.62 0.52 0.54 No 
Wire and Cable 35 0.00 0.20 0.03 0.02 0.04 No 
Lighting 19 0.39 26.45 5.29 3.93 5.82 No 
Piping 90 0.03 4.84 0.83 0.68 0.79 No 
Instrumentation 70 0.46 45.71 9.69 6.21 9.59 No 
Equipment 56 7.11 800.00 166.46 105.00 165.13 No 
 
 
 

To facilitate statistical inference, engineering productivity metrics were 

transformed using the natural-log function and their normality was tested as well.  

Table D.2 demonstrates descriptive statistics of the log-transformed engineering 
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productivity metrics and the distributions are also examined with normal 

probability plots.  The results suggest that the transformed metrics are all 

normally distributed.   

  
 

Table D.2 Descriptive Statistics of Transformed EPM 

EPM Metrics N Minimum Maximum Mean Median Std. 
Deviation 

Normal 
Distributed? 

Concrete 44 -2.83 3.30 0.64 0.57 1.41 Yes 
Steel 60 -0.33 3.63 1.91 1.94 0.85 Yes 
Electrical 
Equipment 

25 1.23 4.14 2.82 2.91 0.72 Yes 
Conduit 32 -5.03 0.02 -2.20 -2.12 1.26 Yes 
Cable Tray 29 -3.38 0.74 -1.01 -0.66 1.19 Yes 
Wire and Cable 35 -7.44 -1.61 -3.96 -3.88 1.16 Yes 
Lighting 19 -0.95 3.28 1.26 1.37 0.95 Yes 
Piping 90 -3.50 1.58 -0.54 -0.38 0.90 Yes 
Instrumentation 70 -0.78 3.82 1.75 1.83 1.11 Yes 
Equipment 56 1.96 6.68 4.68 4.65 1.00 Yes 

 
 

Raw metric distributions were compared with transformed ones to check if 

normality was improved after transformation.  Conclusively, natural-log 

transformed productivity metrics approximate normal distribution.  Results are 

graphically presented in the following pages. 
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Raw Lighting EPM 
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Appendix E:  Index Construction and Validation
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Project Index Normality Check 

 

Table E.1 presents descriptive statistics for the scales of each index 

produced by the three approaches presented in Section 6.2.  Their distributions 

were also examined using Box-Whisker plots as well as normal probability plots 

(documented in the following pages).  The results indicate that the Bravo 

approach produced normally distributed engineering productivity indices at civil, 

electrical and project levels.  However, the Alpha and Charlie approaches 

produced non-normally distributed civil and project indices. 

 
Table E.1 Descriptive Statistics of the Three Productivity Indices 

Approach Index N Minimum Maximum Mean Median Std. 
Deviation 

Normally 
Distributed? 

Alpha 
Civil 70 0.06 5.25 0.81 0.38 1.01 No 
Electrical 45 0.04 1.71 0.75 0.74 0.46 Yes 
Project 112 0.05 4.45 0.74 0.56 0.68 No 

Bravo 
Civil 70 -2.48 2.08 -0.22 -0.33 1.00 Yes 
Electrical 45 -2.22 1.07 -0.02 0.15 0.77 Yes 
Project 112 -2.32 2.55 -0.07 -0.05 0.83 Yes 

Charlie 
Civil 70 0.00% 100.00% 21.25% 13.99% 21.62 No 
Electrical 45 3.19% 75.88% 25.41% 22.23% 18.59 Yes 
Project 112 2.11% 97.36% 21.21% 17.80% 15.75 No 
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Box-Whisker Plots and Normal Probability Plots of Indices 

Alpha Index (Civil)  

  

Alpha Index (Electrical) 

  

Alpha Index (Project) 
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Bravo Index (Civil)  

  

Bravo Index (Electrical) 

  

Bravo Index (Project) 
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Charlie Index (Civil)  

  

Charlie Index (Electrical) 

  

Charlie Index (Project) 
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AHP Results for Index Selection 
 

Table E.2 Index Evaluation Criteria Matrix 

Criteria Comprehensibility Homogeneity 
Trending 
Ability 

Priority 
Vector 

Comprehensibility 1.00 1.00 1.00 33.33% 
Homogeneity 1.00 1.00 1.00 33.33% 
Trending Ability 1.00 1.00 1.00 33.33% 
Total 3.00 3.00 3.00 100.00% 

λmax = 3, CI = 0, CR = 0% < 10% (acceptable)  
 

Table E.3 Evaluation Results with Respect to Comprehensibility 

Approaches Alpha Bravo Charlie Priority Vector 
Alpha 1.00 5.00 3.00 63.29% 
Bravo 0.20 1.00 0.33 10.58% 
Charlie 0.33 3.03 1.00 26.13% 
Total 1.53 9.03 4.33 100.00% 

λmax = 3.06, CI = 0.03, CR = 4.94% < 10% (acceptable)  
 

Table E.4 Evaluation Results with Respect to Homogeneity 

Approaches Alpha Bravo Charlie Priority Vector 
Alpha 1.00 0.33 1.00 19.91% 
Bravo 3.03 1.00 3.00 60.12% 
Charlie 1.00 0.33 1.00 19.97% 
Total 5.03 1.66 5.00 100.00% 

λmax = 3, CI = 0, CR = 0% < 10% (acceptable)  
 

Table E.5 Evaluation Results with Respect to Trending Ability 

Approaches Alpha Bravo Charlie Priority Vector 
Alpha 1.00 0.33 3.00 26.05% 
Bravo 3.00 1.00 5.00 63.33% 
Charlie 0.33 0.20 1.00 10.62% 
Total 4.33 1.53 9.00 100.00% 

λmax = 3.06, CI = 0.03, CR = 4.77% < 10% (acceptable)  
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Appendix F:  Analysis Results of Engineering Productivity Factors 
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This section demonstrates normality tests for continuous variables 

examined in the system model.  Factors were tested in the raw scale with the 

exception of the fast-track percentage.  This metric is used to measure 

aggressiveness of a project and is defined as engineering and construction 

duration overlap divided by total engineering duration and thus ranges from 0% to 

100%.  The higher the value, the more aggressive the project is.  This variable can 

be presented as the following equation: 

 
( )

DurationgEngineerin

StartonConstructiFinishgEngineerin
TrackFast

_

__
%_

−
=  

 

The normality tests of the factors are demonstrated graphically as shown 

in the following pages.  In summary, all the metrics are non-normally distributed 

except for the fast-track percentage and thus results of Pearson correlation should 

be interpreted cautiously. 

 

After the normality tests, the analysis results of engineering productivity 

factors and their assumption tests were documented by different project 

characteristics in the order of project size, project type, project nature, project 

priority, work involvement, and contract type.  
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Metric Normality Tests 

Steel IFC Quantity (Ton) 

 

Wire and Cable IFC Quantity (Linear Feet) 

 

Piping IFC Quantity (Linear Feet) 
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Instrumentation IFC Quantity (Each)  

 

Equipment IFC Quantity (Each) 

 

 

Equipment Repeated Ratio (Total Equipment Piece / Individually Designed) 
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Loop IFC Quantity (Each) 

 

HP / Motor  

 

Fast-Track Percentage 
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Modularization  
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Statistical Results of Engineering Productivity Factors 

Project Characteristic: Project Size 
 
T-test: Project size against EPM 

Group Statistics

68 -.34 .76 .09

44 .35 .75 .11

Project Size

>$ 5MM

<= $ 5MM

EPM_Project

N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

 

 
Independent Samples Test

.372 .543 -4.753 110 .000 -.694291193075891 .146089640656324 -.936628222527218 -.451954163624564

-4.770 93.055 .000 -.694291193075891 .145562172313126 -.936127287843007 -.452455098308774

Equal variances assumed

Equal variances not
assumed

EPM_Project

F Sig.

Levene's Test
for Equality of

Variances

t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference
Std. Error
Difference Lower Upper

90% Confidence Interval of the Difference

t-test for Equality of Means

 
 
Correlation: Project size against EPM 

Correlations

-.310**

.003

90

Pearson Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed)

N

EPM_Project

Piping Qty (LF)

Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level
(2-tailed).

**. 
 

 
T-test: Funded Front-End Planning (FEP) against EPM 

Group Statistics

25 .1272 .82504 .16501

15 .6352 .74836 .19322

Funded
FEP?

Yes

No

EPM_Project

N Mean Std. Deviation
Std. Error

Mean

 
Independent Samples Test

.021 .885 -1.950 38 .059 -.50803 .26051 -1.03540 .01935

-1.999 31.952 .054 -.50803 .25409 -1.02563 .00957

Equal variances assumed

Equal variances not
assumed

EPM_Project

F Sig.

Levene's Test
for Equality of

Variances

t df Sig. (2-tailed)
Mean

Difference
Std. Error
Difference Lower Upper

95% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference

t-test for Equality of Means
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Project Characteristic: Project Type 
 
T-test: Project type against EPM 

Group Statistics

35 -.6528 .63429 .10721

77 .1939 .76660 .08736

Project Type

Non-Process

Process

EPM_Project

N Mean Std. Deviation
Std. Error

Mean

 

 
Independent Samples Test

.138 .711 -5.703 110 .000 -.84671 .14847 -1.09298 -.60043

-6.122 78.630 .000 -.84671 .13830 -1.07690 -.61651

Equal variances assumed

Equal variances not
assumed

EPM_Project

F Sig.

Levene's Test
for Equality of

Variances

t df Sig. (2-tailed)
Mean

Difference
Std. Error
Difference Lower Upper

90% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference

t-test for Equality of Means
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Hierarchical Regression: Modularization, Squared modularization, and 
EPM 
 

The purpose of the analyses in this section is to identify the relationship 

between modularization and engineering productivity.  Both modularization and 

its squared term were regressed with engineering productivity.  The result 

indicates a quadratic relationship because coefficients of both predictors are 

significant and the regression fit improved significantly with p < 0.05.  

Nevertheless, Figure F.1 demonstrated that the extremely high modularization 

value may distort the research results.  Thus, the researcher removed that data 

point and repeated the same analysis to confirm the relationship. 

  

Figure F.1 Project EPM and Modularization 

Extreme Value 
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Model Summary

.280a .078 .063 .91786 .078 5.105 1 60 .028

.389b .151 .122 .88837 .073 5.050 1 59 .028

Model

1

2

R R Square
Adjusted
R Square

Std. Error of
the Estimate

R Square
Change F Change df1 df2 Sig. F Change

Change Statistics

Predictors: (Constant), Modularizationa. 

Predictors: (Constant), Modularization, Modularization_SQb. 
 

ANOVAc

4.301 1 4.301 5.105 .028a

50.548 60 .842

54.849 61

8.287 2 4.143 5.250 .008b

46.563 59 .789

54.849 61

Regression

Residual

Total

Regression

Residual

Total

Model

1

2

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), Modularizationa. 

Predictors: (Constant), Modularization, Modularization_SQb. 

Dependent Variable: EPM_Projectc. 
 

Coefficients a

-.013 .132 -.095 .924

-.025 .011 -.280 -2.259 .028 1.000 1.000

.056 .131 .428 .670

-.080 .027 -.887 -3.001 .004 .165 6.076

.002 .001 .664 2.247 .028 .165 6.076

(Constant)

Modularization

Modularization_
SQ

(Constant)

Modularization

Modularization_
SQ

Model

1

2

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig. Tolerance VIF

Collinearity
Statistics

Dependent Variable: EPM_Projecta. 
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Hierarchical Regression: Modularization, Squared modularization, and 
EPM without Extreme values 
 

 

In order to further examine the impact of the extreme value, the project 

with an extremely high level of modularization was removed and hierarchical 

regression was utilized to investigate the R2 change between the linear and 

quadratic models.  As results show in Figure F.2, although the linear and 

quadratic relationships are both significant, the R2 change is not significant.  This 

result means that the extreme value had a notable influence on the relationship 

between modularization and EPM; therefore, the relationship between 

engineering productivity and modularization was considered linear rather than 

quadratic. 
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Figure F.2 Project EPM and Modularization without the Extreme Value 

 

 
Model Summary c

.356a .127 .112 .90058 .127 8.556 1 59 .005

.392b .153 .124 .89433 .027 1.828 1 58 .182

Model

1

2

R R Square
Adjusted
R Square

Std. Error of
the Estimate

R Square
Change F Change df1 df2 Sig. F Change

Change Statistics

Predictors: (Constant), Modularizationa. 

Predictors: (Constant), Modularization, Modularization_SQb. 

Dependent Variable: EPM_Projectc. 
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ANOVAc

6.939 1 6.939 8.556 .005a

47.852 59 .811

54.791 60

8.401 2 4.201 5.252 .008b

46.390 58 .800

54.791 60

Regression

Residual

Total

Regression

Residual

Total

Model

1

2

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), Modularizationa. 

Predictors: (Constant), Modularization, Modularization_SQb. 

Dependent Variable: EPM_Projectc. 
 

Coefficients a

.027 .131 .208 .836

-.038 .013 -.356 -2.925 .005 1.000 1.000

.063 .133 .476 .636

-.097 .045 -.901 -2.141 .037 .082 12.127

.002 .002 .569 1.352 .182 .082 12.127

(Constant)

Modularization

Modularization_SQ

(Constant)

Modularization

Modularization_SQ

Model

1

2

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig. Tolerance VIF

Collinearity
Statistics

Dependent Variable: EPM_Projecta. 
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T-Test: Project type against Modularization 
 

Group Statistics

26 11.15 13.661 2.679

36 1.39 4.245 .707

Project Type

Non-Process

Process

Modularization

N Mean Std. Deviation
Std. Error

Mean

 
Independent Samples Test

43.056 .000 4.038 60 .000 9.765 2.418 5.725 13.805

3.524 28.509 .001 9.765 2.771 5.054 14.476

Equal variances assumed

Equal variances not
assumed

Modularization

F Sig.

Levene's Test
for Equality of

Variances

t df Sig. (2-tailed)
Mean

Difference
Std. Error
Difference Lower Upper

90%
Confidence

Interval of the
Difference

t-test for Equality of Means
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Project Characteristic: Project Nature 

 

ANOVA: Project Nature against EPM 
Descriptives

EPM_Project

37 .3473 .87459 .14378 .0557 .6389 -1.51 2.55

22 -.3774 .82918 .17678 -.7451 -.0098 -2.32 .54

53 -.2353 .67435 .09263 -.4212 -.0494 -1.94 1.08

112 -.0707 .82524 .07798 -.2252 .0838 -2.32 2.55

.77591 .07332 -.2160 .0746

.22732 -1.0488 .9073 .12458

Addition

Grassroots

Modernization

Total

Fixed Effects

Random Effects

Model

N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Lower Bound Upper Bound

95% Confidence Interval for
Mean

Minimum Maximum

Between-
Component

Variance

 

Test of Homogeneity of Variances

EPM_Project

.634 2 109 .532

Levene
Statistic df1 df2 Sig.

ANOVA

EPM_Project

9.971 2 4.986 8.281 .000

65.622 109 .602

75.593 111

Between Groups

Within Groups

Total

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

 
Multiple Comparisons

Dependent Variable: EPM_Project

.72476* .20889 .002 .2915 1.1580

.58261* .16622 .002 .2378 .9274

-.72476* .20889 .002 -1.1580 -.2915

-.14215 .19679 .751 -.5503 .2660

-.58261* .16622 .002 -.9274 -.2378

.14215 .19679 .751 -.2660 .5503

(J) N_Nature

Addition

Grassroots

Modernization

Addition

Grassroots

Modernization

Addition

Grassroots

Modernization

(I) N_Nature

Addition

Grassroots

Modernization

Tukey HSD

Mean
Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound

90% Confidence Interval
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EPM_Project

22 -.3774

53 -.2353

37 .3473

.739 1.000

N_Nature

Grassroots

Modernization

Addition

Sig.

Tukey HSDa,b
N 1 2

Subset for
alpha = .1

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed.

Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 32.841.a. 

The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean
of the group sizes is used. Type I error levels are
not guaranteed.

b. 

 

T-test: PDRI against Project Nature 

 

PDRI_LS * Nature Crosstabulation

Count

8 8 7 23

17 4 2 23

25 12 9 46

Better(<=175)

Moderate(>175)

PDRI

Total

Addition Grassroots Modernization

Nature

Total

 

Chi-Square Tests

7.351a 2 .025 .028

7.615 2 .022 .037

7.139 .033

46

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correction

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear
Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.

(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

2 cells (33.3%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is 4.50.

a. 
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Project Characteristic: Project Priority  

 

T-test: Project Priority against EPM 
Group Statistics

35 .1908 .92382 .15615

44 -.1314 .71316 .10751

Priority

Schedule

Non-Schedule

EPM_Project

N Mean Std. Deviation
Std. Error

Mean

 
Independent Samples Test

.625 .432 1.750 77 .084 .32218 .18412 .01563 .62872

1.699 62.729 .094 .32218 .18959 .00566 .63869

Equal variances assumed

Equal variances not
assumed

EPM_Project

F Sig.

Levene's Test
for Equality of

Variances

t df Sig. (2-tailed)
Mean

Difference
Std. Error
Difference Lower Upper

90% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference

t-test for Equality of Means

 

 

Chi-Square: Project Priority against Funded Front-end Planning 
Priority_schedule * fepfund Crosstabulation

Count

3 12 15

12 10 22

15 22 37

Non-Schedule

Schedule

Priority

Total

No Yes

Funded FEP?

Total

 
Chi-Square Tests

4.416b 1 .036

3.099 1 .078

4.632 1 .031

.047 .038

4.296 1 .038

37

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear
Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.

(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected
count is 6.08.

b. 
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Project Characteristic: Work Involvement 

 

T-test: Work Involvement against EPM 

Group Statistics

39 -.2649 .76398 .12233

68 .0463 .86458 .10485

Work
Involvement

Design-Only

Design-and-
Construct

EPM_Project

N Mean Std. Deviation
Std. Error

Mean

 
Independent Samples Test

.001 .978 -2.734 105 .007 -.40168 .14691 -.64547 -.15788

-2.754 81.046 .007 -.40168 .14585 -.64435 -.15900

Equal variances assumed

Equal variances not
assumed

EPM_Project

F Sig.

Levene's Test
for Equality of

Variances

t df Sig. (2-tailed)
Mean

Difference
Std. Error
Difference Lower Upper

90% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference

t-test for Equality of Means

 

 

Chi-Square: PRDI against Work involvement 

 
N_PDRI_LS * N_WInv Crosstabulation

Count

20 3 23

14 9 23

34 12 46

Moderate (>175)

Better (<=175)

PDRI

Total

Design-and
-Construct Design-Only

Work Involvement

Total
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Chi-Square Tests

4.059b 1 .044

2.819 1 .093

4.204 1 .040

.091 .045

3.971 1 .046

46

Pearson Chi-Square

Continuity Correctiona

Likelihood Ratio

Fisher's Exact Test

Linear-by-Linear
Association

N of Valid Cases

Value df
Asymp. Sig.

(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)

Exact Sig.
(1-sided)

Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 

0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected
count is 6.00.

b. 
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Project Characteristic: Contract Type 

 

T-test: Contract Type against EPM 
Group Statistics

20 -.5341 .76291 .17059

45 .0470 .67412 .10049

Contract Type

Lump-Sum

Cost Reimbursable

EPM_Project

N Mean Std. Deviation
Std. Error

Mean

 

 
Independent Samples Test

.968 .329 -3.080 63 .003 -.58114 .18868 -.89611 -.26616

-2.935 32.770 .006 -.58114 .19799 -.91627 -.24600

Equal variances assumed

Equal variances not
assumed

EPM_Project

F Sig.

Levene's Test
for Equality of

Variances

t df Sig. (2-tailed)
Mean

Difference
Std. Error
Difference Lower Upper

90% Confidence
Interval of the

Difference

t-test for Equality of Means
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Appendix G:  Discipline Dependencies Survey and Models
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A survey was conducted in 2008 CII Product Implementation Workshop, 

Fort Lauderdale, FL.  The purpose of this survey is to investigate engineering 

discipline dependencies with industry experience from very weak to very strong 

in 1-5 Likert scale.  Questions are listed as follows: 

 
1. Please specify your organization type. 

 Owner   Contractor  

If contractor, please specify functions that your organization typically performs 

 Engineering   Construction    Procurement    Construction 

Management    Vendor / Supplier  Other _____________________ 

2. Based on your experience, please indicate the general dependency of the 

paired engineering disciplines from very weak to very strong (see definitions 

below).  If you do not have opinion, please leave it blank. 

Please assess dependency of engineering disciplines using the following 

definitions: 

• Very Weak: Few shared engineering parameters; low communication 

frequency 

• Weak: Moderate shared engineering parameters; low communication 

frequency 

• Medium: Moderate shared engineering parameters; moderate 

communication frequency 

• Strong: Many shared engineering parameters; moderate communication 

frequency 

• Very Strong: Many shared engineering parameters; high communication 

frequency 
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For example, if you think equipment-civil dependency is strong, please 

answer as: 

Discipline 1 Discipline 2 
Very 
Weak 

Weak Medium Strong 
Very 

Strong 

Equipment Civil       V   

Please provide your response in the following items: 

Pair 
# 

Discipline 1 Discipline 2 
Very 
Weak 

Weak Medium Strong 
Very 

Strong 

1 Equipment Instrumentation           

2 Equipment Civil           

3 Equipment Piping           

4 Equipment Electrical           

 

A total of 60 responses were collected and are shown in Table G.1.  

Descriptive statistics in Table G.2 show that contractors had a response rate of 

53%, slightly higher than owners’ (45%).  For the functions performed by the 

participating organizations, 40% performed engineering-procurement-

construction (EPC).  The other responses consist of construction only (C), 

construction and construction management (C, CM), engineering only (E), 

engineering and construction management (E, CM), engineering and construction 

(EC), and vender (or supplier) with a total of 18%.  However, the remaining 42% 

did not specify the function which their organization performed.  Comparing the 

average dependency scores, the equipment – piping dependency is significantly 

higher than the equipment – civil, equipment – instrumentation, and equipment – 

electrical dependencies.  
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Table G.1 Original Responses of the Survey 

Record Organization 
Type Function Eqp.*-

Instr.** 
Eqp. -
Civil 

Eqp. -
Piping 

Eqp. -
Elect.*** 

1 Owner  3 4 5 3 
2 Contractor EPC 4 4 4 3 
3 Contractor EPC 4 4 4 4 
4 Owner  4 3 4 4 
5 Contractor EPC 3 4 4 4 
6 Contractor EPC 4 4 5 4 
7 Owner  4 4 4 4 
8 Owner  2 3 4 2 
9 Contractor EPC 3 2 4 3 

10 Contractor EPC 1 4 4 4 
11 Owner  4 3 5 4 
12 Owner  4 4 4 4 
13 Contractor C,CM 3 4 3 3 
14 Contractor EPC 4 5 5 4 
15 Contractor EPC 3 4 4 4 
16 Owner  4 4 4 4 
17 Owner  4 2 4 4 
18 Owner  5 5 5 5 
19 Owner  4 4 3 4 
20 Contractor C,CM 5 2 4 5 
21 Owner  2 4 4 4 
22 Contractor C 5 3 5 5 
23 Owner  4 4 5 3 
24 Contractor EPC 3 4 4 3 
25 Contractor EPC 4 4 4 2 
26 Contractor EPC 3 4 4 4 
27 Owner Vendor 3 3 3 4 
28 Owner  3 4 5 3 
29 Owner  5 5 5 4 
30 Owner  4 3 4 2 
31 Contractor C 3 4 4 3 
32 Contractor EPC 4 3 3 3 
33 Contractor EPC 2 2 3 2 
34 Contractor EPC 4 5 5 3 
35 Contractor EPC 3 5 4 3 
36 Owner  5 4 5 4 
37 Contractor EPC 4 4 4 4 
38 Contractor E,CM 5 3 2 4 
39 Owner  5 5 5 4 
40 Contractor EPC 4 4 4 4 
41 Owner  4 4 4 4 

Next Page  
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Record Organization 
Type Function Eqp. -

Instr. 
Eqp. -
Civil 

Eqp. -
Piping 

Eqp. -
Elect. 

42 Owner  2 4 4 3 
43 Contractor EPC 4 5 5 5 
44 Owner  4 3 3 4 
45 Owner  5 5 5 4 
46 Contractor E 5 5 5 5 
47 Contractor E 3 3 4 2 
48 Contractor EPC 3 4 4 3 
49 Owner  4 3 4 3 
50 Owner  4 4 4 3 
51 Contractor C,CM 5 5 5 5 
52 Contractor EPC 4 4 4 4 
53 Owner EPC 3 4 4 4 
54 Contractor EPC 4 3 4 4 
55 Owner  3 4 4 3 
56 Owner  4 3 5 3 
57 Contractor EPC 4 3 5 5 
58 Other EPC 3 4 4 4 
59 Contractor EC 4 5 4 4 
60 Contractor EC 3 3 3 3 

* Eqp. = Equipment; ** Instr. = Instrumentation; ***Elect. = Electrical 
 

Table G.2 Descriptive Statistics of the Survey Responses 
Respondents 

Organization Types Count of Responses Response Rate (%) 
Owner 27 45% 
Contractor 32 53% 
Other 1 2% 

Functions Count of Responses Response Rate (%) 
EPC* 24 40.00% 
Construction & CM** 3 5.00% 
Construction  2 3.33% 
Engineering 2 3.33% 
Engineering & Construction 2 3.33% 
Engineering & CM 1 1.67% 
Vendor / Supplier 1 1.67% 
Missing 25 41.67% 

Result of Dependency Scores 
Relationships Mean Standard Deviation 

Equipment - Instrumentation 3.70 .89 
Equipment – Civil Structural 3.80 .82 
Equipment – Piping 4.15 .69 
Equipment - Electrical 3.65 .80 

* EPC = Engineering, Procurement, and Construction; ** CM = Construction Management 
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Dependency Models of Equipment and Downstream Disciplines 

 

This section demonstrates the analysis results for each dependency model.  

Assumptions such as multicollinearity and linearity issues were checked using 

Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) and normal P-P plots.   As results, all the 

dependency models have no multicollinearity issue and the linearity assumption 

was met. 
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Equipment – Piping Dependency Model 
ANOVAb

36.335 3 12.112 11.774 .000a

44.232 43 1.029

80.567 46

Regression

Residual

Total

Model

1

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), Project Size, Project Type, EPM_Equipmenta. 

Dependent Variable: EPM_Pipingb. 
 

 

Coefficients a

.078 .184 .422 .675

.596 .138 .503 4.323 .000 .579 .550 .488 .945 1.058

-1.084 .409 -.311 -2.651 .011 -.396 -.375 -.300 .927 1.079

-2.19E-009 .000 -.207 -1.811 .077 -.178 -.266 -.205 .976 1.024

(Constant)

EPM_Equipment

Project Type *

Project Size

Model

1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig. Zero-order Partial Part

Correlations

Tolerance VIF

Collinearity
Statistics

Dependent Variable: EPM_Piping    * Process = 0; Non-Process = 1a. 
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Equipment – Civil Dependency Model 
ANOVAb

6.933 3 2.311 3.030 .044a

23.643 31 .763

30.576 34

Regression

Residual

Total

Model

1

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), Project Size, Project Type, EPM_Equipmenta. 

Dependent Variable: EPM_Civilb. 
 

 

Coefficients a

.399 .215 1.857 .073

.132 .131 .161 1.005 .323 .162 .178 .159 .970 1.031

-.692 .364 -.311 -1.900 .067 -.243 -.323 -.300 .931 1.074

-3.43E-009 .000 -.402 -2.468 .019 -.311 -.405 -.390 .940 1.064

(Constant)

EPM_Equipment

Project Type *

Project Size

Model

1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig. Zero-order Partial Part

Correlations

Tolerance VIF

Collinearity
Statistics

Dependent Variable: EPM_Civil    * Process = 0; Non-Process =1a. 
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Equipment – Instrumentation Dependency Model 
ANOVAb

1.325 3 .442 1.232 .318a

9.317 26 .358

10.641 29

Regression

Residual

Total

Model

1

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), Project Size, Project Type, EPM_Equipmenta. 

Dependent Variable: EPM_Instrumentationb. 
 

 
Coefficients a

.364 .164 2.211 .036

.035 .112 .058 .312 .758 .103 .061 .057 .970 1.031

-.043 .258 -.032 -.167 .868 -.126 -.033 -.031 .919 1.088

1.75E-009 .000 .331 1.736 .094 .346 .322 .319 .927 1.078

(Constant)

EPM_Equipment

Project Type *

Project Size

Model

1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig. Zero-order Partial Part

Correlations

Tolerance VIF

Collinearity
Statistics

Dependent Variable: EPM_Instrumentation    * Process = 0; Non-Process = 1a. 
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Equipment – Electrical Dependency Model 
ANOVAb

11.585 3 3.862 11.038 .000a

6.647 19 .350

18.232 22

Regression

Residual

Total

Model

1

Sum of
Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Predictors: (Constant), Project Size, Project Type, EPM_Equipmenta. 

Dependent Variable: EPM_Electricalb. 
 

 

Coefficients a

.548 .181 3.026 .007

.227 .130 .249 1.752 .096 .326 .373 .243 .949 1.054

-1.507 .287 -.743 -5.251 .000 -.755 -.769 -.727 .957 1.045

-1.05E-009 .000 -.129 -.904 .377 .053 -.203 -.125 .936 1.068

(Constant)

EPM_Equipment

Project Type *

Project Size

Model

1

B Std. Error

Unstandardized
Coefficients

Beta

Standardized
Coefficients

t Sig. Zero-order Partial Part

Correlations

Tolerance VIF

Collinearity
Statistics

Dependent Variable: EPM_Electrical    * Process = 0; Non-Process = 1a. 
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